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Thoughts for the Road

“We RVers, traveling outside our old boundaries, soon learn
that the world is not viewed the same everywhere. Traveling
beyond the familiar helps us to understand people who think
differently than we do.

I was privileged to have traveled from
the beaches of Southern California to
the mountains in Maine and from the
Florida Everglades to Nome, Alaska,
with countless stops in between. My
travels gave me an opportunity to
exchange beliefs with people of many
political, religious and environmental
persuasions. I discovered we are not
all on the same page.
Travel opens your mind to more possibilities. Escapees gives
us an opportunity to learn from each other so we don’t get
stuck in old ideas.”
AN EXCERPT FROM ESCAPEES MAGAZINE
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2013
ESCAPEES.COM/ABOUTUS
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CATHY BENTON #64041 found solitude at this Shoshone Ceremonial Site in
Lander, Wyoming, where she and her husband, Ron, were lone spectators of
the 2017 solar eclipse. Cathy submitted her photo for the “Viewfinder” theme
“In the Distance.” View more photo submissions on pages 24–25.
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“I’ve heard that variety
is the spice of life.”
Add some pumpkin spice-scented
oil to your diffuser; pour yourself
a tall glass of apple cider and curl
up with your favorite blanket. It’s
time to delve into the pages of
this September/October fall issue
of Escapees magazine.

A
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s the cooler weather sets in and our
traveling energy rises, it’s nice to
head out on the road with newfound
knowledge of the RV lifestyle. This
selection of articles has been hand-picked to
provide you with the additional support you
need for another travel season.
The editorial department is excited to
bring you a new series of articles that cover a
trending topic that affects many RVers today.
This series will feature personal profiles of
Escapees who have mastered earning income
while traveling full time. In these articles,
you’ll take a glimpse into the unique lives
of members who are living their dream, as
well as earning an income. These stories will
cover a variety of member demographics
and a wide range of job opportunities. If you,
too, work from the road and have a unique
or interesting job, send us a brief synopsis
of what you do. There is a chance your story
could be featured in an upcoming issue!
I’ve heard that variety is the spice of
life. So, for our wonderful melting pot of
Escapees RV Club members, I love to mix it
up each issue and include a varied selection
of RV-related topics. So, no matter what your
travel style may be, I’m sure you will find
material that can help you along your way.
If there is an RV-related topic you would
like to see featured in a future issue of
Escapees magazine, send your suggestion to
editor@escapees.com. I’d love to hear from
you. Travel safe, and remember to take time
to enjoy the journey.
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On the Cover
Camille McCullough #110158 took this
photo at the Balloon Fiesta, in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, in 2016. She and her husband,
Bob, were dry-camped and settling in to
watch the show next to friends, Brian and
Kathy Munger #142364. (Brian can be
seen standing next to the McCullough’s
Horizon motorhome.)
Balloon pilot: Daniel Liberti
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36 Independent Sales Contractors Working from the road series. BY RENE AGREDANO

Balloons landing in the dry-camping area at
the Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta in 2016.
PHOTO BY CAMILLE MCCULLOUGH #110158
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40 Wild on Wheels The overland adventure travel experience. BY LARRY CHIUPPI
46 Montana LLC A cautionary tale. BY K. SUSIE ADAMS
48 Historic Treasures of New Mexico Day-trip excursions. BY EMILY FAGAN
52 Winter Storage Prepare and protect your RV. BY MARK NEMETH
56 RV Travel with Class Osher Lifelong Learning Institutes. BY EVANNE SCHMARDER
60 Let’s Talk Tanks Safe operation of liquid propane gas BY PAUL UNMACK
64 Green on the Go Special features for eco-friendly RVing. BY MATTHEW JAMES
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Hit the road with

50% Savings off Campsites!
PASSPORT

AMERICA
Pays for itself the
first time you use it!

The ‘Original’ & World’s Largest 50% Discount Camping Club with over 1800
Quality Resorts & Campgrounds all across the USA, Canada, & Mexico!
Benefits of Becoming a Passport America Member:

Receive the All-New International Camping Directory, personalized
50% Discount Travel Card and RV decal.
FREE All-New & Improved MY PASSPORT AMERICA mobile app featuring nearby parks, trip routing, new utilities and more!
FREE weekly Newsblast about Passport America campgrounds plus
related RV news.
ALL-NEW FREE Trip Routing, Campground Updates and valuable
information online 24/7 at www.passportamerica.com
Economical rates (up to 25% savings) on MyRVmail.com - Passport
America’s mail forwarding service.
FREE online edition of the RV America magazine with new park updates.
Plus a friendly and professional staff who is always happy to serve you!

Get Your 50% DISCOUNT CAMPING CARD TODAY! Call Now & Start Saving! 1.800.681.6810
Sign-Up Now & Start Saving - Call 1.800.681.6810 or Join Online at www.passportamerica.com.
Code: GBSKP

Name:

1 Year

Email:
Address:
City:

$88

2 Years
State:

Zip:

Phone:

I have enclosed check/money order in the amount of $
Make payable to Passsport America in US Funds.

.

SIGNATURE REQUIRED FOR CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS

BEST
VALUE

$132
Reg.

Plus 3
Months FREE

$79

Plus 4
Months FREE

(You Save $11.00)

(You Save $23.00)

EXPIRATION DATE

Plus 6

FREE
$109 Months
(You Save $45.00)

New membership only!

Charge my:

CARD NUMBER

3 Years

Reg.

$44

Please add $5 shipping inside USA or
$25 shipping outside the USA (US Funds).
Mail to:
Passport America
5713 Hwy 85 North, Crestview, FL 32536
Or Call 1.800.681.6810 or Fax: 1.850.398.6159

Camping Kids

Kid-friendly Mobile Apps
By MELANIE CARR #8, Escapees RV Club Vice President

If you’re traveling with children, chances are you have used
an electronic device such as a tablet or cell phone to keep
them entertained during long driving days.
We started RVing with our oldest son, Gabe, before he
turned one year old, and it didn’t take us long to find out
that our iPad was a lifesaver. We began using it to keep
him entertained with videos and movies while we were
driving. Eventually, it transitioned into him using it for
education and to play games. Of course, it is up to you
to decide the technology balance for your children.
Here are a few apps I’ve found to be both educational
and an excellent solution to keep a child occupied.

Magazine

Drawing Desk: Free
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There are many drawing/coloring apps available, but
I love the variety of tools this one offers. Along with
the drawing tools and colors, there is a kids section that offers
coloring pages, colorful stickers and much more. There are several
other coloring book-style apps that accomplish these same goals.

Kid’s U.S. Atlas: Free
This little gem is fantastic for teaching your child about
the states they will be visiting. For each of the 50
states, they can learn about the animals, rivers, lakes, national
parks, national monuments, mountains and deserts they will visit.
There is a free version, and a premium version for $4.99.

The Magic School Bus Explorer: $3.99
This is a bundle of two apps: an ocean version and a
dinosaur version. They are based on the books, The Magic
School Bus, and provide interactive learning with science facts,
videos, photos and games about ocean life and dinosaurs.
September/October 2018

ABC Mouse: Free
While the app is free, it requires you to pay for the
subscription service. However, it’s a nice supplement
to your homeschooling curriculum. It covers a wide variety of
subjects, such as reading, math, science, music and more, all while
making it fun for your child.

Where’s My Water: Free or $1.99
The great part about this game is that it is both fun and
challenging. You have to use your puzzle-solving skills
to cut through dirt and guide the water to “Swampy.” There are
two versions of this game. Free versions are offered, but the paid
versions provide the game with no ads.

Disney Story Central: Free
This app offers hundreds of Disney books at your child’s
fingertips. While there are free books, some are available
for purchase. Your kids will love being able to choose stories that
follow the adventures of some of their favorite Disney characters.

Habitat the Game: Free
This educational game teaches your children to care
for the environment by allowing them to adopt a polar
bear. To keep him alive and healthy, they must complete events in
the game and undertake real-world actions. The goal is to save the
world by improving the bear’s health.
Your tips for RVing with children could appear in a
future “Camping Kids” column. Send your tips for
organization, storage, safety, socialization or other
aspects of traveling with children to
MELANIECARR@ESCAPEES.COM.

HEALTHCARE
POWERED BY

Escapees Healthcare Solutions
allows for unprecedented flexibility
and creativity in addressing the
spiraling cost of healthcare for RVers.

Friesen-Strain Insurance
Servicing Agents
For more information and enrollment options,
visit: www.escapees.com/healthcare

www.escapees.com • 888-757-2582

RV Gadget Box

RV Door Window Shade

Mark Poth #139279 installing
the retrofit shade kit.
PHOTO BY MARY POTH #139279

Compiled by MARK NEMETH #45776, Escapees Technical Advisor

Magazine

Most RV entry doors have a window, but in many cases,
that window is frosted glass. That’s fine for letting light in;
However, it’s difficult to see through! This can be a problem
when someone knocks on your door, especially at night.
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f you’re tired of having a window you can’t see
through, drop by www.zarcor.com and check out their
RV door window shade kit. It’s designed to replace
that frosted glass and add a nice window shade to
boot. John Halter, owner of Zarco, was kind enough to
send me a couple kits to try out. I was impressed that
everything you need to complete the job is included in
the kit, along with easy-to-follow instructions.
I installed the shade-only kit in my RV, since my
window already had clear glass. It was an easy shade to
install, and the only tool I needed was a screwdriver. It
looks and works great! I handed the complete retrofit kit
off to Escapees Mark and Mary Poth #139279, who had
a typical frosted window in their fifth-wheel trailer. Their

kit came with new glass, sealant tape and a shade, which
is available in several colors. Here’s what they said about
the product: “Took about 45 minutes. We installed the
clear glass window in our RV’s door yesterday. It was not
a difficult process, and the finished product looks great. ”
Zarcor also offers custom window-shade products for
Airstream trailers. For boaters, they have a complete
line of shades and nautical gadgets, some of which would
work fine for RVers. Check them out.
RV DOOR WINDOW SHADE
www.zarcor.com/rv_products/rv-door-window-kit/
Price: $99–$129
Zarcor / American Business Concepts
4400 Sunbelt Drive
Addison, TX 75001
800-877-4797
halter@zarcor.com

SHARE YOUR FAVORITE RV GADGET!
E-mail your innovative RV gadget to techquestions@escapees.com.
A TOTAL SUPPORT NETWORK FOR ALL RVERS
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FIND TERMS, CONDITIONS AND RULES FOR PRODUCT SUBMISSIONS AT WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/RVGADGETBOX.

Did you know students who completed
RVers Boot Camp may qualify for a
discount on their RV insurance?*
For more information,
visit www.escapees.com/education
*Disclaimer: Discount may only be applied if account
has not already reached maximum discounts allowed.

EDUCATION

Keep Your RVing
Knowledge in Shape

GAIN CRITICAL SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE IN:
Hitch-up | Basic RV Systems | RV Driving | Tire and Weight Safety | Fire and Life Safety | Personal Safety

NEXT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES:
NOVEMBER 9–11, 2018

MARCH 14–16, 2019

FEBRUARY 1–3, 2019

APRIL 26–28, 2019

Rainbow's End
Livingston, Texas

North Ranch
Congress, Arizona

MARCH 1–3, 2019
Loyd Park
Grand Prairie, Texas

Escapade 2019
Tucson, Arizona

SKP ACRE
Pine Mountain RV Resort
Pine Mountain, Georgia

For more information, call

AUGUST 20–22, 2019

or to register for an event, visit

The Mill Casino & RV Park
North Bend, Oregon

888-757-2582

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/BOOTCAMP

Mark, My Words
Battery in Storage

Your RV Questions

Q. I own a 2007 Fleetwood Bounder
motorhome that I plan to store for the
winter. Is it better to leave it plugged
into my 20-amp landline or to leave it
unplugged with the disconnect turned
off inside? My motorhome is stored
for two to three months between trips,
sometimes less, and every month I start
the motor and run the Gen-Set, with a
load on it, for 15 to 20 minutes. I have
noticed that when I have it plugged into
my 20-amp service, the cooling fan for
the inverter seems to run more than when
I’m plugged into a 50-amp service. This
motorhome is 50-amp service with the
option to run on 30 or 20 amps. I don’t
run any appliances when it’s stored, and
the only reason I would keep it plugged
in is to keep the batteries charged.

By MARK NEMETH #45776, Escapees Technical Advisor
Send your questions via e-mail to techquestions@escapees.com

WATER LEAK

Q. I have a small leak in my RV water system, in an area where
there are multiple pipes and fittings. I am unable to identify the
source. Do you have any suggestions?

Karl
A. One way to locate an intermittent leak is to dry
the area, then spread a layer of paper towels
underneath. Where the towel gets wet first can
lead you in the right direction. Most plumbing
leaks occur at fittings or connectors, not
typically in long runs of pipe. Sometimes it’s
only a fitting that needs a little tightening.

Bob

Roof Problem

Q. In order to prevent roof problems, I applied silicone caulking to all the seams on
our fiberglass roof and covered them with super-sticky tape. Now, after five years,
the tape has trapped water, and it leaked into our motorhome causing extensive
damage. An estimate for repair at a body shop totaled $15,000! Should I remove all
the silicone before applying a new, specially formulated, liquid-rubber sealer made by
EPDM Coatings? How do I remove the silicone? Do I need heat guns or sharp scrapers?

Magazine

Mike
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A. Silicone is a poor choice for repairing RV leaks. It doesn’t bond reliably to
most common RV exterior materials, and it is often applied to a surface that
is less than squeaky-clean. Over time, parts of the silicone lose adhesion, and
water begins to seep in.
In order to properly repair your roof, you must first remove all traces of
the silicone sealant. Most roofing repair materials will not stick to cured
silicone. About the only way to remove it is mechanically: it must be scraped
off or otherwise removed by brute force. There are no solvents that will
dissolve it, and heat is usually not effective. On hard surfaces, you can use
abrasives designed for paint removal, or just scrape at it until you get it all
off. It will not be a fun job.
Then, thoroughly clean the roof area where you expect to do the
repair. On metal and fiberglass, acetone can be used as a final solvent
to remove most contaminants. On a rubber roof, don’t use any solvents; instead, use a rubber-roof cleaning product or soapy water and
scrub thoroughly.
Once the area is clean and dry, you can apply a self-leveling roof
sealant, or a roof repair product, that is specifically designed for your
roof material. You already have an appropriate sealing product in mind,
but here are other options: Dicor makes several liquid roofing products
for RVs (www.dicor.com). I had excellent luck on my own RVs with Rapid
Roof III (made by Conklin). If the surface is smooth and flat, you can use
EternaBond repair tape (www.eternabond.com) to make a permanent repair.
EternaBond has a high-tech adhesive that sticks firmly to almost anything. It
makes a long-lasting repair, but the surface needs to be flat and smooth.
September/October 2018

A. If you have power available,
there’s no problem with keeping
the RV plugged in to keep the
batteries charged. However, be sure
to monitor the water levels in the
batteries every few weeks or so, and
add distilled water as needed. The
constant low charge they will receive
will use a small amount of water, but
it won’t cause any other problems.
That’s what I do with my RV when it
sits for a few months.
The alternative is to shut off the
batteries at the disconnect switch,
but then you will still need to charge
them overnight about once a month
to offset their natural tendency to
self-discharge over time.

Mark, My Words
HIDE-A-SPARE PHOTO COURTESY OF CAMPINGWORLD.COM

Tow
Brakes
				

AGE OF A SPARE TIRE

Q. Roadmaster says it’s wise to carry a spare. However, most articles I’ve read indicate
to watch the dates on the tires, even when purchasing new ones. My question is, if
carrying a spare for seven years, would that be basically a waste of money?

Linda
A. Spare tires age on or off the road, so it’s best to replace the spare when
you replace your RV tires. It’s possible to keep the spare a while longer, up to
10 years. That being said, once it’s over seven years old, it can only safely be
used for emergency travel from the site of the flat to the nearest tire store. If
your spare is the same age as your other tires, you can put it on the RV and
drive on it indefinitely.
While carrying a spare may not be cost effective, it all depends on where
you have a flat tire. Accessing road assistance in remote areas can be troublesome and expensive. I always carry a spare and replace it when it ages
out, but I boondock a lot in remote areas.

Stabilized Fuel

Q. Last November, I filled my fuel tank after a long trip and added 16 ounces of
Stabil (for a 75-gallon tank) as part of my winterizing process. For various reasons,
we haven’t used our motorhome this year. Can I leave this gas until next spring, or
should I take a long ride to use up the fuel and re-winterize it? Also, I’m not planning
on re-winterizing the plumbing.

Howard

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION FOR MARK? Submissions must not contain commercial advertising or consumer advocacy issues. Due to the large
volume of material and correspondence submitted, we may be unable to reply or acknowledge receipt of your material. Material will be edited.
Questions and answers with the highest general interest may be repeated in subsequent issues. Questions can be sent by mail to “Mark, My
Words” Column, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300 or to techquestions@escapees.com.
SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO TECHQUESTIONS@ESCAPEES.COM

September/October 2018
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A. I recommend that any RVer
towing anything should have supplemental brakes on what they are
towing. No matter how small or light
the vehicle or trailer may be, it will
still negatively affect your ability
to stop if it doesn’t have brakes.
However, if you read the laws of
most states, many require that any
trailer weighing 1,000 lbs. or more
must be equipped with brakes. The
key word here is “trailer.” Is a towed
car on a towbar legally a trailer?
There are a lot of conflicting opinions, but my interpretation is that
most states do not require supplemental brakes on a towed vehicle,
based on the wording of the state
laws. Other folks may argue that
state laws require brakes, because a
towed vehicle is legally a trailer.
Below are some links. The first link
breaks it down by weight; the second link lists towing requirements
by state.
• www.brakebuddy.com/towing-laws.html
• drivinglaws.aaa.
com/?s=trailer+brakes
I have a small trailer, GVWR 2900
lbs. that I tow behind my class-C
motorhome. I had to argue with the
trailer dealer to get them to install
brakes on that small a trailer, but
I’m glad I did! My motorhome stops
better with the trailer behind it than
it does by itself.

ESCAPEES

Chuck
A. According to my research, stabilized fuel should last 12 months. If you
double-dose it, it can last as long as two years. However, even with Stabil,
the fuel loses octane points during storage. Adding additional Stabil during
the storage period doesn’t extend the storage time, so putting more in
won’t help. Regular Stabil should be used at one ounce per 2.5 gallons. The
Stabil 360 is one ounce per five gallons. If you use the 360, then you are
properly dosed for at least a year. If you used the standard Stabil, you are
under-dosed.
While it may be fine letting it sit, it’s probably best to use that fuel and
refill the tank and add fresh Stabil. If you have a way to transfer that fuel
from the motorhome to containers, you can use it in other vehicles. Be sure
to run the engine long enough to circulate the fresh fuel throughout the
system before you shut it down for storage. Remember to run the generator,
too, if you have one that runs off the vehicle’s fuel tank.

Q. I purchased a 2016 Honda Fit (manual
transmission) with a GVW of 3,450 lbs. I
hear that a lightweight toad may be exempt from requiring additional electronic
braking equipment. What are the weight
requirements?

Weight and Safety

WEIGH IN!

Weighing appointments are available
Mon—Fri, 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
Other times may be available.
Call for information.

BUSHNELL, FLORIDA
Sumter Oaks • 717-805-3400
(Opening October 15, 2018)

CONGRESS, ARIZONA
North Ranch • 509-999-4429

LIVINGSTON, TEXAS
Rainbow’s End • 888-757-2582

GAYLORD COSTON #106778 WEIGHING RVS AT A SMARTWEIGH LOCATION.

NITROGEN-FILLED TIRES
By JIM KOCA #86367, Escapees RVers’ Boot Camp Instructor

Magazine

As RVers, we always enjoy seeing the flashy, new RVs at RV shows, but it is also
nice to see what is new and currently trending in the RV industry. One current
trend that keeps coming up in conversation is nitrogen-filled tires. More RVs
are being sold with nitrogen in the tires, and, of course, salesmen are pushing
this so-called “advantage” during the selling process.

ESCAPEES
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But do nitrogen-filled tires make a difference?

T

he air that surrounds us, including the air we pump into our tires, is
made up of 78 percent nitrogen, 21 percent oxygen and a few other
elements added to the mix. The military, NASCAR and the aviation
industry have been filling tires with nitrogen for many years for the
benefit of better tire-pressure retention, improved fuel economy and cooler
running temperatures. Even with these advantages, there are disadvantages.
Nitrogen-filled tires are costly. Also, since most RV tire problems arise
from faulty valve stems, punctures and failing rim seals, it may be difficult for
an RVer to find a place to fill the tires if the pressure needs adjusting.
Unless you are a professional race car driver, it is better to invest in a
high-quality tire gauge and tire-pressure monitoring system and to check
your tires frequently. While attending an Escapees RVers Boot Camp or
annual Escapade, you can have your tire gauge checked for accuracy.
Remember, when another RVer tells you they have nitrogen-filled tires, you
can say your tires are also filled with nitrogen—78 percent!

September/October 2018

The SmartWeigh program provides
accurate individual wheel weights for your
RV, toad and tow vehicle, and it will help
you trim the pounds if needed.

SmartWeigh weighing is
available at Escapade!
www.escapees.com/
smartweigh

The RVer’s
Ultimate
Survival Guide
TO ORDER, CALL
888-757-2582, OR VISIT
WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/STORE.
AVAILABLE IN BOOK OR CD

“Remember, when
another RVer tells
you they have
nitrogen-filled tires,
you can say your tires
are also filled with
nitrogen—78 percent!”

Set out for Full-Time
adventure with a
low-rate RV loan

Fixed APR* as low as

4.99%
$25,000+

Rates accurate as of 06/11/18. See website for current rates and terms.

New

•

Used

•

Refinance

No matter where the road takes you, an affordable RV loan from Essex Credit can make your trek more rewarding.
Whether you’re financing a new or used RV for full-time use, or refinancing an existing loan, our dedicated,
experienced consultants can help put you behind the wheel of your dream motorhome. And with our simple online
application, securing a loan couldn’t be easier. So visit our website or call 866-377-3948 today to take advantage
of the great outdoors, and our low, fixed APR.

Apply online at EssexCredit.com/escapees

* Estimated APR (Annual Percentage Rate) based on 4 year loan term; individual rate may vary based on loan amount and term. Subject to consumer loan program requirements and credit
approval. Rates and terms may vary with market conditions and are subject to change without notice. Certain fees, closing costs, and restrictions may apply. APR applied to the loan is the
APR in effect on the date the application is received and is valid until 30 days after the loan is approved. APRs may vary with loan term. RV must be 2007 model year or newer. Maximum
loan term is based on loan amount. Maximum loan amount is calculated using an advance percentage determined by FICO score. Collateral value established using NADA wholesale
value (without adds) including mileage adjustment (+/-); multiplied by 110%. Other rates with different loan terms are available. See our website for current rates and terms for financing
full-timers. Example of a Full-Timer RV loan: A $65,000 loan for 4 years with an APR of 4.99% has 48 monthly payments of $1,496.61 each.
Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender.

© 2018 Bank of the West. Doing business in South Dakota as Bank of the West California.

NMLS ID 19116

MARDI
GRAS HOP
March 1–6, 2019, New Orleans, Louisiana

Price Range: $1,565—$2,365

New Orleans, often called “The Big Easy,” is a melting pot of music, food
and culture and is one of the most fascinating cities in the U.S. Rich in
history, this city is known for its many festive Mardi Gras parades. We
have reserved one of the largest balconies in the French Quarter providing
prime viewing of Bourbon Street, as well as access to unlimited premium
bar and gourmet cuisine. Enjoy day and night parades, exclusive parade experiences, private-viewing seats and privileges to a local business in case
of inclement weather. Savor a break from the parades; relax and enjoy the
rocking chairs here on the porches of the South’s most beautiful historical
plantations. See original artifacts, family heirlooms and authentic slave
cabins where the West African folktale of Br’er Rabbit was first recorded.
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Head Out Programs are created and
customized for all RV’ers.

Image courtesy of Louisiana
Office of Tourism

UPCOMING HOP EVENTS
BALLOON FIESTA HOP

ROSE PARADE HOP

CUBA-KEY WEST CRUISE HOP

OCTOBER 5–14, 2018

DECEMBER 27, 2018—JANUARY 3, 2019

FEBRUARY 12—17, 2019

Albuquerque, New Mexico
Price Range: $950—$1,275

Pasadena, California
Price Range: $995—$1,990

Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Price PP: $848—$898

HAWAII ISLANDS - KILAUEA
VOLCANO CRUISE HOP
FEBRUARY 20—MARCH 9, 2019

San Diego, California
Price PP: $2,224—$3,374

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/HOPS

HOPinfo@escapees.com | Land HOPs: 888-757-2582 | Cruises: 855-757-8881
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FOR EVENT DETAILS AND A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL HOP EVENTS, VISIT OR CALL

ESCAPEES

Join fellow Escapees for HOP events: theme-related
venues and activities at unique and scenic locations!

*EVENT PRICES ARE BASED ON ONE TO TWO RV OCCUPANTS ONLY.

PANAMA CANAL CRUISE HOP

OSHKOSH AIR SHOW HOP

ALASKA CRUISE HOP

THE CARIBBEAN CRUISE HOP

APRIL 10–21, 2019

JULY 21–28, 2019

AUGUST 4–11, 2019

OCTOBER 20–27, 2019

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Price PP: $1,950–$2,609

Oshkosh, Wisconsin
Price: $510—$780

Seattle, Washington
Price PP: $1,399–$2,139

Galveston, Texas
Price PP: $547.32–$877.32

Different Viewpoints
RVers’ Opinions and Advice from the Road
Submissions that are sent by e-mail can be directed to DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

Clogged
Drain
Remedy

I’d like to offer another solution to
the question, “Clogged Sink,” that
appeared in the July/August 2018
“Mark, My Words” column.

Magazine

We’ve been full-time RVers since
1998 and have owned many RVs
over the years. In every one of
those RVs we’ve had clogged drains,
and we have always used the
following remedy.
We use one cup of baking soda
and approximately one gallon
of white vinegar to flush it down
through the plumbing. Simply pour
both items over the top of the drain
hole. If the clog is in a double sink,
pour one cup of baking soda and
one gallon of white vinegar in each
drain at the same time. This remedy
has always worked to flush hair,
oil, grease or general food gunk. It
works in our wheel-less house, too.
Allen and Diana Storm #62761
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RADIOACTIVE
AT THE BORDER

We had spent two weeks at an RV park in
San Felipe, Baja, a Mexican town two hours
south of the U.S. border. The weather had been
sunny, but, by the second week, it turned rather
uncomfortable. The RV park was on the beach front with no protection from
the wind. A large group of RVs from the Escapees RV Club, about 25 in all, had
arrived the day before us. They made it an enjoyable two weeks as we met
several other campers.
On our way back home to St. Helena, California, we had to stop at Mexicali,
a busy border crossing. We hoped the wait wouldn’t be too long because
the a/c in our RV had stopped working. We arrived there at noon, and it took
us an hour to get to the U.S. Customs booth. Our only concern was that we
might have a problem with our dog’s rabies out-of-date immunization record.
After showing them our passports and the expired vet certificate, they asked
us to move over to the inspection area.
After giving our RV a thorough examination, to our surprise, two official
border guards told us that we were radioactive. They escorted my wife and
me to a secure holding area, which was under armed guard. Through a small
window, we watched as they removed everything from the bottom lockers of
the RV onto the road. After an hour, we were told that one cabinet showed
positive as highly radioactive and pointed it out to me. It was a cabinet I
had built from metal plate purchased from a scrapyard near where I lived. I
added it for the purpose of carrying firewood.
They returned me to the secure area and said they would check the Geiger
counter reading with Washington DC, to find out more information about it.
We sat for two more hours before being told they had received word from
“Homeland Security” saying there was no danger. The scrap metal must have
originated in the medical industry, probably from a hospital, perhaps an
X-ray machine. We were free to be on our way.
The trip back home to St. Helena, California, went well, and jokingly, my
wife commented that for the first time in her life, her hair was becoming
curly. I assured her it had nothing to do with the radioactive cabinet.
Back home, I browsed the Internet regarding radioactivity and it was
suggested to coat the cabinet with a special product called “Dumb Dumb” to
neutralize the effects of the radiation. Since we needed the cabinet to carry
firewood, I decided to give it a try.
The following year, we joined friends for a trip to Mexico. At the border on
our return trip, the guards once again said that our rig had shown up as being
radioactive. Once more, we were escorted to their secure area. I told them the
story about my homemade cabinet and our last crossing. Again, they checked
with Washington, DC. At least we didn’t have to remove and repack everything. Two hours later, they allowed us to rejoin our friends who had patiently
waited for us across the border, having no idea what was going on.
I removed the locker when we got home and replaced it with all new aluminum paneling. Funny thing, though, now my wife’s hair is no longer curly.
Charles Bennett, Guest Contributor

Different Viewpoints

PART-TIME
RVERS SHARE THEIR STORY
Is it work or family that drives you? Do you and your partner have different viewpoints on time spent in
an RV? How do you decide on a destination? Is full-time RVing ahead or in the rear-view mirror?

STAYING YOUNG
AND HEALTHY
We purchased a 22-foot travel trailer
in 2012 and began RVing part-time
due to work. We started out traveling
with other family members because
we had never had an RV and were
clueless. My husband, Jack, and I felt
the beginners class you take when
you purchase your RV is completely
insufficient. On our first trip, before
we even spent the night in the RV,
Jack tore off the stairs. Lesson
learned: Do not drive at night when
you are tired.

Deborah Taylor #139722

Then, in 2013, we had to come off the road to take care of Buddy’s mom,
whose health had taken a sharp decline. Thinking ahead, in 2009, we had
built her a small house with an attached RV garage. We parked our RV in
the garage, moved Mom into the house and we began to care for her. We
secured a few hit-and-miss caregivers, but we shouldered the majority of her
care. This allowed for only a few trips away as we struggled to find adequate,
dependable caregivers. After four-and-a-half years of being stationary, we
were recently able to move her into an assisted-living facility nearby.
That four-and-a-half years was time enough for us to realize that we
wanted to live the full-time RV lifestyle. Once again, we are downsizing our
possessions and preparing our house to sell. We plan to buy a lot at an RV
resort for a “winter roost.” Mom is settled in the assisted-living facility but
still needs our support. Eventually, we will resume traveling and the volunteer
work we enjoyed so much for eight years.
The question: Is full-time RVing in your rear-view mirror or is full-time
RVing ahead? Yes, to both!
Elaine Overby #9071O

Learning the Ropes

My husband, Larry, and I are new to RVing. We love nature and enjoy hiking and
trekking in the wilderness. We took our first RV trip in a small C-class to the
Southwest of the U.S., and we had a wonderful time. We especially enjoyed the
flexibility of this style of travel.
In March, we had an amazing time at Bryce Canyon, trying to capture the sunset
after a day of snow showers. Then, while boondocking at Death Valley, we
discovered a golf course during our evening stroll. It was amazing to find a golf
course in the desert! And we were lucky enough to catch a snowfall at the Grand
Canyon where we spent two-and-a-half days exploring the South Rim.
Now that we are fully retired, we are planning to go full-time RVing to see
the country, aiming to cover all 58 national parks and everything in between.
We have taken short excursions to “learn the ropes” of handling, setting up
and, most importantly, driving our fifth-wheel RV using a big truck. There’s
a lot to learn, and having checklists for everything is extremely important
for safety and comfort. Always check, double-check and check again before
shifting locations.
Ming Chan #139675

SEWER HOSE “OH, NOOOOS!”

Dumping the RV septic tank is not exactly an enjoyable aspect of the RV lifestyle. Although, dumping
mishaps can make for humorous campfire stories. If you’ve had an odorous ordeal, tell us about it.
Send us your story of 150 words or less. Photo must be unedited and high-resolution. Submissions
can be e-mailed to editor@escapees.com, or mailed to Escapees magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive,
Livingston, TX 77351. Payment for submissions will be determined on individual merit.

Editor
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As a physical therapist working
in a skilled nursing facility, I’ve
had many patients who were
former RVers and can no longer
travel due to health issues. I
firmly believe that the RV lifestyle helps to keep you younger
and healthier longer.

In 2006, my husband, Buddy, and I sold our house and began our full-time RVing
adventures. Season by season, we explored America, work-camping and
volunteering for eight years at private campgrounds and state and national
parks. It was a wonderful life.

ESCAPEES

I retired, and we became snowbirds
in September 2017. We went to
Arizona for the winter and had so
much fun that we plan to go every
year. We made friendships with
people that I would never have
associated with during my everyday
life at home. The RVing community is
so friendly and helpful. As a pleasant surprise, a neighbor who was
camped close by helped my husband
find a leak in our propane tubing!
We prefer boondocking since we
now have 800 watts of solar power.
We choose our destination based
on friends and family, and places
we have read about or seen on
youtube.com. We keep our home
because I love to garden, and we
want to be close to grandchildren
for part of the year.

Part-Timers Looking Ahead

Different Viewpoints

Travel group four (of six groups) in Tecate, Mexico
2018 Wine to Whales Baja Caravan

CHAPTER 8 MEXICAN CONNECTION

A CHAPTER RALLY WITH A MISSION

Magazine

Chapter 8 was formed over 30 years ago by a few Escapees
who truly enjoyed traveling in Mexico. In the original
mission statement, Chapter 8 was purposely created to
help fellow Escapees learn how to travel happily and safely
south of the border.

ESCAPEES
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Our annual event begins a few days north of the Mexico
border in a campground. Veteran Escapees travelers
teach essential travel skills, check to make sure RVs are
prepared for the journey and build the camaraderie.
Many of our group have formed lasting friendships.
Once the annual event concludes in Mexico, the
attendees use their newfound travel skills to return to
the U.S., either alone or with others who choose to travel
back together to common destinations. Sign-up sheets
to various destinations are available for attendees who
would like to expand their exploration of Mexico. These
destinations offer alternate routes to the border, making
the adventure as long or as short as desired.
Chapter 8 plans one excursion every year, with as
few as two dozen rigs to over 100. The largest group
included 167 rigs with 327 Escapees, the equivalent of
seven or eight commercial caravans rolled into one funfilled grand adventure! At one time, Chapter 8 was the
largest Escapees chapter with 635 members. Our group
is continuing to grow, and we hope to reach, or surpass,
this number again in the future.
For 10 years, our mission statement has broadened
to include charitable donations to established local
Mexican charities of monetary, “in kind” items (clothing,

PHOTO BY RAY GRODEK #97924

school supplies, walkers, medical supplies, etc.) and
small construction or repair projects, with material
and labor donations. The result is an expanded sense
of social responsibility by donors, and it also creates
wide-spread recognition by the Mexican citizens that our
organization is welcome in their homeland. Last year, the
Charity Committee of our Wine to Whales Baja Caravan
raised over $10,000 in cash, plus a record number of
“in kind” donations for local Mexican charities. Local
Mexican business owners were so impressed by our
chapter’s volunteerism and charity that they reduced
their prices. This provided us with a surplus of caravan
funds that were used to create extra benefits for our
group and additional funds for donations to our annual
support of the Escapees CARE program.
The Chapter 8 goal is not only to provide a wonderful
adventure for all the Escapees who join in the fun, but
also to focus on teaching new members how to enjoy
and travel safely in a third-world country. While our
nonprofit status and volunteer participation keeps the
cost of our annual events far lower than commercial
caravans, we are most proud of sharing goodwill with our
neighbors south of the border and helping one another
enjoy a worthwhile adventure.
For those who are interested in international travel
and enjoy volunteering and charity work, we encourage
you to join us for our next adventure. For details, visit
www.mexicanconnection08.com. (See page 82.)
Ed and Kassandra Dennis #119685
Chapter 8 Wagonmasters 2018, kassandra@ekdennis.com

Opinions contained in “Different Viewpoints” are not necessarily those of the Escapees RV Club, its officers or the membership in general. Escapees
RV Club accepts no responsibility for what is expressed here by any person, group or company. Because of the large volume of material, we may
not acknowledge receipt. If accepted, submissions will be edited for magazine style and formatting.
SUBMISSIONS THAT ARE SENT BY E-MAIL CAN BE DIRECTED TO DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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SkyMed ULTIMATE
TAKES YOU HOME TRAVEL PLAN

WHAT WOULD YOU DO
IN AN EMERGENCY?
SkyMed members simply call our toll-free number
and speak to a caring SkyMed representative

24 SEVEN 365.
Escapees RV Club Members Qualify For Association Discounts
Attend A SkyMed Meeting For Details

NO
ONE
DOES IT BETTER

800-679-2020

www.skymed.com

Extended Stay
Destination Trailer
2019 CrossRoads HAMPTON 370FDL

Starting at

$45,900

zero rated True 4 Season Camper

Full Time
Camper

Avg 30% off MSRP of

$129,572

2019 Heartland Landmark 365 Newport

constructed for zero temp
True 4 Season Camper

Full Time
Camper

2019 DRV Full House toyhauler

Avg 30% off MSRP of

$155,416

sub-zero rated
True 4 Season Camper

SPECIALIZING IN HIGH END FIFTH WHEELS AND FULL TIME RV LIVING

Full Time
Camper

Visit us at

Avg 30% off MSRP of

2019 DRV Mobile Suite 36RSSB3
Mobile Suites available up to 44 ft length

www.rvsforless.net

$144,385

sub-zero rated
True 4 Season Camper

Full Time
Camper

Avg 30% off MSRP of

2019 DRV Elite Suites 40KSSB4
Elite Suites available up to 44 ft length

$97,842

constructed for zero temp
True 4 Season Camper

Full Time
Camper

2019 DRV Mobile Suites Aire

Avg 30% off MSRP of

$128,900

• Customer-Focused before and after the sale
• Service, parts and accessories for new and used units
• 1st-Timer Training, Full-Timer Experts
• Best Price in the industry on DRV and Heartland Landmark

to view New & Used Campers and
to see why we are the #1 USA dealer for DRV 2011-2017,
one of the first Heartland
Landmark dealers and a Top 5 USA
dealer for Heartland
Landmark 2005-2017.

Call us at 865-521-9112 or Toll Free at 877-228-6975
We Make Your Dreams Come True

SKP Stops

NEW YORK CITY

Little-known must-do activities
If you’re planning to travel to New York City, here are
three must-do activities that usually aren’t included in
guidebooks and that few visitors know about.

Magazine

Roosevelt Island Tram
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rioc.ny.gov/tramtransportation.htm
The Roosevelt Island Tram runs from 2nd Avenue and 59th
Street in Manhattan to Roosevelt Island, a small island in
the East River, and back again. For the cost of a single ride
on a MetroCard (currently $2.75), which you can purchase
at any subway station in New York City, you can experience an exhilarating ride 250 feet in the air with a stunning
view of the Manhattan skyline. Once on Roosevelt Island,
you can either explore it by foot (it’s only about two miles
long and 800 feet wide) or board a free public bus that
stops right outside the tram station. Notable sights include
the Four Freedoms Park (a memorial to President Franklin
D. Roosevelt), the ruins of a former smallpox hospital,
which was the first hospital devoted to this disease in the
U.S., and there is a beautiful gothic-style lighthouse on the
northern tip of the island.

Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge

www.nyharborparks.org/visit/jaba.html
Another great little-known destination is the Jamaica
Bay Wildlife Refuge that starts in Brooklyn and extends
into Queens. Approximately 20 square miles in size, it’s
the only wildlife refuge administered by the National
Park Service. It also happens to be one of the best
September/October 2018

places in New York City to experience its wildlife,
including more than 300 bird species and a variety of
amphibians, mammals and reptiles. The college where I
work, Brooklyn College, organizes a 24-hour “Bio Blitz”
yearly where science faculty and students stay for a full
day and night and record all the species they observe.

Manhattanhenge

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattanhenge
If you happen to visit New York City in late May or
mid-July, you must experience what is commonly known
as “Manhattanhenge.” For a couple of days every year,
the setting sun aligns almost perfectly with the east-west
grid of the streets of Manhattan with an amazing view of
the setting sun on the horizon. I’ll never forget the first
time I experienced this myself. After I exited a subway
station at 6th Avenue and 42nd Street, I happened to
look west down 42nd Street. It felt like the entire horizon
was on fire. A multitude of people stood in the middle of
the street taking pictures and selfies of the sunset. Other
great spots to experience Manhattanhenge include 14th
Street, 23rd Street and 34th Street.
Most visitors come to New York to experience the
hustle and bustle of the city, to shop, people watch or
catch a Broadway show. But there’s so much more to do,
including these nature-oriented activities.
Tanni Haas, Ph.D., Professor
Department of Speech Communication Arts & Sciences
The City University of New York, Brooklyn College
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AMERICAN SAND SCULPTING CHAMPIONSHIP
Ft. Myers Beach, Florida

Wyndham Garden Hotel, 6890 Estero Blvd., Fort Myers Beach, FL 33931
239-454-7500 • events@fmbchamber.com
N 33°02’55.6” W 114°10’36.9”

The RV lifestyle allows you to experience many unique
traditions for the holidays. In November, at Ft. Myers
Beach, Florida, you can see the American Sand Sculpting
Championship, one of the best sand sculpting competitions
in the world. At this event, there are more than 2,000
tons of sand used by master and amateur sand sculptors.
With its small, square-grain sand, this beach has the
perfect sand for sculpting.

September/October 2018
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“At this event, there are more
than 2,000 tons of sand used
by master and amateur sand
sculptors. With its small, square
grain sand, this beach has the
perfect sand for sculpting.”
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ach year there is a theme, and sand sculpting
competitors must create a sculpture that is
original and follows the outline of the competition.
The works of art are created in increments of two
feet and must be sculpted from the top down. They can
range from small, detailed creations to towering castles.
Sand sculpting is the practice of molding sand into
an artistic form using two main ingredients: sand and
water. Most sculptors use their hands, but shovels and
buckets are also utilized. While attending a class on sand
sculpting, we learned that most sculptors still hand-pack
most of the sand. However, to “hard-pack” it, they use
a bucket. With this technique, air must be present to
release the sand from the container, and cutting out the
bottom will allow this to happen. We also learned that
if you want the perfect top on your castle, use a funnel
and blow in the top for it to come out perfectly. In order
to set up properly, sand must sit in small containers for
three to five minutes, 30 minutes in larger containers.

Only water and sand are used in making the sculptures. Once a project is complete, it is sprayed with a
mixture of one part Elmer’s white glue to 10 to 20 parts
water. This creates a “shell” over the sculpture so the
wind doesn’t cause it to dry out, crack or crumble. The
Elmer’s glue is environmentally friendly.
Basic tools used in creating the sand sculptures are
spatulas, trowels, a variety of brushes, plastic feather
dusters, straws (for blowing away loose sand), pointed
objects, spoons and sand shapers for making perfect
spheres. Sculptures can take as little as five hours to
weeks of work; most take 30 to 80 hours.
The 2018 event will be held November 16–25, 2018,
from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., at the Wyndham Garden
Hotel, 6890 Estero Blvd., Fort Myers Beach, FL 33931.
Ava Fluty #122671
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TACONIC MOUNTAINS RAMBLE STATE PARK
Hubbardton, Vermont

321 St. John Rd, Hubbardton, VT 05743, 802-786-0060 • N43° 41.5885' W73° 8.2907'

Carson (Kit) Davidson, a documentary filmmaker, and
Margaret (Mickey) Davidson, a children’s book author, lived
in New York City. In 1966, after five years of searching
for land in Vermont for a summer escape, they found it in
Hubbardton.
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it spent 46 years blazing and maintaining trails,
preserving meadows, putting Adirondack chairs
in scenic spots and building his own Japanese garden, with a small waterfall cascading over a huge
boulder, all gravity fed from the surrounding mountains.
Kit and Mickey lived simple lives in a small mobile
home with a million-dollar view, knowing that this land
wasn’t for them alone. They had the dream of preserving
and sharing it with the public forever. Two months before
Kit’s death at the age of 93, their dream came true, The
Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation
accepted the land and created the Taconic Mountains
Ramble, Vermont’s newest state park.
Access to the small Japanese garden is down a steep
meadow hill, so walking sticks may be useful. Children
enjoy looking at tadpoles and frogs in the garden pool.
Adults can relax in an Adirondack chair or climb the
ladders to sit on a chair anchored at the top of one of
the rocks.
There are several well-marked hiking trails, many
somewhat rocky and steep. The view from Mount Zion
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Minor looks down at the Japanese garden. For an even
broader view, hike to the picnic table at the top of
Mount Zion Major. It overlooks Monument Hill, the site
of the Battle of Hubbardton, the only Revolutionary War
battle to be fought on Vermont soil.
There are no facilities other than a portable toilet at
the parking area. Maps are available for downloading at
vtstateparks.com/taconic.html or pick one up at the
back of the manager’s house.
The park is open all year, 10:00 a.m. to sunset. In
winter, some trails make for scenic cross-country skiing.
The Japanese garden statues are there from Memorial
Day to Columbus Day. Pets are welcome.
Except for class-B RVs, the road and parking are not
suitable for larger RVs. Parking is occasionally closed due
to wet conditions. If that is the case, you will be asked to
park along St. John Road and walk in.
From the north, take US 7 south to VT 30 in
Middlebury. Follow VT 30 south for 22.3 miles, then turn
left onto Monument Hill Rd and drive 5.9 miles. After
the Hubbardton Battlefield, turn right onto St. John
Road. Go 0.3 miles, and turn left into the park.
From the south, take US 4 to Exit 5. Turn north onto
East Hubbardton Road (Monument Hill Road), drive 6.4
miles, and turn left onto St. John Road. Go 0.3 miles,
and the park road will be on your left.
Joyce Space #61818
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THREE SISTERS SPRINGS
Crystal River, Florida

123 NW US Hwy 19, Crystal River, FL 34428
www.threesistersspringsvisitor.org • 352-586-1170

Find out how you can help protect these
endangered, gentle giants. Visit
www.savethemanatee.org.

Crystal River is a well-kept secret on Florida’s gulf coast.
The quaint town, part of the Nature Coast, offers the outdoor enthusiast trails for biking, birding and paddling. You’ll
find secluded gulf beaches, fishing, golfing and outstanding
sunsets. Crystal River has something for everyone yearround. However, from mid-November through March,
the manatee is the star of the show, featuring a festival
in its honor the third week of January. Visitors enjoy a
downtown celebration of local artists, craftsmen, music
and food vendors.

• Deadline: Material for each issue will be selected based on location and
the migration of seasonal travel.
• Words: Short stories of 300 to 500 words are ideal. Submissions that
are illegible, inappropriate or considered advertisements may be excluded. Due to limited space, submissions will be edited.
• Photos: Photos are included on a space-available basis. Include the name
of anyone in the photo and name of the photographer.

Guidelines and Helpful Hints

• Share unique and off-the-beaten-path RV travel destinations.
• Keep submissions brief and include only pertinent information.
• Photos must be high resolution.
• Include the best season to visit the destination.
Send submissions to Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston,
TX 77351, or to editor@escapees.com.

ARTICLE SUBMISSION GUIDELINES ARE AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOADING ONLINE AT WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/MAGAZINE-GUIDELINES.
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he manatees thrive in the fresh-water
springs which are home to hundreds of these
1,000-pound mammals. They seek refuge from
the gulf’s cold winter waters, as they winter over
in the constant 72-degree, crystal-clear spring water.
Most notable of the 30-plus springs that create
Crystal River is Three Sisters Springs in Kings Bay. Three
Sisters Springs is a world-renowned sanctuary for the

West Indian manatee during the winter months. You may
visit the 57-acre preserve and view the sanctuary from
land by boarding a trolley at the visitor center.
The trolley is $15 (free during the festival) and departs
approximately every half hour. The five-minute trolley
ride will take you to the 1/4-mile boardwalk, with viewing
platforms to observe the springs, manatees and other
native wildlife. There are also 1.5 miles of nature trails
that you can explore to see views of Kings Bay, Magnolia
Springs, Lake Crystal and the wetlands.
To fully experience the manatee, many licensed
outfitters provide the unique opportunity to snorkel and
drift with them. In fact, Crystal River is the only place in
the U.S. that allows close interaction with these gentle
giants. Though the 72-degree water is comfortable for
the manatee, a wetsuit will be provided by the outfitter.
Many of the same outfitters offer wetsuit and kayak
rental, and, after a short paddle, you may visit the
springs on your own schedule.
Craig Rouse #136727

Viewfinder

Crossing the Colorado River near
the city of Hite, Utah.
PHOTO BY MELANIE ROELOFS #136306

IN THE DISTANCE

Point Imperial at the North Rim of the
Grand Canyon in Arizona.
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PHOTO BY JOYCE SPACE #61818
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The Kewaunee Lighthouse in Door County, Wisconsin.
PHOTO BY SHARON HANCOCK #89940

Viewfinder

“In the Canadian Rockies, I saw these three people in
the distance and thought they would make a great
focal point for a photo.”
PHOTO BY MARK FAGAN #99408

“My RV at Devils Tower, in Wyoming.”
PHOTO BY JIM HENDRICKSON #112617

Brad Carroll #102508 fishing at Swim Beach in Colter Bay
with snow-covered Mount Moran in the distance. Mount
Moran is in Grand Teton National Park.
PHOTO BY STELLA CARROLL #102508
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SHARE YOUR VIEW—A NEW THEME EVERY ISSUE
With each submission, include your name, Escapees membership number, a description of the photo and the name of the photographer, even if
you took the photo. Only a few photos will be selected for each issue. Submissions do not qualify for payment.
JF19 (Due Sept 10) Nature’s Hearts: Nature provides the greatest
works of art. Show us a nature-made heart you’ve found on your travels.

MJ19 (Due Jan 10) RV Custom Paint

MA18 (Due Nov 10) Campfire Friends: RV campfires bring old and new
friends together. Send us your view of a special campfire gathering.

SO19 (Due May 10) Unexpected Surprise

JA19 (Due March 10) Strange Places

TO SUBMIT PHOTOS FOR “VIEWFINDER,” SEND UNALTERED DIGITAL PHOTOS AS E-MAIL ATTACHMENTS TO VIEWFINDER@ESCAPEES.COM.

September/October 2018

Tips
Helpful Hints, Ideas and Solutions for Today’s RVer
Read these and other tips online at WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/BLOG-FEED.
E-mailed submissions can be sent to DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

KEEPING COOL
IN THE CAB
When my wife, Camille, and I travel
in hot weather, we’ve found that
our motorhome’s dashboard air
conditioner does not keep us cool
enough. This is because the dash A/C
isn’t designed to cool the entire living
space, even with the slides in.

Magazine

Some RVers use their generator to
power their motorhome A/C while
driving, but we found an alternative.
We reduce the space being cooled
by using a shower curtain as a
divider, hanging it between the
corners of the two front slides, and
separating the driver’s compartment
and the living space.
A screw-eye bolt mounted on
the backside of the upper trim has
a light line permanently attached
that can be pulled down, threaded
through the holes in the top of the
shower curtain and secured to a
small marine-style cleat installed on
the opposite slide. With a divider
in place, the remaining cab area is
easily cooled by the dash A/C.
This can also work for heating to
stay warm during the winter.
Bob McCullough #110158
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PHOTOS BY CAMILLE MCCULLOUGH #110158

National Park Foundation 2018 Photo Contest

The 2018 Share the Experience photo contest is hosted by the National Park
Foundation in partnership with the National Park Service, the Bureau of Land
Management, the Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Forest Service and Recreation.gov.
Share the Experience is the official photo contest of America’s national parks
and federal recreational lands, showcasing the more than 500 million acres of
federal lands and drawing entries from across the United States. For prizing
and rules, or to submit a photo, visit www.sharetheexperience.org. You can also
follow @GoParks on Instagram for photo inspiration.

WWW.SHARETHEEXPERIENCE.ORG

Opinions, advice and information contained in “Tips” are offered solely to inform members about matters that may be of interest or helpful to
them. Material is compiled from submissions by Escapees members who do their own research. Escapees RV Club accepts no responsibility for
what is expressed here by any person, group or company. Because of the large volume of material, we may not acknowledge receipt of material.
If accepted, submissions will be edited for magazine style and formatting.
E-MAILED SUBMISSIONS CAN BE SENT TO DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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Last LeakYou’ll Ever
Have, Last Roof
You’ll Ever Need!
100%

MAINTENANCE FREE

Before

10 YEARS to get this

• No Caulking Roof Vents,
Seams or Skylights
• No Streaking • No Leaks...EVER!

Beautifully finished seamless roof
After

Shopping for Insurance
is not like comparing apples to apples…

All apples are different

Mu
Carrltiple
iers

INSURANCE
AGENCY INC.

3 DAYS to get this!

10 Year Material & Labor
No Leak Guarantee
Work performed at
our location or yours

The right Insurance begins

with your agent

Home • Autos
Motorhomes
Travel Trailers
Renters Insurance
Condominiums
Manuf. Hm

Personal Umbrella
Park Models
Mobile Homes
Rental Homes
In-home business
Boats

Snowmobiles
Motorcycles
ATVs
Medium Duty Trucks
5th Wheels
Personal Watercraft

www.gomillerInsurance.com
SW Willow Lane
1-800-622-6347 5805
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

888-847-7010
Booking Appointments
Mid West, East Coast
& Southern States
September/October

March 1 7 –22
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Tucson, AZ
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By DUANE AND JEAN MATHES #115955

Springtime arrives early in the Sonoran
Desert and wildflowers and cactus
awaken to display a vibrant show of
color for all to see. Tucson, Arizona, and
the Pima County Fairgrounds extend
a warm welcome to the Escapees RV
Club, and we invite you to add the 59th
Escapade to your 2019 travel plans.

Whether you’re new to the
lifestyle, or a veteran RVer,
recreational camper or you’re
living full-time on the road,
there’s something for everyone
at Escapade.

So, come and
join in the fun!
September/October 2018

2019

Arizona Beckons

Snowbirds and full-time RVers alike know a secret: when
the sun starts sinking lower in the northern skies and the
leaves begin to fall, it’s time to hitch up and make their
migration to the delight of the Desert Southwest. With
bright sunny days and a dry, temperate climate, it’s no
wonder Arizona is the place that beckons so many with
the call to forgo hibernation in the cold of winter and
come have fun in the desert sun instead.

Activities

A variety of activities lure outdoor enthusiasts with
endless ways to stay active all winter long. Hikers,
history buffs, museum goers, geocachers, concert lovers
and horseback riders, all find a common interest under
the beautiful desert sky. And, if your agenda involves
relaxation or long evening walks while watching amazing
Southwest sunsets, there’s no better place to be.
During the week of Escapade, many learning opportunities are offered through seminars, forums, RV product
venders, as well as listening to the shared experiences of
fellow RVers. Some describe Escapade as “RV education,
disguised as a week of camaraderie and fun.”
Days start early with a wide array of seminar choices.
In between classes, you can visit The ROW, where
many Escapees chapters and BoF (Birds of a Feather)
special-interest groups are eager to introduce you to
everything they have to offer. This is where you’ll find
your niche with like-minded members.

For pricing information or to download a registration
form, visit the Escapees RV Club Website. If you have
questions or prefer to register by phone, please call

888-757-2582

and ask for Escapade registration.

PHOTO BY PETE GREGOIRE

Shopping

You’ll also want to browse the market, where you’ll meet
Escapade’s helpful sponsors and exhibitors, happy to
show you the latest and greatest products and services
on the market to help you fulfill your RVing needs.

Social Time

Community

Kidscapade

Parents are given the opportunity to enroll their children
in our complimentary children’s program, Kidscapade.
You’ll be able to attend seminars and other functions
with confidence, knowing your child is enjoying and
participating in a variety of activities with their peers.

Make Reservations Early

Pima County Fairgrounds has made some additions
to their parking sites since Escapade’s last visit. Fullhookup sites are available (electric, water and sewer) as
well as 30-amp electric/water and pump-out options.
Reserve early as these options always sell out quickly.
Dry-camping sites are almost limitless, and with an
abundance of sunshine, Tucson is the perfect place to
boondock. We’re offering two boondocking options
to make your experience more enjoyable: “solar only”
option for those equipped to be powered by the sun,
and a “generator okay” option.
September/October 2018
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Many people attend Escapade with the anticipation of
furthering their knowledge of the RV lifestyle and look
forward all year to visiting their favorite exhibitors to
fulfill their wish list. Some even purchase a new RV at
Escapade. Yet, all can agree that it’s the friendships
and connection to the Escapees community that keeps
them coming back year after year. If this will be your first
Escapade, you’ll soon learn the community is strong,
and friendships made during the week of Escapade
often last a lifetime. It’s a time to gather, to rekindle old
friendships and to make new ones and have an unforgettable week as well.

Escapade welcomes attendees of all ages and all walks
of life. Escapees is a total support network for all RVers,
and Escapade happily welcomes all generations. From
two to 92, and all ages in between, Escapade brings
everyone together to share in the fun. Escapees member
or not, all are invited. If you have friends considering the
RVing lifestyle, encourage them to attend.

ESCAPEES

Afternoon socials provide a chance to unwind and get
to know fellow Escapees. Exciting nightly entertainment
will follow to cap off your long, busy days. Combine all
this with a wonderful group of people, and you’ve got a
recipe for an unforgettable experience.

Total Support Network

Register early to ensure your choice of amenities
are available. You’ll also have the choice to park with a
particular group. Be sure to indicate your choice when
you register.

Explore Tucson

As you can see, Escapade and Tucson offer plenty
to fill your days and excite your sense of adventure.
Start making plans now for an exciting week with your
Escapees community at Escapade, while exploring and
getting to know the spectacular Desert Southwest. Both
promise an experience you’ll always remember.

Tucson is Arizona’s second largest city, yet it has
retained a comfortable hometown feel. Blending the old
West with the new world, Tucson offers something for
everyone in the way of culture, adventure and exploration. The 19th-century architecture blends with a trendy,
upscale downtown, creating a unique, vibrant scene.
Come, be a foodie! The United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) recently
awarded Tucson with the distinction of World City of
Gastronomy. This confirms Tucson as being a prime city
for dining. The local cuisine tells a story dating back
some 4,000 years, weaving their Mexican and Native
American culinary heritage.
Biosphere 2
PHOTO BY GILL KENNY.

Escapees RVers Boot Camp

Escapees RVers Boot Camp will take place March 14–16,
2019, prior to Escapade. It’s a wonderful way to increase
your RV confidence to a whole new level and add three
days of fun and education to Escapade. For details and
registration, visit www.escapees.com/bootcamp.

An abundance of hiking and biking trails, as well as
scenic mountain drives allow you to absorb yourself
in the Tucson landscape and experience the Sonoran
Desert up close.
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Must-see Hot Spots
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While in Tucson, discover treasures such as the Sonoran
Desert Museum and the Pima Air & Space Museum.
A short drive out of town and you can take a tour of
BioSphere II or the Titan Missile Site. Both explain
stories of a fascinating time in America’s history.
Old Tucson, located at the base of the Tucson foothills, is a famous, former movie studio and theme park
that brings the Old West to life. Created in the 1930s,
this was the location for many Western movies and TV
shows. Rio Bravo, Gunfight at the OK Corral and the
Little House on the Prairie series, are a few.
Take in a show or experience a reenactment of
the famous gunfight at the OK Corral in the nearby
boomtown of Tombstone. Walk the footsteps of some
of the characters who tamed the Wild West such as Doc
Holiday and Wyatt Earp.
With so much to see and do, you’ll definitely want
to stay in the Tucson area for a while. You can easily
arrange to extend your stay at registration.
September/October 2018

Escapees SmartWeigh

The SmartWeigh team will be on hand with the
Escapees SmartWeigh program. Have your RV professionally weighed to make sure that you are operating
safely and within legal limits. Visit www.escapees.com/
smartweigh for more information. Visit the SmartWeigh
booth near the market area to schedule your personal
weighing session.

People’s Choice
Hawksbill Crag—Arkansas
PHOTO BY MICHAEL THOMAS #136849

Category: RV Community • First Place, RV Adventuring.
PHOTO BY EDWARD ARMSTRONG #74059
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Category: “Heartland History” • First Place, Shaker Broom Maker.
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PHOTO BY VIVIAN ASHWORTH #120247

Escapade Photo Contest Winners

Escapade attendees are encouraged to get involved
in Escapade festivities in a variety of ways. Each year,
members and staff come together to celebrate the
unique talents of RVers. In addition to our Escapade’s
Got Talent performances this year, we invited attendees
to take part in a photography contest. The theme
was “America’s Heartland Through Escapees’ Eyes.”
Congratulations to our first-place photo winners!
For information on the 2019 photo contest, visit
www.escapees.com/community/national-rally.

Category: “Landscapes of the Heartland”
First Place, T.A. Moulton Barn—Wyoming.
PHOTO BY GAYLE PUTMAN #119520
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From the Bookshelf

Backroads, Myths
and Mystery
By Marcella Gauthier #12371

This issue’s books include a guide to out-of-the-way places
in the state of Florida, another Madge Franklin Mystery
novel and a wonderful book about the mystery, myth and
mayhem that lurks on the Mother Road.
Backroads of Florida Along the Byways to Breathtaking Landscapes and Quirky Small Towns
Paul Franklin (author) Nancy Mikula (photographer) #83590
Voyageur Press 2016 • ISBN: 978-0-7603-5036-2
$22.99 • Paperback: $15.63 • Kindle: $11.99

About this time of year, northern-based RVers are
enjoying the last of the wonderful fall weather and
beginning to consider where they want to spend the
snowy weather. For eastern United States RVers,
Florida is a frequent destination. While Florida has
numerous tourist-related attractions, for the intrepid RVer there are many
out-of-the-way places to experience. Full-time RVing Escapees Paul Franklin
and Nancy Mikula wrote this book, as well as over 20 travel guidebooks. This
photo-rich travel book takes you on a journey that is filled with the history of
early Florida. Use it to discover the places only residents and a few spirited
travelers have seen. You will never look at Florida the same way again.
Cold Case, A Madge Franklin Mystery
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Kate McLaughlin #81137 • Strategic Book Publishing and Rights Co 2017
ISBN: 978-1-946439-59-5 • Paperback: $16.50 • Kindle: $9.99
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After the success of her first mystery novel, Fast Food
Kills, Kate McLaughlin was encouraged by her readers
to produce another Madge Franklin mystery. Madge
and Paul Franklin are full-time RVers. In addition to
volunteering at various campgrounds as hosts, they
have a secret life as clandestine investigators for a
semi-government organization. As familiar members of
the RVing community, they are in a perfect position to
observe the activities of the public. This time they are asked to help solve the
mystery of the murder and disappearance of hikers on the Appalachian Trail.
Although older disappearances are decades old, recent ones are becoming
quite frequent. In addition, there is secretive gossip about domestic terrorism plans. While showing friends from France all the wonderful sights along
Skyline Drive of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, they are keeping
an eye on other park users. Keeping their eyes open and ears to the ground,
they discover secret societies bent on starting domestic uprisings. Until the
end of this novel, only when all the strange, seemingly unrelated observations finally come together, is the mystery solved. Not only does this book
keep you reading and trying to piece together the puzzle, the description
of the detailed tour of Skyline Drive will make this a possible “must-see” for
those traveling through the area.
September/October 2018

Strange 66: Myth, Mystery,
Mayhem and Other
Weirdness on Route 66
Michael Karl Witzel • Voyageur Press 2018
ISBN: 978-0760354179 • Hardcover: $25

While most Route 66 books romanticize a trip down Route 66, with
the V8 engine purring along as the
family enjoys the changing scenery,
this book is entirely different. There
is a lot of history on this route, and
some are not so pleasant.
Witzel is an excellent writer as
seen in this excerpt from his introduction. In the 1980s, as he and
his wife were relocating to the West
Coast, he was following her car in a
moving van and got separated from
her. During the darkening hours, he
was overcome with “highway hypnosis,” a place where one’s senses
can no longer be trusted. “…this was
the first time I realized we’re all just
visitors in the realities of others.
“Yes, there exists another part
of the road that most people never
experience, a so-called unseen
dimension. Bottom line: Yes,
Virginia, there is a boogeyman,
hobgoblin or evil clown waiting to
sink his fangs into your neck when
the lights go out. Like it or not,
criminals, murderers and other
miscreants occupy the road, too,
scurrying underneath that threadbare carpet like cockroaches...”
From there, he relates legends and
stories about Jesse James, Al Capone,
Bonnie and Clyde, the mysterious
vanishing hitchhiker and the bordello
where you might never leave.
This book is full of rare, historical
photos and stories that come together for fascinating and scary reading,
especially for Halloween.

Day’s End

Free and Low-cost
Parking Finds
Compiled by GUY GIPSON #84383, www.daysenddirectory.com

BRANSON, MO

Indian Point CG, Table Rock Lake (COE). 54 E/W
sites, 21 E only, and 2 BD. Potable W, flush toilets,
showers, trash containers, D. E/W sites $21, E-only
$20, BD $16, S/A Pass 1/2, April1–October 31.
Free rest of yr, no E/W at sites, no W at D, W at
host site with permission. 8 mi W of town on SR 76,
then 2 mi S on paved Indian Point Rd. Most sites
shaded. Playground, swim beach, boat launch
ramp, dock. Good Verizon. tinyurl.com/lafetr6
Melba Thompson #103006

Table Rock Lake
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE BRANSON CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU

ARKANSAS

Rogers: Prairie Creek CG, Beaver Lake (COE). 112 paved 20-, 30- and
50-A E sites;104 E only and 8 E/W. Tables, grills, W, toilets, showers, D.
$23, S/A Pass 1/2. 14-day limit. Apr 1–Oct 31. All reservable. Visit recreation.gov. 4 mi E of town on SR 12, TL on Park Rd, go 1 mi. 36.355
-94.053. 80' pads, excellent spacing. Pet-friendly. Hiking, boat launch.
Excellent Verizon, free WiFi. Bob and Sam Flechtner #102683
Springdale: Hickory Creek Park, Beaver Lake (COE). 61 50-A E sites.
W, showers, D. $21, S/A pass 1/2. 14-day limit. April1–Oct. 31, but 1
loop open all yr (may have lower fee in winter). N of town, I-540/US
71 x76, go 7 mi E on SR 264, TR (E) on Cow Face Rd/CR 602 (Easy
to miss but good turn-around 1/4 mi further.), go 1.3 mi, TL (E) on
Hickory Creek Rd, go 0.8 mi. 36.23852 -94.03808. Al and Sharon
Florida #86865

Belleville: National Shrine of Our Lady of the Snows, pkg lot. E site
and BD in front of visitor/conf ctr, far corner near bus pkg. Free,
donation accepted. 442 S De Mazenod Dr. Go W on SR 15, 6 mi
NW of Belleville, or 1.8 mi SE of I-255 x17 from E St. Louis. Tasty
food in restaurant at visitor ctr, xlnt buffet. Peaceful location away
from town; shrine events as desired. 800-682-2879. snows.org
Tom and Janis Edelman #78969
Big Rock: Big Rock CG, Big Rock Forest Preserve (county). 96 huge paved
unshaded sites with 50-A E/W. Tables, fire rings. Flush toilets. D. $35 ($20 if
county resident). 2-wk limit, out 1 wk. No reservations. From Sugar Grove,
IL, jct. US 30, SR 47 and SR 56, go 2.4 mi W on US 30 (past Aurora Airport). Go S on Dugan Rd cross RR, then TR (W) on Granart Rd, go 1.5 mi to
CG. N41 45.3852 W88 31.032. From the W on US 30, go thru Big Rock,
IL, go 1.5 mi, look for sign to TR to CG (if not seen, continue 1.6 mi further
to TR on Dugan Rd and follow above). Mix of gravel and asphalt pads,
some pull-thru. Rarely full. Good Verizon. Pricey but a bargain for HUs,
50 mi W of downtown Chicago. 630-444-1200. tinyurl.com/yaxfnwxj
John and Dottie Barry #65881
Cisco: Friends Creek Conservation Area. 17 lg level sites with 30-A
E/W; some shaded. $20, pay at bathhouse. I-72 x156, go 1.2 mi N
to Washington St, TL, go 2.2 mi to Friends Creek Rd, TL, go 1/2 mi
to Park on L. 13734 Friends Creek Park Rd. Dave and Ann Ed #62492
Hull: John Hay Rec Area (COE). Pkg area S of boat ramp for several
lg RVs. Porta-john near boat ramp. Trash cans. Free. 14-day limit. I-72
x1, go 0.4 mi S on SR 106, TR (W) on 315th Ave, go 1 mi. 39.71817
-91.35093. Clearly signed. Along Miss. Riv. Unshaded. Noise from RR
and barges on MO side of riv. Don and Jill Jacques #100485
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Emmet: Lg, empty gravel lot. No facilities. No signs prohibit O/N pkg.
Take I-30 and x36; then go N on SR 299, just N of jct. with WB exit
ramp. 33.73964 -93.52346. Ken and Lee Marks #99570

ILLINOIS

ESCAPEES

The Day’s End Directory is a useful tool to
help you save money and find safe overnight
parking recommendations from fellow Escapees members. These parking selections
highlight seasonal boondocking options for
your RV travels. Download the entire online
directory at www.daysenddirectory.com.

Day’s End
Oakwood: Paved lot. No signs prohibiting O/N pkg. Free. I-74 x206,
NW quad, across from out-of-business fuel sta. Al Lehmann #106247
Rock Island: Jumers Casino, pkg lot. BD. Free. I-280 x11A, go 0.2 mi
S on SR 92. 777 Jumer Dr. 41.45915 -90.61697. Signs direct to RV
pkg area behind casino. Water views. Sid Crews #128084
Sandwich: CG at FG. 30 grass sites with 20-, 30- and 50-A E. W and
D for campers only. $15. No stay limit. From US 34 go N on Main
St, TL on Lisbon, continue to FG CG. Contact James at 815-5306168, or call Sandwich Fair Office at 815-786-2159. Dale and Susan
Prichard #109540

INDIANA

Greenwood: Camping World, customer pkg lot. Free. O/N OK, check
with store personnel if open. No restrictive signs. I-65 x99, go W,
turn immed L (S) on Sheek Rd. 303 Sheek Rd. Not level. Narrow
spaces, little room for slideouts. Quiet at nite. 317-881-7670.
Guy Gipson #84383

KANSAS

Ellinwood: The City Park. 6 sites with 30-A E. $8. Pay onsite or at
city office (104 East 2nd). No stay limit. From US 56/Santa Fe Blvd
in town, go N on Main St, TL (W) on 7th St., TL on Fritz Ave, on R. Or,
go N from US 56 on Park Ave, TR on 6th St, go 1 blk, on L, just E of
row of tall trees. Swim pool next to park.
Ellinwood: Wolf Pond and RV Park (city). 4 sites with 20-, 30- and
50-A E/W. $8. Pay onsite or at city office (104 East 2nd). No stay
limit. US 56/Santa Fe Blvd at Fritz Ave in town, SE corner. Annual
fishing derby held during After Harvest Festival in July. 2 NWRs nearby.
Hillsboro: Memorial Park CG (city). 4 back-in grass/gravel sites with
50-A E/W. Park loop also has 20-A outlets near ground at ends of
pkg curbs. No fee posted. Sign “Overnight Camping, Self-contained
units only with Electricity.” Contact police to unlock hookups. 620947-3440. No posted stay limit. From US 56, go S on N Ash Street
to W D St, TR then TL on Memorial Dr. Sites are to W of park bathroom. Sign is on rest room bldg. 38.34649 -97.20806. Next to CP/
ballfield and Marion County FG. Sm park with lots of grass and shade.
Dale and Susan Prichard #109540
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Meade: Pullout (historical marker). No facilities. Free. No posted stay
limit. 1.5 mi W of town on US 54. N37 17.13 W100 22.066. Room
for 1 rig 8’ from hwy. Also, across hwy is a deserted car wash with lg
pkg lot and no prohibitive pkg signs. Sam and Bob Flechtner #102683
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Melvern: Outlet CG, Melvern Lake (COE). 140 sites with 30- or 50-A
E/W and E/W/S, tables, fire rings, flush toilets, showers, dumpsters,
D. 50-A $22, 30-A $20, S/A Pass 1/2. Most sites reservable. From
US 75, take the Melvern exit, go W on Melvern Lake Pkwy, take 1st
R, TR again at the T, to CG. 38.51371 -95.70624. OK for Lg rigs.
Good Verizon. Shade and sunny sites. Playground, walking trails.
Dean and Judy Sheeley #68258
Minneapolis: Markley Park. 4 sites with 30- 50-A E. Free. Call first
to check availability, 785-392-2176. Go W on 1st St/SR 106 in
town, TL on Mill St/SR 106, cross RR and riv, immed on L. 39.11846
-97.70977. Stay on east loop rd to RV sites parallel to rd. Shaded.
Ron Jones #106236
Mullinville: 54 Truck Stop/Centex, lg dirt lot behind store. D, dumpster. Free. S end of town, US 54 and 10th Ave, SW corner. N37 34.879
W99 28.427. Fuel sta, store, cafe in separate bldg. D behind café,
uses septic system so get permission. Adjacent F-HU CG, fee unknown.
Howard Krakower #101117

Pratt: 6th Street Park (CP). 10 sites, grass or paved pkg. W and
20- and 30-A E, D. $10, iron ranger. Get extension from city office
for more than 4 nites. From jct. US 54 and US 281 (1st and Main),
S to 6th St, E 6 blocks to park entrance on R, S to camping area on
R by baseball diamond. Enter gravel pkg lot, back onto grass sites
alongside lot. 37.63904 -98.73279. No shade. No length limit, level
sites, satellite friendly. D is S along st on other side of baseball diamond, must obtain key from office or police to use. Beautiful park,
quiet at nite. Strong cell signal, Alltel/Verizon. info@prattkan.com.
Bob and Sam Flechtner #102683

KENTUCKY

Dry Ridge: Skyline Chili, paved pkg lot. Free. I-75 x159, NE quad.
Entry off Skyline Chili pkg lot. Signs say No Semis. Any vehicle that
can turn around in 3 lanes can use the lot. Sloping lot with 4 or 5
possible sites reasonably level. Rick Schafer #81691
Paducah: Pkg lot (city). Corner of Broadway and Water Sts, 42001.
Near National Quilt Museum, River Discovery Ctr and access to
walkway along Ohio Riv. Cliff Shisler #91958

MISSOURI

Chesterfield: Dr Edmund A Babler Memorial SP. 28 basic sites and
47 sites with 20-, 30- and 50-A E, tables, fire pits. Central W, showers, flush and pit toilets, D. Basic sites $13, E sites $21–$23. Sm sr/
disabled discount. Open all yr, lower rates off-season, frost-free W
spigot near site 36. Very busy wkends; all sites reservable. I-64 x17,
go S short distance to T, TR (W) on Chesterfield Airport Rd, go 1 mi,
TL (S) on Long Rd, go 0.7 mi, bear R on Wild Horse Creek Rd, go 3
mi to SR 109, TL (watch close, sharp turn) go 0.8 mi down hill, TR on
Babler Park Dr, go 1.5 mi to entrance on R. Go to top of hill, TR to
check in. Or, from I-44 x264, go 10 mi N on SR 109 to Babler Park
Dr, TL, follow above. 800 Guy Park Dr. 38.61717 -90.68864. Steep
hills at entry to park. Watch speed limit (20), enforced by county police. Can turn around thru D. Gate at entry locked at night, get pass
code from host. Concrete/paved rds and sites. Heavily shaded. Good
Verizon. Free wifi, best near check-in. Firewood/ice at check-in. Very
quiet. Pool in season ($). Saint Louis area, great access to city sites.
636-458-3813, 877-422-6766. Phil and Karon Noll #76483
Monroe City: Ray Behrens CG, Mark Twain Lake (COE). 43 sites with
50-A E/W/S and 122 with 50-A E, tables, fire rings, grills, lantern
poles. W, flush toilets, showers, D. $24 E/W/S, $18 E, S/A Pass 1/2.
14 day limit. Some reservable: ReserveAmerica.com. 4 mi E of town
on US 36, go 12 mi S on SR J, NW side. 39.51583 -91.66306.
Biking, boat ramp, fish cleaning sta, marina, playground, trailheads.
Larry and Ginger Lau #104354
Shelbina: Shelbina Lake CG (city). 76 E sites. Rest rooms. Showers
during office hours. 30-A $15, 50-A $19. D and W $2. Only potable W is at D sta. Has extended stay rates. No stay limit. From US
36 in town, go 2 mi N on SR 15, TL on Golf Course Dr to Shelbina
CP. 39.72535 -92.0393. Pick site, pay at golf clubhouse. Various
size sites, some pitchy, mostly shaded, many with lake views. Heavy
RVs stay on E side of lake as rd across dam has 9-ton limit. Golf
course, basketball, volleyball and tennis courts, walking trail, fishing.
Don and Jill Jacques #100485
Willow Springs: Lg gravel truck pkg area. No facilities. Free. No stay
limit. US 60 at jct. SR 137 and SR 76, go N on SR 137 then immed L
(straight ahead if exiting from the E) into McDonald’s access rd. Drive
past McD’s to pkg area next to a water tower. 36.98585 -91.97761.
Room for several lg rigs. Level but potholed, 1 of which is lg. Traffic
noise. Herb and Ginger Conly #110297

The Day’s End Directory is a useful tool for helping you save money and find safe overnight parking recommended by fellow Escapees members.
“Day’s End” listings are submitted by traveling members. Please be aware that these listings are not verified by Escapees magazine, and the
information is subject to change without notice. Want more? Order online or write Guy Gipson, 107 Rainbow Dr., #755, Livingston, TX 773991007. Online Search and Download: $15/year. CD (Mac and PC-compatible): $20. Include your complete name and Escapees membership number.
ORDER THE DAY’S END, GOOD GUYS AND BOONDOCKERS JOURNAL DIRECTORY BY VISITING WWW.DAYSENDDIRECTORY.COM
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Margaret and, Matilda, the Mini Mansion

Margaret Bushon #59646 was born and raised in
Watertown, South Dakota. After high school, she went
50 miles south to South Dakota State University in
Brookings, where she studied Spanish and French while
majoring in secondary education. Awarded a Rotary Club
Fellowship to further her French in Toulouse, France,
she lasted one week before losing interest in her studies
and setting off to explore the French countryside. “The
Rotary Club didn’t really care about my going to school,”
she says, “but they did ask that I attend Rotary Club
meetings once or twice a week from September to May,
wherever I happened to be. So, I did.”
After returning to South Dakota, Margaret got a job as
hostess for a restaurant in Sioux Falls. However, shortly
thereafter, the owner died and she eventually became
the manager, which she says didn’t work out. Then, she
considered grad school, but that didn’t work out either,
so she became a bartender in Omaha, Nebraska. And
that’s where Margaret met Arnold, the man who did
work out and quickly became the love of her life.
Although Margaret had started out to be a teacher,
she realized that working with children wasn’t her
calling. However, it turned out that Arnold Bushon was
a divorced father of seven sons, five of whom (ages nine
to 18) were still living at home with him. “They were
always hungry,” says Margaret, “and the amount of food
they could consume was absolutely amazing. My mother
came to visit and couldn’t believe how much they ate.
But somehow, we survived each other until they all left
home. Then, a few months later, two of them came back
and one brought his wife and child.”
When all the boys finally left home, Margaret and
Arnold sold their large house and bought a small one
that they remodeled and lived in happily for 10 years.
After 25 years of computer-related work for various
phone companies, Margaret retired in 2000. Buying a
fifth-wheel and a dually truck, she and Arnold became
full-time RVers and set off to see the country. “We
went all over,” she says, “until 2004 when Arnold was

CARE Volunteer, Margaret Bushon

diagnosed with lung cancer.” Sadly, he passed away
within five months.
Margaret continued traveling in the fifth-wheel until
2017 when she parked it permanently in a campground
owned by friends and sold the tow truck. She currently
travels and spends the winters in the park, in her 24-foot
Winnebago Navion fifth-wheel, affectionately named,
Matilda, the Mini Mansion.
Margaret, an experienced CARE volunteer, is currently
on her eighth “tour of duty” at the facility. “I love the
people,” she says, “the staff and all the residents.” Each
time she volunteers, she plans and organizes special
events, such as the Mother’s Day tea that was held this
year. It’s her way of giving everyone at Escapees CARE
something to anticipate and enjoy, in addition to her
next stint as a volunteer.
Article and photo by Anita Mandot Hickman #41291

Escapees CARE Needs Your Donation!
Provide support through www.paypal.com/givingfund, www.iGive.com,
www.escapees.com/store or through a bequest to CARE in your will.
You can set up automatic donations, starting at $10 per month, directly
from your bank account or credit card, by calling us at 936-327-4256,
or mail to CARE, 155 Care Center Dr., Livingston, TX 77351
www.escapeescare.org |
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WORKING

Escapees Member Profile

on   the

Larry and Nancy on
duty at Tiger Run.

ROAD

Larry Chiuppi and Nancy Raimondi

Independent Sales
Contractors
By RENE AGREDANO #103274

More people than ever are hitting the road to go full-time RVing before
retirement. They’re people like my husband, Jim, and me, and maybe
even you. We make money in different ways, but we all have one thing
in common: wanderlust for the open road. In a perfect world, this life
of adventure wouldn’t cost us anything, but the reality is that full-time
RVing requires money. Unless an RVer is already living off retirement
savings, work and travel must be balanced to enjoy the lifestyle while
continuing to build a nest egg.
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The Nomad Advantage

The good news is that, if you want to try the
full-time lifestyle before retirement, working
from the road presents many avenues for
generating an income. From paid seasonal
jobs to contract gigs, and ranging from
travel nurses to web developers to sales,
the ability to go where the money is gives
nomads an advantage in an ever-changing
economy. Some jobs are easier than others,
and some require the dedication of a
passionate entrepreneur. However, many
also provide the work-life balance everyone
strives to achieve.
This series of articles will delve into many
ways working-age RVers can make money
on the road and have a good time doing
it, such as with the career path that Larry
Chiuppi and Nancy Raimondi #50059 began
in 1999.

Reaping the Rewards

“Great! When can you start?” the sales
director asked from his office in Port
Angeles, Washington. Larry kept his cool as
he stood next to Nancy in a cramped pay
phone booth. “How’s next week?” “We can
be ready for training anytime.”
Nancy shrieked with joy, then quickly
regained her composure. A blur of cars and
semi-trucks whizzed past as their faces lit up
with huge grins. Thrilled for the chance to
boost their income selling advertising to RV
parks, the 43-year-old full-time RVers were
happy to say goodbye to Christmas-tree
sales and camp hosting.
Nearly 20 years ago, the couple signed
on as independent contractors for AGS
Publications, the nation’s oldest publisher
of RV-park guest service guides, Internet
marketing and promotional materials. Today
they are newly retired at age 62 and reaping
the rewards of careful planning and saving
throughout their careers.
They were like many of us who hit the
road before retirement. Yearning to break
from convention and follow their passion for
adventure, they were only 40 years old in
1995 and at the peak of their careers when
the travel bug unexpectedly bit them hard.
Nancy takes the blame for it. She convinced
Larry to take a short sabbatical to explore
North America’s greatest rock-climbing
destinations, and, by the time it was over,
they knew they wanted to make travel a
permanent part of their lives.
As natural-born problem-solvers, they
crafted a plan to pay off their debts and

save a certain amount of money before
quitting their day jobs. Three years into
their five-year plan, Larry bid farewell to
his role as director of pharmacy for the
New Hampshire prison system, and Nancy
resigned as director of cardiopulmonary services at a community hospital. They didn’t
know where the road would take them, but
they knew they had to find out.

AGS Sales Representative
To join the AGS team,
visit www.agspub.com

Rising Through the Ranks

Married to each other and eventually to
their role as AGS sales reps, the duo gradually rose through the ranks to become one
of the most successful sales teams in the
company’s 30-year history. Like any career,
it took time to reach the pinnacle of success,
but they got there from the comfort of their
home on wheels.

“The reward for their patience and
persistence has been more vacation
time than most Americans accrue
in an entire career. From taking
a month off every year to go rock
climbing in Wyoming or fly fishing in
America’s best streams, they never
let a year go by without taking at
least 12 weeks off…”
The Christmas-tree sales and camp-hosting jobs they previously held were quite
different from advertising sales and unlike
anything else they had ever done. “Since this
was a new career for both of us, we were in
a rather steep learning curve,” remembers
Nancy. With patience and practice, they
found the work-life balance they craved.
“We make a good team with complementary skills and different strengths,” says
Larry. “(But) it did take a while for us to allow
each other to oversee their own section of
the business.”
“We always had a lot to talk about at the
end of the day,” says Nancy. “We got into the
habit of sitting with a cocktail around 5:00
p.m., with each of us going over our day,
highs and lows, and then talking about the
plan for the next day.”
September/October 2018 ESCAPEES Magazine
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climbing in Wyoming or fly fishing
in America’s best streams, they
never let a year go by without
taking at least 12 weeks off to
disconnect and have fun.
Did all the fun they had over the
last 20 years impact their ability
to build a healthy retirement
fund? Probably not, though Larry
and Nancy guess that perhaps
they could have saved more
money if they lived the default life
that other people follow, but at
what cost?
“We would never have been able
to do all the things we did,” says
Nancy. “I think this lifestyle has
allowed us to realize that we don’t
need much money to retire. It has
given us a huge amount of free
time over the last 20 years, which
no amount of money could have
given us in the other lifestyle.”

Tips for Working RVers

At the summit of Guadalupe
Peak, in Pine Springs, Texas.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF
LARRY CHIUPPI AND NANCY
RAIMONDI #50059

Their teamwork paid off. As other AGS
sales teams came and went, they developed
stronger sales skills and earned an income
that exceeded their expectations. Being
in sales wasn’t always easy, but they never
shied away from the challenge, even during
hard times.
“We had our share of crises, but going
back to our default life wouldn’t have solved
anything,” says Larry.

Freedom and Flexibility

“Wild on Wheels”
Find out how Larry
and Nancy are able
to continue their
off-the-beaten-path
adventures despite
age-related health
limitations.
See page 40.
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They met their biggest challenge during the
last recession. “It added a lot of stress to the
job, and we had to add more assignments
to make the amount of money we wanted,”
Nancy said. “We did discuss other options,
including other jobs working on the road, but
none of them would give us the freedom and
flexibility with the earning potential. Every
time Larry mentioned we would only have
two weeks off a year, the discussion would
end. That was unacceptable. So, we stuck
it out and are glad we did.”
The reward for their patience and
persistence has been more vacation
time than most Americans accrue
in an entire career. From taking
a month off every year to go rock
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Larry’s and Nancy’s top tips for
working-age full-time RVers are:
1) Be in control of your money.
From investing in retirement
savings to avoiding debt, always
understand where your money is coming
from and where it’s headed. Don’t make
major purchases without a plan to pay for
them. Get rid of debt as fast as you can and
keep enough emergency savings to get you
through life’s unavoidable expenses.
2) Work hard to stay healthy. “Health insurance and medical care are expensive, but it’s
hard to enjoy life if you’re not healthy,” says
Larry. Taking on extra work to pay for good
health insurance is worth the effort. He and
Nancy should know: she has been treated
for cancer twice, and he had minor cardiac
surgery, among other health challenges
encountered while on the road.
3) Blend flexibility and fun into your life. If
there is something fun but expensive that
you want to do, plan for it and then do it.
“You never know when something may
come along that changes your plans, and
you may never get the chance to do that big
thing,” says Larry.
JIM NELSON, RENE AGREDANO and their
dog, Wyatt, are enjoying their 11th year as
full-time RVers and location-independent
entrepreneurs. Their adventures are
chronicled at LiveWorkDream.com.

WE BUY
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The Overland Adventure Travel Experience

Wild on
Wheels
By Larry Chiuppi #50059

“From our campsites, we
could not hear a manmade
noise nor see a manmade
light, except our own.”
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Do you enjoy adventure, the
sounds of nature and a remote
campsite? Has your age, lack of
physical conditioning or a medical
issue kept you from enjoying the
backcountry? Then, Overland
Adventure Travel might be for you.

M

y wife, Nancy, and I have been
Escapees members and full-time
RVers since 1998, and self-proclaimed “recreationalists” for over
40 years. In our youth, we were whitewater
canoeists, alpine skiers, rock climbers,
backpackers and river trippers.

Work and Play

In 1998, at age 43, we sold our house and
practically everything we owned, quit our
jobs and hit the road full-time in a 21-foot
class-C motorhome. Over the next 20 years,
we worked as marketing representatives
selling advertising in the campground
industry to support our new lifestyle. As
independent contractors, we were able to
work around our play and travel schedule to
continue hiking, climbing, canoeing and even
backpacking.
As we aged and various medical issues
arose, we gradually stopped the strenuous
activities and began looking for different
ways to maintain our connection with the
outdoors. Our job required us to live in
full-amenity RV parks and also influenced us
to buy larger and larger motorhomes.
As the motorhome grew, it became more
difficult to get off the beaten path. By 2010,
we were in a 40-foot diesel pusher, which
limited us to pavement or well-maintained
gravel roads. We missed the ability to
sleep in remote wilderness areas. As we
aged, sleeping on the ground, even with
an air mattress, became less comfortable.
We decided that we needed a camper in
addition to our home-on-wheels to fulfill our
souls’ desire to sleep in the backcountry and
have the adventure and experiences the
wilderness offers.
In 2007, we purchased a used Flip-Pac
camper shell, which we mounted on our
4WD Ford Ranger that we towed behind our
motorhome. It enabled us to venture into
the backcountry and served as our everyday
vehicle. This began our journey into overland
adventure travel.
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Overland Travel Experience

In 2016, we sold the Flip-Pac and upgraded
to a used FWC Eagle slide-in truck camper
shell. We customized it and attended the
2017 Overland Expo in Phoenix, Arizona.
The Overland Expo opened our eyes to
the breadth of overland travel. We learned
about specialized overland camping equipment, driving techniques, vehicle repair,
vehicle recovery and, most importantly,
places to explore. The new setup is still
towable behind the motorhome, but it’s
much more comfortable than the old FlipPac camper shell.
At times, we drive 10 to 20 miles off
the pavement on Forest Service roads to a
remote high alpine trout lake to camp and
fish for a few days. But, we have discovered
that you can drive off the pavement for
hundreds of miles, moving along at 1-20mph
over rocky, rugged terrain, camping in a
different spot each night, like when we
backpacked 15 years ago.

Geezer Backpacking

Since we are now retired and both age 63, I
call it “geezer backpacking.” During a recent
adventure, we spent eight nights exploring
Big Bend Ranch State Park, near Presidio,
Texas, driving the vast interior of the park
at less than 20 mph to different primitive
campsites on high-clearance 4WD roads.
There were a few sections of road where
Nancy used the marshaling skills she learned
at Overland Expo to direct me through
highly technical sections of road. On one
road, we had to get out of the truck to use
rocks to fill in a rather large hole in the road
before we could continue our journey.
We saw few people, had incredible views
of the Chihuahuan Desert and surrounding
mountains, while slowly proceeding on the
designated trails. From our campsites, we
could not hear a manmade noise nor see
a manmade light, except our own. We also
completed several day-hikes, many of them
right from our various campsites.
Similar to backpacking, we met people
who were out for the day, but these folks
were in rigged-out Toyota FJ Cruisers
and Jeep Rubicons. Unlike us, and much
like day-hikers on foot trails, they had to
make the 10-mile, two-hour return drive at
day’s end to the bunkhouse located at the
Sauceda Ranger Station. We, however, were
able to stay in our back-country campsite,
relax and enjoy a sunset, quiet dinner, glass
of wine and a sunrise the next morning.

Left: Larry fills a hole in the
road at Big Bend Ranch
State Park.
Above: Flip-Pac camper shell
Bottom: Travel Mode. Four
Wheel Camper (FWC) Eagle
slide-in truck camper shell

Trail Destinations

Nancy and I have a bucket list of overland
trips we want to do, so that is the driving
force as we travel. However, we will look for
a potential trip nearby any of our RV stops.
We own an RV lot in a campground in
Colorado, so if our adventure is relatively
close, this is where we’ll leave our motorhome. Other times, we rent an inexpensive
monthly RV site and then use part of the
month to prep for the trip. We leave the
motorhome in the park while we’re on the
trails and use the remaining month’s site
time to unpack, do laundry, re-stock and
then either move on or extend our stay.
Our future plans include the White Rim
Trail in Utah. The White Rim Trail is a rugged
100-mile overland route through the Island
in the Sky area of Canyon Lands National
Park. Most people can complete it in three
or four days, camping in reserved designated primitive campsites along the way.

Time Frame

Our typical time frame for an overland
adventure is five to seven days. We have
stayed up to two weeks, a comfortable limit
of our food storage capacity, as long as we
have access to water. Since we retired last

year, timing is not an issue. However, before
we retired, we planned time off in our schedule to take trips, or we planned multiple
trips over a long break. Being independent
contractors allowed us to schedule large
blocks of time off.

Adventure Alternative

If you are an adventurer whose mind is still
willing, but the body just does not have
the strength it once had, or if you are tied
to a C-pap machine at night like I am, then
overland adventure travel might be for
you. This sport offers thrills and logistical
problems much like backpacking. At times
the road challenges your driving skills. You
may need to negotiate a steep incline over
a washed-out two-track next to a steep
drop-off, hoping your tires don’t slip sideways and send you over the edge. Logistical
issues include fuel/food management and,
when overlanding in the desert, water
management.
Overland adventure travel is usually
defined as traveling unpaved roads in some
sort of a vehicle. The types of roads range
from maintained national forest gravel
roads, to rugged Jeep roads, and, for the
extreme overland traveler, no roads at all.
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Big Bend Ranch State Park
Campsite.

The adventure may last a day, a week or
many months. Camping along the way might
be a simple tent on the ground, a roof-top
tent or a rugged, high-clearance, specialized
4WD camper.

Vehicle Options

As full-time RVers, there are available
options for both those in motorhomes, travel
trailers and fifth-wheel trailers, as long as
you remain cognizant of the added weight of
your new toy. The simplest method is a tent
and camping equipment in a 4WD Jeep or
pickup truck.
A step up from the tent on the ground
are the Rooftop tents, or RTTs. These tents
mount on roof racks and come in all shapes,
sizes and price ranges. RTTs offer little wind
resistance while driving and, therefore,
would have minimal impact on either your
toad or the truck you use to haul the trailer.
They get you off the ground and onto a
comfortable mattress.
We set up the truck camper as a
stand-alone rig so we can head out on the
trails quickly. Our truck is fitted with two
roof-mounted solar panels, a dual-battery
system, Yakima Roof Rail system with roof
racks, Propex-forced hot-air furnace and
a custom swing-away tailgate. We carry
a five-gallon Jerry Can for water, a twopound propane tank and a hinged, rear
bumper-mounted, drop-down table. We also
carry a Coleman propane grill/one-burner
stove combination and portable Dometic
compressor refrigerator/freezer. Before
leaving, we’ll load our food, water,
clothes and a 10-lb. propane tank we
carry in the RV to use for grilling. We use
our toys, such as fly-fishing gear, both while
RVing and in remote areas.
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I think most overlanders would tell you
to upgrade your tires, carry minimal vehicle
recovery gear, a shovel, tire repair kit, a good
air compressor, a first-aid kit and a degree of
self-reliance since you will usually not have
cell phone coverage. However, there are quite
a few satellite-based communication devices
on the market. If you plan to travel serious,
two-track 4WD trails, you should stick with
a single-wheeled pickup truck. Dual-wheeled
trucks are not only too wide for most trails,
but getting a sharp rock stuck between the
dual tires could cause serious damage.
Lastly, if you want to take your creature
comforts with you, there are numerous
light-weight, pop-up truck campers available
that are fully equipped with all the amenities
of an RV or shell version. This allows you to
choose which amenities to take along.
I see many Escapees towing Jeeps who
enjoy driving into the backcountry and
then returning to the RV park for the night.
However, if you miss sleeping with only
your partner nearby, then you may want to
purchase some additional equipment and try
“geezer backpacking.”
For more information about this sport,
visit www.expeditionportal.com or www.
wanderthewest.com. The website www.
roadandtrack.com has a brief description of
America’s 10 best off-road trips.
Travel safe and continue to travel as long
as you can.
larry Chiuppi and Nancy Raimondi
started backpacking together in 1977. They
bought their first truck camper in 1991 and
took a three-month road trip in 1995. Larry
and Nancy have been full-time RVers since
1998. They have traveled by RV in 46 states,
Mexico and Canada. They both retired in 2017 at age 62.
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Licensing Your RV In A Montana LLC and Claiming Your Domicile
in Texas is A Tricky and Dangerous Business.

Montana LLC
A Cautionary Tale
By K. SUSIE ADAMS #134068

A newly retired couple, let’s call them
David and Dianne, did their homework
before becoming full-time RVers. In a
deliberate break with their home state
of California, they sold their property
and bought an RV. Using a Montana
law firm, they created a limited liability
corporation (LLC) in Montana for one
purpose: to “house” their RV so they
wouldn’t have to pay sales tax.

T

he couple read that if you claim Texas
as your domicile, you won’t have to pay
income tax. So, they headed for Texas,
driving the RV and towing their Jeep. After
arriving in Livingston, they visited Escapees RV
Club national headquarters where they obtained
their new Texas address. With that address,
proof of vehicle insurance and an inspection of
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the towed Jeep, they headed to the county tax
assessor-collector to register their vehicles. When
asked by the office clerk if their Jeep was their
only vehicle, they answered, “yes,” because technically the RV belonged to the Montana LLC. They
received their Texas license plate for the Jeep.
Next, they visited the local Department of
Public Safety (DPS) office. They brought along
their Texas vehicle registration, proof of insurance,
their unexpired California driver licenses and other
proof of required identification. Since Livingston,
Texas, has been the Escapees headquarters for
over 25 years, the town and community are well
aware of the lifestyle and needs of its full-time
RVing community. Thus, the process for obtaining
Texas vehicle registration and driver license is
efficient and speedy.
The local DPS promptly presented David and
Dianne with their new Texas driver licenses (paper
copies to use until the laminated plastic copies
arrive by mail). David and Dianne had completed the process in less than one day. They left

Livingston, Texas, in their Montana-licensed
RV, towing their Texas-licensed Jeep. They
were free to travel whenever they wanted
and wherever they wanted, without worry.
Or, so they thought!

An Investigation

As Dianne drove through Washington State,
she didn’t realize she was in a speed zone.
The next thing she knew, she was being
pulled over by a local DPS trooper. He
noticed the Montana license plate on the RV
and the Texas plate on the Jeep. He asked
to see Dianne’s driver license and noted
it was also Texas. The trooper didn’t stop
there. He contacted the Texas Secretary of
State’s office to check on the discrepancy,
and he was told that the couple was most
likely guilty of tax fraud and tax evasion.
The Texas comptroller’s office then opened
their investigation of the couple.
That’s when our law firm received the call
from the frantic couple. They were being
accused of a felony, potentially punishable
with six months to two years in prison.
In their defense, the couple had to swear
that they had not been in Texas for more
than 30 days during the past year. As one
Montana lawyer in the LLC-creating business
explained (in response to questions about
the validity of the Montana plates where
the owners are Texas domiciled): “The best
approach for a Texas resident operating a
vehicle owned by a Montana LLC is to limit
his/her time in Texas.”
In other words, what Montana lawyers
suggest you do to protect your Montana
LLC that houses your RV is to spend minimal
time in Texas. However, by not spending
time in Texas, the place you are claiming as
your home, you will undermine your claim
that you are domiciled in Texas. As a lawyer
advising people about establishing domicile
in Texas, I can guarantee that the best way
to disprove your claim of Texas domicile is to
spend too little time in the state.

The Ten Commandments of Domicile

As a word of caution about domicile, if you
intend to make Texas your home (which is
the legal definition of domicile), you should
truly “make Texas your home” by going
above and beyond the process of selling
your home in California and registering
your vehicle and obtaining your driver
license in Texas. In fact, since you
plan to travel extensively throughout
the country, to firmly establish Texas
as your home, you need to follow what I

call the Ten Commandments of Domicile (in
this order):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Obtain your Texas address;
Register your vehicles in Texas;
Obtain your Texas driver licenses;
Register to vote;
File an Affidavit of Domicile with the court;
Establish community relations in Texas;
Change to local businesses for banking,
accountants, doctors and dentists;
8. Have your estate planning documents
(wills, trusts and powers of attorney)
written in Texas;
9. Keep stored belongings in Texas;
10. If you still have real estate outside of
Texas, rent the real estate or otherwise
show that you aren’t using it as your “hub.”
The reason the Washington DPS officer
suspected a problem was because of the
discrepancy between Texas plates, Texas
driver licenses and that Montana plate on
the RV. Consistency between these items,
license plates and driver license, is the best
way to proceed. Realistically speaking, if
you intend to claim domicile in Texas, then
bite the bullet and pay the Texas sales tax
for your RV. Then, all your vehicles will have
Texas license plates. Your driver license
will be Texas and, if you are pulled over for
speeding in Washington State, you won’t
face felony charges for tax evasion.
As an aside, it is important to remember
that paying Texas sales tax helps to fund
the local Livingston, Texas, community, a
low-income, rural area, 70 miles northeast
of Houston. The taxes also provide funds
necessary to keep Texas roads in good
repair. After Hurricane Harvey, there’s even
a greater need for assistance in this regard.
So, if you truly want to leave your cares
behind when you choose the full-time RV
lifestyle, I recommend staying informed
and remain certain that you are following
the proper procedures to avoid future legal
problems. Adhering to the advice of legal
counsel will provide you with peace of mind
and worry-free RV travels.
K. SUSIE ADAMS has been a lawyer for over 30
years, spending 15 of those years as a trial
lawyer. She also taught legal writing at the
University of Houston Law School. From
2011–2016, she was executive director of
Childrenz Haven, the Child Advocacy Center
of Polk County, Texas. Susie and her husband,
James Frost, reside in Livingston, Texas.
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Albuquerque or Santa Fe day-trip excursions to

Historic Treasures
Article by Emily fagan #99408 • Photos by Mark and Emily fagan #99408

Only two hours to the
northeast of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, there are
three wonderful day-trip
excursions to some unique
natural and historic
locations. My husband,
Mark, and I visited these fun
spots last year while
traveling through New
Mexico in our 36-foot
Hitchhiker fifth-wheel trailer.
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Bandelier National
Monument
Our favorite of these treasures is Bandelier National
Monument, a fabulous collection of cliff dwellings that have
been stabilized and partially reconstructed to make them
truly hands-on, or rather “feet-on,” for visitors.
Back in the period between 1150 and 1550 AD, the
Ancestral Puebloans, the same people who lived
at Chaco Canyon and Mesa Verde, used the many
closet-sized caves and divots, dotting the sheer cliffs of
the Jemez Volcanic Field in Frijoles Canyon, to be the
back walls of their homes. Using big logs as floor joists
and bricks made from the volcanic tuff to form walls,
they built their adjoining homes to rise up two or three
stories. The back walls expanded to two or three rooms,
creating apartment complexes of living and storage
space that could house a lot of people.
The best part of Bandelier National Monument is the
many log ladders that the National Park Service has
placed throughout the park so visitors can climb up and
peer into the cliff dwellings. Children, and adults who are
kids at heart, can scamper up and down these ladders
and get a true feeling of what life might have been like
for the ancients who lived there centuries ago.

   of New Mexico
Adolph Bandelier first saw these special ruins in
1880, and the National Monument was established and
given his name in 1916. During the 1930s, the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC) built a camp for themselves
nearby and set about reconstructing and stabilizing the
ruins. The Talus House, on the 1.2 mile Main Loop Trail,
is a fully rebuilt home that resembles the appearance of
the cliff dwellings when the Ancestral Puebloans lived
in them.
Bandelier National Monument is an exceptionally
popular destination spot. In the peak summer season,
due to limited parking, visitors must catch the free
Atomic Shuttle Bus that runs from nearby Los Alamos,
home of the WWII Manhattan Project, into the National
Monument. However, for a short period after the
Monument opens each day, visitors can come in their own
vehicles, and we arrived as the gates opened. The beauty
of rising early was that we had the Main Loop Trail to
ourselves for the first hour.
The ancient builders of this unique community erected
a free-standing circular pueblo in a field close to the cliff
dwellings. Now called Tyuonyi Village, there were 245
ground-level rooms, and the community stood two or
three stories high. The Main Loop trail took us past the
maze of half walls that remain on our way to the cliff
dwellings. But it was the Long House, built into the cliffs,
that took our breath away.

Boring holes into the cliff walls to support log roof
beams, the ancients skillfully formed the framework for
their floors and ceilings. Although the logs are gone, the
holes remain in the cliffs today, clearly marking the outline
of these communal homes. But what surprised us most
was that the Ancestral Puebloans were not only clever
architects, they had a flair for decoration as well. Many of
the small caves in the rock walls had been covered with
a plaster-like substance and painted. Some had wainscotting, the lower half of the wall painted in colors while
the upper half was left bare and covered with soot from
the fire. One wall was painted with the classic geometric
designs that some Southwestern Indian tribes are known
for using on their pottery and woven blankets even today.
After passing the Long House, we followed the trail
out to the Alcove House, which is a large cave perched
high up near the top of the cliff wall. As we craned our
necks to look up towards the cave that forms Alcove
House, we saw that we would need to climb three
extremely tall ladders to get there. (This was fun for us,
but it may be too extreme for those who have a fear of
heights or mobility issues.)
The ladders are well constructed and, with a little huffing and puffing and wearing happy grins from ear to ear,
we soon made it up to the cave. Although there is not
much there, an ancient enclosed kiva has been reconstructed. It can’t be viewed, but it was still a thrill to be
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transported to another world, where climbing ladders
like these would be a routine part of everyday living.
Another lovely hike at Bandelier National Monument
is the Falls Trail, a pretty path that rewards hikers with
a glorious view of a waterfall after an easy mile-anda-half walk. In a remote part of Bandelier National
Monument, we also explored another ancient Indian site
at Tsankawai Ruins. Whereas the main part of Bandelier
National Monument is filled with carefully stabilized
ruins offering an aura of cliff dwelling life, the Tsankawai
Ruins have not been rebuilt in any way. It is easy to miss
the various building foundations if you’re not looking
carefully, but we were blown away with the thrill of
archaeological discovery when we looked down at our
feet and saw several pottery shards bearing matching
stripes. Like other hikers before us, we left the shards
for future hikers to discover, but how exhilarating it was
to see these ruins as they have been for centuries rather
than reconstructed.
On the far side of Tsankawai Ruins loop trail, we found
petroglyphs that were unlike any petroglyphs we had
seen before. We also came across narrow and curvy
trails carved into the sandstone that were slightly less
than knee deep. A few trail spurs headed up towards
rocky precipices, and several of these were made up
of foot-sized divots in the sandstone that formed crude
staircases. Our minds whirled with wonder at these
unusual features that are simply present along the trail
without markers or plaques or explanation.
50
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Kasha-Katuwe Tent Rocks
National Monument
Apart from Bandelier National Monument, another jewel
that lies northeast of Albuquerque is the Kasha-Katuwe
Tent Rocks National Monument.

Like Bandelier, early arrival is crucial because the parking area is small; however, we found that getting up with
an alarm clock was richly rewarded. Following the trail
to the namesake “Tent Rocks,” we were delighted when
we had to traverse a short slot canyon to get there. At
times, the sandy trail became one footprint wide, and we
had to walk carefully, placing one foot before the other.
However, even though the stone walls rose high over our
heads, they fanned out on each side so we had plenty of
shoulder room. High above us, a swath of blue sky filled
the wide gap between the rock walls.
We were at Tent Rocks on Mother’s Day, and families
with children were everywhere. Just as Bandelier
National Monument makes for a wonderful kids’ playground, the slot canyon at Tent Rocks is also a delight
for the younger visitors. As kids slithered on the skinny
trail between rock walls ahead of and behind us, their
laughter echoed all around.
After following the curving contours of the slot
canyon, the trail took us past the base of the tent
rocks, which are exotic stone cone formations that

stand closely together in a little group.
The hiking trail ascended around the tent
rocks, giving us ever-changing views of these
conical towers, until we eventually reached
a plateau where we could look down upon
them from up above. The trail took us out
onto a peninsula formation that had sweeping views of valleys on both sides. We hadn’t
thought to bring a picnic on this hike, but we
saw several couples and families who did,
spreading out picnic blankets and enjoying a
Sunday lunch with a view!

Valles Caldera
National Preserve
The third excursion we enjoyed northeast of
Albuquerque was a visit to the newly opened
Valles Caldera National Preserve.

This 13.7-mile-wide volcanic caldera is
a crater that formed when a volcano
collapsed onto itself. Valles Caldera is
a beautiful tract of land that was one of
the original Spanish land grants that Spain
offered to its citizens in order to colonize
the land governed by the Viceroyalty of New
Spain (modern day southwestern America,

Mexico, Central America and even parts of
Asia). This tract of land had been held by
the same family and worked as an active
ranch from those early colonial times until
the year 2000, when the family sold it to
the U.S. Government. First managed by the
U.S. Forest Service and now managed by the
National Park Service, it is filled with wide
rolling meadows, deep forests and lovely
views. It is home to a ranch settlement with
buildings that were used by both the ranch
owners and their workers as well as many
wild animals. Several dirt roads run through
this land, and we enjoyed a leisurely drive
around the vast property.
If your RV travels take you to Albuquerque
or Santa Fe, New Mexico, any one, or all
three, of these short day-trips will make a
delightful excursion.

At Left: Emily ascending to
the Alcove House.
Middle: Mark climbs foothold
indentions on Tsankawai
Ruins loop trail.
Right: A view of KashaKatuwe Tent Rocks.

Emily and Mark Fagan have traveled
full-time since 2007, crisscrossing North
America in a 36-foot Hitchhiker fifth-wheel
trailer. For nearly four of those years, they also
cruised the Pacific coast of Mexico in a 44-foot
sailboat. They’ve published hundreds of articles
full of RVing tech tips and travel tips on their website
RoadsLessTraveled.us.
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Prepare Your RV for

WINTER
STORAGE
By Mark Nemeth #45776

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALGONQUIN STORAGE
LOCATED IN SOUTH RIVER, ONTARIO, CANADA
WWW.ALGONQUINSTORAGE.COM
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As the weather turns cold, many RVers migrate
south to avoid freezing weather. Others will be faced
with storing their RV for the cold winter months.
If you plan to store your RV in subfreezing temperatures, there is preparation you must do to protect it.

Plumbing Protection
While some RVs require more preparation
than others, the basics are the same regardless of what type of RV you own. First, you’ll
need to protect the plumbing in the RV from
freeze damage. It is critical that proper precautions are taken or you will face unpleasant
surprises come springtime. To prepare your
RV plumbing systems for winter storage:
• Drain the black- and gray-water tanks and
flush them out. Drain the fresh water tank.
• Drain the water heater and close the drain
valve or replace the drain plug.
• Drain the fresh water plumbing system,
using low-point drains, if provided. Open all
faucets and step on the toilet pedal as well.
Drain as much water out of the system as
possible. Close the low-point drains.
• If your RV has an ice maker and/or washer
and dryer, follow the manufacturer’s
recommended procedures to winterize
and protect these appliances.
Now, you have a choice. You can either
protect your fresh water piping by using a
nontoxic, RV-approved antifreeze, or you
can use air pressure to blow out the remaining water in your water lines. Both methods
have advantages and disadvantages.

Antifreeze

Using RV antifreeze is the best method to
guarantee that no pipes will freeze. Properly
used, it will protect your RV well into subzero temperatures. However, it will require
extensive flushing in the spring to
remove the taste. You may also
find it advantageous to install a
water-heater bypass to reduce
the quantity of antifreeze
used. The bypass isolates the
water heater from the plumbing system, allowing you to
pump the antifreeze around
the system without
having to fill the
entire water heater
with antifreeze.
If your RV doesn’t
already have a bypass, they are
easy to install, and kits are available at most RV parts stores.
Warning: Never use any
antifreeze or substance in your
fresh-water system unless it is
specifically designed for RV water

systems and labeled as nontoxic
and safe for use in drinking
water systems.
Depending on the size and
complexity of your plumbing
system, you will most likely need one to
three gallons of RV antifreeze. If you don’t
have a water-heater bypass, you’ll need
an additional six to 10 gallons, depending
on the size of your water heater. To easily
pump the antifreeze throughout your water
system, you can install a bypass valve on
your water pump inlet piping that allows
your pump to draw antifreeze directly from
the bottle. The valve is available at most
RV parts sources. Your RV may already be
equipped with the valve, so check before
you purchase one. Alternately, you can
remove the existing
hose from the inlet
side of your water
pump and attach a
short piece of hose
to reach into the
antifreeze bottle.
Bypass the
water heater if
you can. If you
have an ADC
cartridge water filter under the sink,
remove the cartridge and install the
manufacturer’s antifreeze diverter. If you
have a generic cartridge-type filter, remove
the filter element and replace the cartridge
holder. Now run the pump and open each
fixture, allowing it to flow until you see pure
antifreeze. Monitor the level in the antifreeze
bottle to make sure it doesn’t run dry.
Remember to flush the toilet and operate
the toilet sprayer, if installed. Don’t forget
the showerhead and the outside shower,
if you have one. Next, remove the screen
and washer from your city water inlet. It
should be possible to push the anti-backflow
valve in the city water inlet with a finger or
screwdriver to allow the water to be purged
and antifreeze to flow. Be careful
it doesn’t spray you, and wear
eye protection. Finally, shut off
the pump.
Once you have completed
each fixture in the RV, you should
have full protection against
freezing pipes in your fresh-water
system. Now, you can dump
accumulated water and antifreeze from your holding tanks.

Flush that Tank!
Since you’ll be draining the
water heater tank when you
winterize, it’s a perfect time
to flush it. (Water heaters
should be flushed out once
a year.) Simply remove the
drain plug and let the water
drain out. Attach this handy
gadget to a water hose and
insert the flushing wand
into the drain-plug hole.
The high-pressure stream
of water makes it easy to
flush out all the accumulated
sediment. You’ll be surprised
by what comes out.
The Camco Water Heater
Tank Rinser is available
online and at RV stores
for under $10. Once you’re
finished flushing, it’s an
excellent time to remove
and inspect your water
heater anode rod. This
part protects the tank
from corrosion. All steeltank water heaters
have one. Aluminum
tank heaters do not.
When in doubt,
check your water
heater manual. If
the rod is mostly
eroded away,
replace it.

Left: Super Tech RV Marine
Antifreeze.
Center: Quick Turn By-Pass
Kit from campingworld.com.
Above: Valterra Lead Free RV
Pump Converter Kit.
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Air Pressure

Instead of using RV antifreeze, you can use
air pressure from a compressor to blow the
water out of your fresh-water lines. This
method is less expensive, and you won’t
have to flush the antifreeze taste out of your
water system come springtime. However, it
is difficult to remove every trace of water
out of the lines. If any water collects in a low
point, or in a valve, it can freeze and cause
damage. Additionally, blowing the lines
won’t clear certain sections of the water
system, and these areas must be drained
manually. Still, many people prefer to use
air to clear the lines rather than deal with
the antifreeze.
To begin, you will need a little plug
(commonly called a blowout plug) that
will fit into your city water inlet. This
plug provides a fitting that connects to a
standard air compressor hose.
Hook up your regulated air source
and set it for 20 to 30 psi. Don’t
exceed 50 psi.
Once pressure is applied, go
through the RV, starting with the
fixtures closest to the city water
inlet, and open both the hot and cold
water valves briefly, allowing the air
pressure to blow the water out. Remember
Camco 36103 to flush the toilet, operate the toilet sprayer,
RV Blow Out Plugs the showerhead and the outside shower.
When all fixtures have been purged, you
should have most of the water out of your
fresh-water system. Remove the air source
and bleed off any remaining pressure by
opening a faucet.
Now it will be necessary to remove the outlet and inlet lines from your fresh-water pump
and drain them manually, as the check valve
in the pump prevents the air from clearing
these lines. Remove any cartridge from any
RV Blow Out Plug with undersink filter, and make sure the fixture is
Brass Quick Connect for drained. Your fresh-water system should now
Winterization be in good shape for winter storage.

“If you don’t wish to remove the
batteries from your RV, it is
important to disconnect them
so that parasitic current
drains will not run down the
batteries during storage.”
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Next, move on to the other plumbing
systems in the RV.
• Pour a small amount of RV antifreeze
down each drain to protect the trap.
• Close the toilet flush valve and pour a
couple ounces of antifreeze into the toilet.
• I suggest leaving the black- and gray-water tank valves closed during storage.
Leaving them open can cause problems
with the seals and can lead to leaks.

Batteries
Decide how you will
protect your RV batteries during storage.
When storing your RV
in a location where AC
power is not available,
it is best to remove
the house batteries
and the starting battery and store them in a
place where they won’t freeze. A discharged
battery is more likely to freeze than one that
is fully charged. Your best bet is to charge
the batteries once a month during storage.
If you don’t wish to remove the batteries
from your RV, it is important to disconnect
them so that parasitic current drains will
not run down the batteries during storage.
You will still need to top off the charge once
a month during the storage period. As a
safety precaution, unplug the AC supply to
the 12-volt converter when you disconnect
or remove the batteries. This will prevent the
converter from running, without the batteries connected, if you happen to hook the RV
up to AC power or run a generator. Many
converters depend on the load and filtering
characteristics of the batteries to provide
proper voltage regulation.
Sealed AGM batteries require no other
maintenance during storage. Flooded-cell
batteries normally require the periodic
addition of water, so keep an eye on the
water level during storage periods.
Warning: Never store a battery in an area
where it will be exposed to extreme heat.
Avoid sparks and provide proper ventilation
to disperse hydrogen gas given off by the
batteries.
If you intend to keep your RV hooked
to shore power, the batteries can be left
connected. However, check the water level
in the batteries (if they aren’t sealed) at
least once a month. Constant charge current
from your converter will boil out some of

the water, so don’t neglect this step or your
batteries will be bone-dry come spring.
In most motorhomes, keeping the RV
plugged into shore power will not keep
your engine-starting battery charged. You
will need to charge it periodically, using an
external charger, or you can purchase a
battery maintainer and keep it plugged in.

Additional Checklist
Once the plumbing is safe and you’ve decided
how to protect your RV batteries, it’s time to
think about the rest of the RV.
• Remove all freezable foodstuffs and
cleaning liquids. Check under the sinks
and in storage compartments, and be
sure to remove it all. Even canned foods
can freeze and possibly split open,
causing a mess.
• Shut down the refrigerator and give it a
thorough cleaning inside, and prop the
doors slightly open.
• Close the LP gas tank valve(s).
• Retract all slide-outs and retract and stow
any awnings.
• Cover all external vents, such as the
furnace outlet, to prevent critters from
entering. Make sure there are no easy
routes for rodents to enter by covering or
duct taping possible access holes.
• Check the condition of the roof, roof vents
and roof seams, and repair any possible
leak-producing conditions. Now is the time
to take a close look at the exterior of the
RV and take care of any necessary repairs.
• Check tire pressures. Bring all tires up to
the maximum pressure rating as found on
the sidewall. You may want to cover the
tires to prevent weather and sun damage.
• For motorhomes, top off the gas tank to
help prevent condensation in the tank.
Fuel stabilizer may also be added to gasoline-fueled vehicles. Follow the directions
on the product. For diesels, follow the
manufacturer’s recommended storage
procedures. Many folks like to change the
oil and filter before storage. This is a good
idea, as used motor oil contains acidic
compounds that can cause corrosion and
damage inside the engine.
• Check the condition of the antifreeze
in your motorhome or tow-vehicle
radiator. A tester can be purchased
at any auto parts store to make sure
it hasn’t degraded. Add antifreeze as
needed, or consider having the system

“Remember to stop by
periodically during those cold
winter months and check the
inside of the RV for any
developing leaks or problems.”
•

•

•
•

flushed and refill with
new antifreeze.
Generators should be
winterized by following the manufacturer’s
recommended storage
procedures.
Consider leaving one
sheltered window
and a roof vent open
slightly at opposite
ends of the RV. This will provide airflow through the interior and help
prevent musty odors or mildew. Some
folks like to leave a small source of heat
inside the RV to minimalize condensation.
A 40-watt light bulb left on is a safe and
inexpensive source of heat.
If you are industrious, wash your RV thoroughly and apply a coat of quality wax or
protectant to help protect the exterior.
If you want to cover your RV, be sure
to purchase a quality cover that can be
secured to the RV, and make sure it is
constructed of breathable materials. A
plain plastic tarp may do more harm
than good if it allows moisture to build up
underneath it.

Fuel Stabilizer
Fuel stabilizer helps
prevent your fuel from
breaking down and
forming gum and varnish.
Regular Stabil should
be used at 1 oz per 2.5
gallons, Stabil 360 is 1 oz
per 5 gallons. Stabilized fuel should last 12
months, and, if you double
dose it, as long as 2 years,
but even with Stabil, the
fuel loses octane points
during storage.

Following this checklist should make your
RV cold-weather ready. Remember to stop
by periodically during those cold winter
months and check the inside of the RV for
any developing leaks or problems. Keep
those batteries charged, wherever they may
be. With a little effort now, your RV will be
ready to wake up next spring and spend
another carefree summer on the road.  
In 1997, MARK NEMETH quit his job, sold his
house, bought an RV and joined Escapees.
He has contributed to Escapees magazine
and served as and technical advisor for 18
years. He still maintains an RVer’s resource
website with technical articles, tips and
information at www.marxrv.com.
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By our choice of lifestyle, RVers take on the role of a seeker. We’re always on the lookout for new places to discover and interesting things
to do. On the practical side of the full-time RVer’s life, it takes frequent
detective work to find the right grocery store, a post office and a location for the best fuel.

B

y our choice of the RV lifestyle, we
are continually learning. Paired
perfectly with other traits we share,
such as being young-at-heart as well
as curious and eager to make the world a
better place, obtaining new information is in
our DNA. It’s because of this special outlook
that RVers make terrific lifelong learners.

Inspiring Environment

We’re fortunate to have the freedom to travel
or stop and stay and become involved in a community for as long as we want. We’re doubly
blessed that there are many vibrant, beautiful,
RV-friendly college towns across the U.S. that
welcome travelers of all ages with open arms.
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If you’ve been to a college town, you
know they offer an embarrassment of riches.
There’s an excitement in the air, the feeling
of possibility is ever-present and the future
seems bright as day. People of all ages
are milling about, going to class, studying,
working, meeting friends and discussing
current events. Dining options range from
fast and cheap to innovative and interesting,
and are almost always satisfying.
Opportunities abound, regardless of
your interests. Are you into sports? Maybe
culture is more your thing. If you enjoy
architecture, history, green spaces or outdoor activities, these interests are generally
available and free in a college town.

Pennsylvania); Boise State University (Boise,
Idaho) and University of North Carolina at
Asheville (Asheville, North Carolina).

Pennsylvania State
University:
Commonly referred to as “Happy Valley” and
nestled against the Appalachian Mountains,
State College, Pennsylvania, is surrounded
by eight gorgeous state parks, sports a lively
craft-brewing scene and an abundance of
farmers markets. It is also a sports lover’s
dream.
The most recent Osher Lifelong Learning
offerings include:
• Interactive Tour of AccuWeather
Operations
• Book Arts: Star Book Construction
• History of Suspension Bridges

To learn more about the
Osher class offerings
and programs available
across the country,
Google “osher lifelong
learning institute” and
the school’s name.

Boise
State University:
Beautiful Boise, Idaho, is an outdoor lover’s

Back to School

The pleasure of loving and learning doesn’t
stop at the visitor center. Over 120 higher
learning institutes in all 50 states and
Washington, DC, are part of the Bernard
Osher Foundation’s Osher Lifelong Learning
Program, supporting a network of learning
resources for adults 50-plus.
Each institution creates its own program.
Some ask for a membership fee and then
charge a small amount for classes. Others
simply charge a class fee. You may be able
to choose from half-day lectures to full-day
field trips, to three-, six- or 12-week classroom courses.

Interesting Choices

From Berkshire Community College to UC
Berkeley, and everywhere in between, a
stay in one of the Osher college towns can
expand your thinking. Of the many, here are
three examples of iconic colleges that merit
consideration: Penn State (State College,

paradise. The Boise Greenbelt offers nearly
25 miles of riverfront walking/biking trails.
There’s also the Idaho Wine Country to
explore, and it hosts a number of cultural
festivals throughout the year.
A quick review of the Osher Lifelong
Learning programs include:
• Burning Man: Where Disneyland Meets
Mad Max
• John Ford Westerns
• Apps for your iOS and Android mobile
devices

University of North
Carolina
at Asheville:
Everyone knows and loves Asheville, North
Carolina, in the Blue Ridge Mountains for
the Biltmore Estate, but it has so much more
to offer. Concerts, spas and outdoor art are
only the tip of the iceberg.
Osher’s Lifelong Learning courses in
Asheville include:
• Al Pacino in the Morning
• Does an Electric Car Make Sense For You?
• Learn to Play the Mountain Dulcimer

Learn Online

Recognized as one of the top online learning resources, Coursera was developed in
2012 by two former Stanford professors.
Growing from course offerings at four
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“No story about lifelong learning for RVers
would be complete without a mention of
the resources available through having
an Escapees membership.”
universities, today Coursera boasts nearly
170 partners across 28 countries offering
almost 2,900 courses.
While students can participate in a
Master’s program, those of us who just
thirst for knowledge can audit classes
from some of the world’s top institutions,
including Princeton University, University
of Manchester, Berklee School of Music
and the Museum of Modern Art. All that’s
required is an Internet connection, an
account on Coursera (coursera.org) and your
time and attention.
While professional certificates and degrees
can be pursued, the casual learner can take
several courses at no or affordable low cost.
Some courses that might ring your bell:
• Dog Emotion and Cognition, offered by
Duke University
• Photography Basics and Beyond: From
Smartphone to DSLR, offered by
Michigan State University
• Applied AI with Deep Learning, offered
by IBM Watson iOt

SKP School

Since the day we took delivery of our first
RV to 18 years of full-time experiences, we
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are perpetually in what we affectionately call
“RV school.” Being an Escapee is a big part of
that equation.
No story about lifelong learning for RVers
would be complete without a mention of
the resources available through having an
Escapees membership. From in-person
events, such as RVers Boot Camp and the
always-amazing Escapades, offering a vast
array of seminars and sessions, to the RVers
Online University and the Escapees RV Club
Webinars and, yes, even this magazine,
membership does indeed have its privileges
and perks.

Be a Lifelong Student

To pursue knowledge for ones personal
development, to satisfy curiosity or to help
you innovate a specific part of your life is
a byproduct of being alive. We do it every
day as we travel the highways and byways.
Formalizing it with classes that help connect
you with others, participate in a community
and expand your horizons is not only wise,
it’s a beautiful way to enrich your world.
EVANNE SCHMARDER is sure she got the
wanderlust bug from her grandparents. In
2000, she and her husband, Ray, set off on
their own adventure in search of a sunny
place to settle down. Eighteen-plus years
later, they’re still roaming the country, sharing
interesting destinations and cooking up delicious
RV kitchen recipes in their popular RV TV series,
RVCookingShow.com.

NEW AND IMPROVED, EASY-ACCESS RV EDUCATION

DELIVERING ALL THE
ELEMENTS OF RVERS’ BOOT
CAMP
AND MUCH MORE.
In online classes led by expert instructors,
students learn about these RV-related topics:
• RV Basic Systems
• Hitch Up
• Tire Safety
• RV Driving
• Propane Safety
• Motorhome Towing
• RV Electricity

• RV Intermediate Systems 1 & 2
• Weight Management
• Personal Safety
• Fire/Life Safety
• Towable RVs
• Water Safety/Maintenance
• Domicile

MORE CLASSES ADDED REGULARLY!

ONLY

$79

ster TODAY!
Regi

Did you know students who completed
RVers Online University may qualify for
a discount on their RV insurance?*
Find out how you can take part in this educational experience.

WWW.RVERSONLINEUNIVERSITY.COM

For more information,
visit www.escapees.com/education
*Disclaimer: Discount may only be applied if account
has not already reached maximum discounts allowed.

Safe operation of liquid propane gas

Let’s Talk Tanks
By PAUL UNMACK, PE-CSE, ME #116483, www.arprv.com

My family and I have used liquid propane (LP) gas for 60 years and, in
our experience with its use, I feel it is safe. However, I know of others
who have experienced unfortunate incidents due to lack of knowledge
on LP gas care and use. Most of the problems were caused by overfilling the tank or using it in an incorrect manner.
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T

he manufacturer of pressure vessels
is regulated by ASME (American
Society of Mechanical Engineers), and
all of these vessels, propane tanks
included, are required by law to have PRVs
(pressure-relief valves).

DOT Container

Know Your Tank

There are two types of tanks commonly
used on RVs: the ASME tank and the DOT
tank. ASME tanks are commonly found
on motorhomes, permanently mounted to
the vehicle and filled in place. DOT tanks
are portable bottles (a barbecue grill tank,
for example) and are disconnected and
removed from the RV for filling.

ASME Container

Filling DOT Portable LP Tanks

The first fact is that all portable LP tanks are
designed to be used and filled in the proper
position. There are two basic types of tanks,
vertical and horizontal.
The vertical tank sits upright. An example
is a typical 20-pound, 4.7-gallon tank
used for a barbecue. The tank in my Lance
camper is a horizontal tank. (A rule of thumb
is that a horizontal tank is longer from sideto-side when it is in the fill-and-use position.)
There are only two correct ways to fill a
propane tank. One is to read the permanent
tag on the tank and use a conversion chart
to fill it by its gross weight. This requires
the attendant to accurately read the tank
tag, use a conversion chart properly and
then use a calibrated scale correctly. In my
opinion, this method can introduce error if
the attendant is not careful.
The second method is to use the tank
bleeder valve connected to the bleeder valve
liquid level tube. Assuming the attendant
follows the proper order of operations, this
is the simplest way to fill a tank. (View our
tank-filling animation at www.arprv.com/
lp-gas-safety.php)
To fill the tank, the attendant connects
the filling hose to the tank-service valve
and, using a screwdriver, opens the bleeder
valve slightly to allow gas to escape. As the
tank fills, the level of liquid propane in the
tank will reach the bleeder valve liquid level
tube inside the tank, and liquid propane will
begin to flow out of the bleeder valve. This
indicates that the tank is properly filled, and
filling should be stopped at this point. The
bleeder valve and the tank-service valve are
closed, and the filling hose removed.

DOT Container
Pressure Relief Valve
Vapor Service
Valve (OPD)
Bleeder
Valve
Gas & Safety
Expansion Zone
Bleeder Valve
Liquid Level Tube
Liquid Propane
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ASME Container
Fill Valve

Level Gauge

Bleeder Valve
Capacity Label

During filling, when the liquid propane enters
the tank, the turbulence affects the float
level of the valve. Therefore, the tank can be
either over-filled or under-filled if the attendant uses only the OPD valve to determine
when the tank is full. Either the bleeder valve
or a scale must be used to determine when
the tank is full. Never allow an attendant to
fill your tank without employing either the
bleeder valve or a scale (where applicable).
One final note on OPD-type valves: Since
I have horizontal tanks that are exempt from
the OPD regulation, I have learned to ask
attendants if they will fill my tank before I
remove them. Attendants may not be aware
that some horizontal tanks are exempt from
the OPD valve regulation; always know the
rules governing your type of tank.

Propane Tank Gauge

Vapor Service Valve (POL) and
Pressure Relief
Filling ASME Tanks

The filling process for ASME tanks is similar
to the DOT tanks. However, using a scale
to weigh the tank isn’t an option because
the tank is permanently mounted. The tank
bleeder valve is used to determine when the
tank is full.

Tank Recertification

ASME LP tanks do not require recertification
for use. The DOT tanks, on the other hand,
require periodic recertification. (Check with
the current rules that govern your tank.) A
recent change in the NFPA (National Fire
Protection Agency) rules now requires that
the DOT tanks commonly used by RVers be
inspected and recertified when they reach
10 years of age. Most propane dealers can
conduct the inspection and stamp a new
date on the tank. The tank will need to be
re-inspected again 10 years after its last
recertification. Tanks that are out of date
cannot be legally refilled.

The Wrong Way to Fill LP Tanks

Most tanks have what is called an OPD
(overfill protection device) valve that is
designed to help prevent operator error
while filling tanks. This valve is a float
connected to a valve that stops the fill of the
tank when it becomes too full. Here comes
the big but: the OPD valve was not, and is
not, designed as a method of determining
when a propane tank is properly filled.
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Some propane tanks have a gauge that
gives the LP level as a percentage of the
tank volume. Most often, the gauge will
have a temperature correction factor on the
gauge face. Although, once again, the tank
shall never be filled using only the gauge
to determine fill level, for the exact same
reasons the OPD valve cannot be used for
filling the tank.

Know the Danger

Knowing the physical properties of liquid
propane is helpful in understanding the
dangers of overfilling an LP bottle.
So, what is LP gas and how is it stored?
LP gas is volatile; well, this is a nice word
but how does the word volatile affect how
LP gas is stored? (Volatile [Chemistry]: a.
Evaporating readily at normal temperatures
and pressures. b. That can be readily
vaporized.)
You may ask, “What does this mean?”
Normal temperatures and pressure are basically the temperatures and pressures found
on earth. So, in order to store propane
as a liquid without it turning into gas, the
tank has to be under pressure. The book,
Liquefied Petroleum Gas Code and Handbook
Set (NFPA.org), states that a propane tank
with 20 pounds of liquid propane at 70°F
has a vapor pressure of 145 psi, and at
90°F the same tank has 180 psi of vapor
pressure. This explains why the propane
tank pressure-relief valves (PRV) will blowoff, venting the tank when filled in the wrong
manner. As a rule, these tanks should not be
filled to over 80% at 70°F average temperature. This is why there is a bleeder valve for

WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG?
Over-fill Blow-out
I gave a friend a horizontal LP tank to be filled. I stressed
to him that the tank needed to be filled on its side.
Inadvertently, the attendant filled the tank in a vertical
position. My friend then drove to the desert and pulled up to
a campsite next to a camp fire. Due to changes in temperature, the tank pressure relief valve (PRV) blew off, releasing
LP gas next to the open fire. Luckily, a tragedy did not happen.
The tank was overfilled because it was not filled properly. The
attendant failed to do his job as the tag on the tank clearly
stated that the tank must be filled in a horizontal position.
This situation could have ended in a fire.

Flaming Fridge
While camping in Mexico, a group of us were in a slide-in
camper playing cards. Suddenly—boom! Outside the camper, a
flame shot up from the refrigerator compartment, then extinguished itself without any harm. On examination, the owner of
filling. If too much liquid propane is put into
the tank and the ambient temperature rises,
the tank will overpressure, and the PRV will
prevent the tank from having a catastrophic
rupture by venting the excess LP and thus
reducing the pressure.

Regulator

The regulator on the propane tank lowers
the tank pressure for your appliances. When
the pressure is reduced, the liquid propane
inside the tank becomes a gas and exits the
tank through the regulator. The tank can
only function if it is placed in the correct
orientation, as the regulator is not designed
to handle liquids. Thus, if the tank is used
in the wrong position, liquid can enter the
regulator, resulting in all kinds of problems.

LP and RV Appliances

Our 22-year-old Dometic refrigerator will
run continuously for 287 hours on the fuel
in one 4.7-gallon LP tank. It runs around
30% of the time, so it will run for 36 days
of dry-camping, all from a $20 fill of the LP

the camper had set a vertical-type LP tank horizontally. By
laying the vertical tank on its side, the liquid that should be in
the bottom of the tank came to the top and filled the LP line.
When the liquid reached the refrigerator, it put out the flame
but kept coming out of the burner. Eventually, something
ignited the LP, and it got all of our attention.

tank. This is $0.56 per day! In reality, we
use around seven gallons of LP per month
for all our needs. This includes cooking,
refrigeration and hot water. We have three
deep-cycle batteries and 200W of solar
charging when the sun is directly over the
solar panels. A business can be operated
from an RV by balancing electrical and
LP power needs. Liquid propane is highly
cost-effective for the appliances that use a
lot of energy.

Conclusion

Knowing how to fill and use your LP tank
is important for safety. LP gas is safe and
efficient when applying simple rules. Not all
attendants filling LP tanks know the rules, so
it is best that you do. A venting LP tank can
represent a fire hazard if there is an ignition
source when the tank vents through the PRV.
In addition, overfilling LP tanks is a waste
of money. When the PRV vents, often it will
drain over half of the tank. Using the bleeder
valve to fill the tank will vent a little LP gas,
but the amount of gas vented is small.

PAUL AND MAO UNMACK are mechanical engineers. Paul ran an automotive repair business
in Red Lodge, Montana, for 20 years before receiving his engineering degree. He has practiced
nuclear, fire suppression and industrial process control systems design. Mao designed pressure vessels for ammonia plants, in China, for 12 years, then came to the U.S. to get a master’s
of welding engineering. She designed biodiesel plants and worked for a government-funded
research and development organization. Paul and Mao run the entire ARP control business
(www.arprv.com) while taking on engineering consulting gigs.
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The term eco-friendly RV may
seem like an oxymoron to some.
However, many full-time RVers
firmly believe in the prospect of
having a vehicle that causes less
harm to the environment than
conventional housing through
green technology.

G

reen inventions brought changes
to the way of living, not only for
conventional homes but for RVs
as well. Individuals are designing
and building energy-efficient, eco-friendly
RVs that will soon revitalize the automotive
industry and economy. For example, a
Portland, Oregon, resident, Ty Adams, developed the SolTrekker, a fully self-sufficient RV
with built-in sustainable electrical, thermal
and solar systems.
Nonetheless, you don’t have to buy
a specially designed green RV to have a
positive impact on the environment. That
is where pieces of green technology step
in to maximize efficiency. Here are special
features that can make your RV more
environmentally friendly.

Special Features for Eco-friendly RVing

on the Go
By Matthew James, Guest Contributor
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LED Lights

LED light bulbs help conserve a significant
amount of power without compromising
brightness and strength of the lighting. They
are also safer and emit little heat.
There are various options to consider
when it comes to purchasing LED bulbs for
your RV. The three types of color that LED
light has to offer are cool white, neutral
white and warm white. Cool white is most
often the brightest option and appears very
white. Led bulbs with natural white feels like
sunlight, while warmer LED bulbs will provide
you with traditional interior color.
LED bulbs allow you to carelessly drycamp for an entire night without sapping house
batteries. However, most RVs have a 12-volt
system, which can cause voltage fluctuations
that can damage these energy-efficient
bulbs. Therefore, it is best to choose lights
that are especially made for RVs. There
are also LED bulbs that can be used on the
exterior of your RV.
These energy-efficient lights are becoming
less expensive; their price will vary depending on the type and voltage you need.
Various brands can be found at most local
stores and online.

Water Filtration and Harvesting System

Investing in a high-quality water filtration,
or harvesting, system is eco-friendly on two
levels. First, since you will cut the expense
of bottled water, you can expect significant
energy savings over time. Second, the installation of this system will reduce the amount
of non-biodegradable plastic waste.
When it comes to harvesting rainwater,
all you need is a means to collect. However,
keep in mind that rainwater can pick up
microbes during the harvesting and storage
process, which can make you sick if it is not
filtered before drinking. However, unfiltered
harvest water can be used for washing your
RV, putting out a campfire, washing your
hands, flushing the toilet, etc.
One way of harvesting rainwater is by
collecting the water from the gutter or
awning of your RV. You will need buckets
or a barrel for the water to run into. An
example of a lightweight and easy-to-store
barrel is the Outsunny 80-Gallon Barrel
which can fold up and is designed with a
dual-way zipper top, filter, overflow and a
spigot with a switch. You can find a barrel
like this for approximately $60 at various
online stores.
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If you want to use rainwater or water from
another natural source for drinking, it is wise
to filter it first. Water filters can be simple or
complex, depending on your needs. Water
filtering showerheads are even available if
you wish to shower yourself with rainwater.

Low-flow Showerheads

A low-flow showerhead can reduce the cost
of water heating by 50 percent. These are
one of the most affordable and efficient
pieces of green technology suitable for
RVs. By obtaining optimal water pressure,
low-flow showerheads conserve water and
drastically cut water consumption. These
showerheads have a substantial impact on
excessive water consumption.
When shopping for an RV showerhead,
there are certain qualities you should look
for in a product. A showerhead with a low
GPM (gallons per minute) of about 2GPM
or less is an excellent option to help you
conserve on your water supply. A handheld
showerhead with a shut-off valve can also
add to the water savings.
Lastly, a quality RV showerhead that provides you with a low GPM without affecting
the water pressure will help you enjoy the
shower even more. In such a case, strong
water pressure is obtained by adding air to
the stream to help increase the pressure. An
excellent example of a low-flow showerhead
with these qualities is the Fury Handheld
Shower, Nickel, available for around $54 on
Amazon.

Solar Panels

Solar panels play a significant role in
transforming an RV into a sustainable
driving vehicle. You can begin with a smaller
portable panel to power electronics. Once
you’ve analyzed the effectiveness, you might
consider installing a larger panel to provide
all your electricity needs.
To RV completely off the grid, you will
need solar panels, batteries and monitoring
and control devices. Solar panels for RV
can range anywhere from $150 to $2,000.
Therefore, it is essential to calculate your
consumption and energy needs before
making such a significant investment.

Drycomposting Toilet

An eco-friendly toilet is the ultimate
green inventory that completely excludes
plumbing and chemicals. A composting
toilet is 100 percent organic and acts as
an ecosystem that produces humus.
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The system usually consists of two tanks,
lower and front, and their purpose is to
accumulate solids and liquids separately,
with both tanks divided into containers. The
content in the solid tank eventually becomes
humus, a byproduct that is ecologically
beneficial to soil. Humus can be used in
landscaping, or you can throw it in the
dumpster without worrying that you are
creating biological waste. This toilet eliminates the process of draining RV sewage into
a black tank.
A dry-composting toilet is easy to set up
and maintain. It requires no water, and the
best part is it doesn’t smell. You will need
only one vent hose to run outside and one
small fan. Consider purchasing a high-quality
composting toilet as it is used every day,
and it needs to remain properly functioning
for as long as possible. Examples of quality
brands are Nature’s Head and Sun-Mar, but
you will be able to find other brands at your
local suppliers or online.

Wind Turbines

When sunshine is limited, an excellent
alternative to solar panels are wind turbines.
As with solar panels, different types of wind
turbines range from small ones that charge
smartphones to complex structures that can
supply your entire RV with power. If you want
to recoup your money, be sure to calculate
your energy consumption before installation.
The challenge with wind turbines for
an RV is to find an installation that is high
enough to generate power, yet lightweight
and portable enough to take with you on the
road. Solar power tends to be more efficient
for RVs. However, when there is no sun and
there is ample wind, a wind turbine would
come in handy. And they tend to be cheaper
per watt than solar. Either way, renewable
sources are a way to gain energy and
eliminate the use of a generator.
Sustainability on the road is possible, and
modern-day green technology combines
comfort, design and simplicity, perfect for
your RV. So, it’s nice to know that living
efficiently on the road is not beyond the
limits of capability anymore.
Matt James is a freelance writer who is
specialized in home improvement, smart
technology, architecture and design. He
has a love of outdoors and spending time
with his dog, Cooper. You can reach him
on Facebook and Instagram.

The highest level of
roadside assistance
for RVers at $99/year.

Premium RV roadside assistance and benefits
Escapees RV Club is proud to bring you Escapees
Roadside Assistance. This program, powered
by SafeRide Motor Club, offers the highest
level of roadside assistance for RVers at an
affordable price: only $99/year!

Towing • 24/7 Tech Assistance
Mobile Mechanic • Jump-starts
Unlimited Service Calls
Mobile Tire Assistance and more!

For more information, call 877-803-3075.

www.escapees.com/roadsideassistance

Are you a strict planner, or more of a go-with-the-flow type? Maybe
you fall somewhere in between as I do. My planning style has evolved
as we’ve been on the road, and I like to mix it up between planning and
going with the flow. Even when creating plans, I follow the Jello method
and like to leave some wiggle room for the unknown.

Leave Wiggle Room In Your RV Plans

The

Method
By KERENSA DURR #115527

W

hen my husband, Brandon, and
I hit the road, family obligations
meant we knew our general plan
for the first year. For instance,
we couldn’t move my brother’s wedding date
or location, so we knew we’d be staying
in the eastern half of the U.S. When you
combine the wedding with visiting Brandon’s
family, flights for work and making sure we
visited places on our bucket list, we basically
had somewhere to be almost every month.
We planned accordingly and booked the first
few campgrounds.

Be Flexible

Life doesn’t always go according to plan.
Misunderstandings about dates kept us in
our first stop for an extra month, and for
that I’m grateful. We ended up in Austin,
Texas, during South by Southwest Festival
and met a large group of RVers. Many of
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them became close friends that we still see.
If we hadn’t been flexible and stayed put, we
might have missed out on one of the best
experiences we’ve had as full-time RVers.
Leaving Austin didn’t mean our plans got
back on track. We spent extra time visiting
family and hanging out in North Carolina,
where Brandon could dive with sharks (part
of his bucket list). It became too hot in July,
and we ended up skipping a lot of our ideal
route to get out of the heat and into the
cooler north. Sometimes our plans had to
change on the fly, and we learned to adjust
as we went.

Wiggle a Little

It wasn’t until a little later that I learned a
name for this type of planning. Our friend,
Nina Fussing #106238, commented that she
had made “Jello” plans, and I immediately
saw the connection. Jello planning, plans

that are loosely made, is what we had been
doing and it is what we still do. We may know
where we plan to go, or have a major stop or
destination for a season, or a year; however,
our plans are not firmly set. They wiggle and
shake and can be moved, if need be.
If you’re a strict planner, this might seem
stressful. Why do we leave our stays up
to chance? We like the flexibility of being
able to adjust our schedule as we see fit.
If we didn’t, we might have missed out on
wonderful friendships made in Austin and a
huge bolster for us as new full-timers. We’ve
adjusted our plans to meet other RVers
on the road and friends or family that are
vacationing. Connecting with friends is a
huge part of RVing for us, and we’ll divert
our route if we get a chance to hang out.
Coincidentally, this year we changed
plans to attend the Xscapers Moab

convergence. We were in Moab, Utah,
last fall and didn’t have plans to immediately return. When the convergence was
announced at the Xscapers Annual Bash,
we knew we’d adjust our route.

Extend and Explore

That adjustment was for friends and an
event, but sometimes it’s for a location. If
you are really enjoying your current stop,
who says you must leave? We’ve loved an
area so much that we extended our stay by
a couple weeks to explore more. On the flip
side, if you really dislike where you are, it’s
not fun to feel like you must stay.
Sometimes things happen that are out of
your control. If your RV needs a repair, you
may have no choice but to adjust your plans.
Or, if you need recovery time or repair,
you may want to stay in one spot or move
quickly to see your preferred doctor. Other

Top left: A side trip to the
Bonneville Salt Flats with
Joni Zander #138612.
Top: Brandon scuba diving at
one of his favorite hotspots.
Bottom: Watching the 2017
solar eclipse with friends.
PHOTOS BY KERENSA DURR
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Kerensa and Brandon
diverted their route to
attend the Xscapers Moab
Convergence.
PHOTO BY BRANDON HATCHER

times, it’s family or friends that you want to
help in their time of need. It’s nice to have
the mobility and freedom to do these things.
These are a few reasons for Jello planning,
but let’s talk about how. If it’s all flexible,
what are you even planning? This question
depends on each individual RVer’s comfort
level, but I have a few ideas and guidelines
you might like to follow.

Jello Guidelines

First, figure out the general area where you
want to travel for the season or year. You
might choose a specific area because of a
whim or your bucket list. If you have a wedding to attend, as we did, you will already
know where you’re going. Or, if you have an
event, such as a must-see festival, that could
be the catalyst for your whole travel season.
Next, you’ll want to plan your big stops.
Any events with concrete dates are a good
place to start. If you want to visit a national
park or other place on your bucket list,
add them to your plan. These stops will
help build your route and timeline.
You can start making reservations
for these stops to be certain you
have somewhere to stay during little
Ricky’s birthday party or Coachella,
for example. For popular national or
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state parks, I recommend planning ahead
with reservations. Make sure to remember
holidays in your planning, too. We have
escaped many holidays unharmed by
boondocking or using “first come; first serve”
sites. However; if you have a place you’d like
to be, book ahead. The last thing you may
want to think about in your big stops are
long stays of a month or more as they can
be harder to come by in certain areas.
In between those big stops, it’s up to you
whether you want to plan ahead and book
more reservations or leave it open. This is
where the wiggle truly happens. You can
tweak and play with your route and timing
so long as you make it to the birthday party
or the national park reservation on time.
Jello planning is easier if you are open
to change, not only with how you plan, but
where you stay. You’ll have a better time.
Not every place you park will be great, and
there may be times you want to overnight at
Walmart. Boondocking makes Jello planning
easier, so that you can avoid making so
many reservations, but you know you’ll be
able to stop somewhere along the way for at
least one night. Boondocking is easier in the
West, therefore making wiggly plans easier
there, too. The East is more densely populated than the West and you’ll have more
campgrounds to book and more competition. Don’t let that deter you from making
Jello plans there as well. We’ve done it and
been fine. Just remember to account for
popular and busy tourist areas and events,
or avoid those places and go your own way.

Enjoy Life

Adding the flexibility of Jello planning into
your RV arsenal is an excellent way to
make the most of your travel time. Planning
your “must do” stops, and leaving room in
between, allows you to be more spontaneous and enjoy life on your terms. Isn’t that
why you started RVing in the first place? Go
out there, make diversions, meet people and
spend time in your favorite places. It’s all
waiting for you.
KERENSA DURR and her husband, Brandon
Hatcher, took to the road in January 2014
to travel and work in their RV while helping
others get on the road at RVtoFreedom.
com. You can find them every day in their
Facebook group RVtoFreedomGroup.com
or catch up with them at Escapees or
Xscapers events.
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Attendees at the Xscapers Pagosa
Springs Convergence, in Pagosa
Springs, Colorado, held in July 2018.
PHOTO BY STACY FORD #138963
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A Message From The Board
A Dream You Dream Together

The Escapees RV Club exists in many forms. In our smallest
form, we are individuals who enjoy RVing. Many of us travel
with companions, forming an RVing family, and some may
choose to travel with other like-minded RVers. These traveling groups lead to the creation of chapters, Birds of a Feather
(BoF) groups and the Xscapers community. Of course, in its
largest form, Escapees RV Club is the international club itself.
At every level of the club, choices are continuously being
made that, when taken together, define the lifestyle. And, the
lifestyle is the manifestation of all your individual dreams.

I

t is noteworthy that we have the right to choose
how we RV. And, even though we may have different
dreams and choose to travel different paths, together
as a community, we need to remain vigilant to protect
the RV lifestyle and our rights as RVers. This is accomplished through our advocacy efforts.
Most of our advocacy efforts happen behind the
scenes, and it would be impossible to acknowledge all
the people who are involved. Many hours are spent
discussing issues, conducting research, crafting messages and working with government officials. However, it is
important to note that you are often the lynchpin to our
advocacy efforts. By way of example, let’s explore two
recent advocacy issues.

National Park Survey

I turn to the on-going, community-wide conversation
about how best to improve the national parks system.
Many of the national parks were built in the Eisenhower
era and few improvements have occurred since then.
Since most of us cherish the national parks and view
visiting them as a major goal, to help guide our advocacy, we asked you to complete a survey which proposed
solutions to improve the national parks. (We published
the results of that survey in the July/August 2018 issue.)
I, with the encouragement of the Escapees Board of
Directors, and armed with the results of that survey,
joined a coalition of RV industry leaders to meet with
members of Congress. Our mission was to ask senators
and congressmen/women to join the RV caucus and
support legislation that would help fund the $12 billion
maintenance backlog at the national parks. There is still
much work to be done before these parks are repaired
and improved.
I met with U.S. Representative Brian Babin, of the
36th District of Texas, and I am pleased to report
that he has joined the RV caucus in the House. We are
honored to have his support. It is important to note, that
our survey (a consolidation of your individual voices)
helped punctuate the importance of this issue.
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“I met with U.S.
Representative Brian
Babin, of the 36th
District of Texas,
and I am pleased to
report that he has
joined the RV caucus
in the House.”
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As part of the RVIA Advocacy Day, Escapees CEO, Shawn Loring, meets with U.S. Representative,
Brian Babin, in Washington, D.C., to discuss legislation to improve the National Parks System.
PHOTO BY STUART BURNS, CHIEF OF STAFF FOR REPRESENTATIVE BABIN
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Florida Advisory Opinion

Next, let’s examine a recent matter that arose in Florida.
The Florida Department of State issued an advisory
opinion that concluded that a person must be capable of
residing at the address they use to register to vote. We
contacted our local elections supervisor for comment,
and he gave us assurances that the opinion did affect us
because we render our Florida services in conjunction
with a campground. Consequently, a campground offers
our members the ability to reside at the address of their
voter registration.
However, before we learned of our exemption,
and even after learning that this did not impact our
members, we continued to lend our support, where and
how we could, to other RVers impacted by this advisory
opinion, regardless of whether they were our members
or using competitor services. We pride ourselves on
being an inclusive club. As our slogan states, we are a
“Total Support Network for ALL RVers,” especially when
it comes to advocacy.
Over the course of many weeks, we spent countless
hours researching and developing legal theories in
defense of the conclusions reached in the advisory
opinion. (At the time of this writing, some RVers are still
impacted by this opinion and we are still involved with
supporting them.)

When I write about advocacy, I feel compelled to offer
my disclaimer to try to set reasonable expectations.
(Forgive my lawyerly ways.) We cannot fight every fight.
And, we will not win every battle we choose to fight.
However, we will always strive to defend RVers rights
when and how we can.
It is important to note that we first learned of the
issue in Florida when a member e-mailed us the advisory
opinion. Sometimes, that is all it takes—the simple act
of you passing along something that impedes our right
to live the RV lifestyle and prompting all of us to stand
together in defense of this dream. In the words of John
Lennon, “A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A
dream you dream together is reality.”

Escapees Advocacy Online

Visit the Escapees RV Club
online advocacy pages at
www.escapees.com/benefits/
rv-advocacy and www.escapees.
com/benefits/rv-advocacy/
escapees-advocacy-timeline.

ESCAPEES NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS NEW HOLIDAY HOURS FOR 2018
for 2018 are listed below. Please remember that Escapees
mail service and the club business office will be closed on
these dates, so be sure to call ahead for your mail.
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• September 3—Labor Day
• October 8—Columbus Day
• November 11—Veteran’s Day (2018/Sunday)
• November 22 & 23—Thanksgiving Day (2 days)
• December 24—Christmas Eve
• December 25—Christmas Day
• December 31—New Year’s Eve

ESCAPEES

The Escapees RV Club National Headquarters will begin
observing additional national holidays this year to coincide
with post office closures. For your convenience, the dates

MEMBER SECTION
Escapees RV Club Travels Back in Time

On July 4, 2018, Escapees RV Club celebrated its 40th anniversary. To
commemorate this milestone anniversary, time capsules were unearthed at
the Rainbow Parks. The time capsules were buried, in some cases, reburied,
10 years ago. It was fascinating to see how the parks have changed over the
course of the last 10 years. We’ve included a few photos of for you to enjoy.
To continue the tradition, the time capsules were refilled with objects
representing the Escapees of 2018 and won’t be reopened until July 4, 2028,
the club’s 50th anniversary.
Dream Catcher Rainbow Park residents attend the big reveal. L to R: Cindy and Mike Clark, Kyle Harris, Diane
Owens (manager, holding the capsule), Ben Staff, Dennis Keller, Michael (foreground) and Ursula Armstrong.
PHOTO BY KATHRYN JOURDAN

Karen Wingert holds the time capsule
at Rainbow Plantation Escapees Park
in Summerdale, Alabama.
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Manager, Charles Thomas, displays the time
capsule for Turkey Creek RV Village.
PHOTO BY LINDA THOMAS, MANAGER

Texas

South Dakota

Everyone needs a

Florida

Home base

With service in Texas, South Dakota or Florida, the top three states for
most RVers, Escapees Mail Service can help you establish domicile in
a place that meets your financial, medical and legal needs and receive
mail anywhere in the world.

Full-time RVers often face unique legal challenges based on their lifestyle. Regulations that are easily met if you
live at a fixed address can be major hurdles for someone who lives full-time in their RV. With over 35 years of
knowledge and experience, Escapees RV Club provides services to meet the unique needs of full-time RVers.

MAIL SERVICE
www.escapees.com/mail-service | 888-757-2582

Since 1985, Escapees mail-forwarding service has
been assisting full-time and part-time RVers with all
their mail forwarding needs. As a licensed commercial mail-receiving agent, Escapees provides the
largest, most economical service for RVers in the
nation. You will enjoy being greeted with friendly,
personal attention every time you call.
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Birds of a Feather

Escapees Special Interest Groups
Escapees Birds of a Feather (BoF) groups share lifestyle interests. Expand your talents and share your knowledge.
Whether you are a beginner or an expert, you are welcome.
Alternative Medicine: Newsletter about, but not limited to, herbs,
vitamins, dietary ideas, natural healing, attaining and maintaining
health. I also send BoF Extras and Bits&Pieces. Free e-newsletter. Send
SKP# and e-mail address to CLTORNS@aol.com. Please include BoF
or Escapees in the subject line. Carol Torns #21855. 2216 Leisure
Ln, Wauchula FL 33873.

Escapees Elk • C-BoF: You must be a member of a BPO Elks
Lodge to join. Meet at Escapades. (The BoF isn’t a lodge.) To
join, send $6 per year (checks payable to Escapees Elk BoF). To be
directed to an Elks lodge, send SASE to Membership Chairman, 230
Rainbow Dr., #13071, Livingston, TX 77399-2030. Visit www.escapees.com/escapees-elk-bof

Amateur Radio: Newsletter is $5 for three issues. Published January,
May and September. Include name, amateur radio call sign, if licensed,
SKP #, spouse’s name, address, check and e-mail address, to Forrest
Clark, KC9YMH, SKP #110995, 411 Walnut ST., PMB #10903, Green
Cove Springs, FL 32043.

First Responders: This group is for law enforcement, fire, EMT and other first responders who want to camp as a group for fun and fellowship.
Donald Fredericks: sq320ret@yahoo.com or 707-953-4346.

Bikes, Boots ’n Paddles: Casual group (no dues/no newsletter) for
those who like to read about or participate in cycling, walking and hiking
and/or paddling activities. Meet at Escapades and informal gatherings
or simply share experiences online. Share routes, trails, locations,
equipment and photos. Facebook: “SKP Bikes, Boots ’N Paddles BoF.”
Nancy Cullinan: nancullinan@gmail.com
Boomers: Casual group (no rules/no officers/no cost) for those who
have a youthful mindset. Members enjoy hiking, beading, biking,
reading, 4-wheel drives or just sitting around the campfire. Monthly
e-newsletter, Facebook and Yahoo! groups provide opportunities to
share the RVing experience. Impromptu gatherings pop up several
times a year. Send your name and SKP# to boomerBoF@gmail.com.
Boondockers: Casual group (no dues) enjoying the dry-camping
lifestyle. Bimonthly newsletter lists rendezvous. (Dry-camp spots not
listed.) Stan/Mikki Vincent, subscription coordinators; Darryl and Judy
Wilson, editors. Judy Wilson, wilsonjudwil@aol.com to join.
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Buffs: Buffs like to think of themselves as the Birds withOut Feathers
BoF. This group is for SKP members who enjoy wholesome social
nudism. On our Yahoo! groups website, read reviews of nudist campgrounds, receive answers to questions, read our newsletter, locate
nudist campgrounds who offer discounts to Buffs, see who might
be camping near you and get involved in discussions. No cost to
join. E-mail pamelapelc@yahoo.com. Include SKP# and reason for
wanting to join.
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Christian Fellowship: The Christian Fellowship BoF is a gathering of
Escapees believers drawing together to form a mobile church-without-walls for fellowship, fun, worship, spiritual growth and serving
communities. We pray for and encourage one another, while not
focusing on denominationalism. Meet at Escapades and Christian
Fellowship BoF rallies. Visit www.cfbof.com. Membership is free. For
rally information, contact Allen Ferguson at fergizmo@thefergs.com.
Computers: For all computer users—PC, Mac, Linux. Info is exchanged
by e-mail. To subscribe to the general or the PC newsgroup, e-mail
ComputerBoF-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. Contact Tom McIlwain,
6003 Main St., Center Valley, PA 18034. To subscribe to the Linux
sub-newsgroup: ComputerBoF-Linux-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
DOVE (the Doves) • C-BoF: Hurricanes, tornados, floods, fires,
disasters rarely give us notice when they will happen. The time
volunteers give is crucial. When finances are at crisis levels in many
organizations, the American Red Cross needs all the volunteer time
(and money) we can give. Join the DOVEs and partner with the Red
Cross to fill real needs. We’ll help train and pair you with the right
disaster response activity, to satisfy your desire to help others and to
provide life-sustaining assistance. For info, visit wwww.dovebof.org or
contact Brian Houser at president@doveBoF.org (210-268-3931) or
Jodi Scales at membership@doveBoF.org. Yearly dues: $10
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Friends of Bill W: This group meets at Escapades and other Escapees gatherings. There are no dues or fees. Find a meeting or stay in
contact with each other while traveling. Contact Noble or Cyd, 238
Rainbow Dr., #13852, Livingston, TX 77399-2038. 404-578-0864.
noblecyd@reagan.com. To join this group, you will need a Facebook
account. Search for Cyd Wise (Livingston, TX) and send a friend request
to be added to the group.
Full-time Graduating Class: For those who have graduated from
part-time to full-time RVing. Informal group/no newsletter or officers.
Correspondence is via the Escapees Discussion Forum. Join your class
by visiting the forum at www.rvnetwork.com, select “Graduating to
Full-Time” and year of your class.
Genealogy: AKA SKP Genies. This group is all about friendship and
family history. Our quarterly newsletter has BoF news and educational
articles on researching techniques and sources. SKP Genies Magic (a
rally and research trip hybrid) is held annually. Time-sensitive information and advice are shared via a Yahoo! group. Contact Albert Taylor
at skpgenies@gmail.com or SKP Genealogy BoF, 142 Rainbow Dr.,
#4228, Livingston, TX 77399-1042.
Geocache: The Geocachers BoF provides a link enabling members to
be in touch with other SKP geocachers, share geocaching information,
learn from others and discover if other SKP geocachers are nearby.
The BoF hosts an annual multi-day rally in the Quartzsite, Arizona, area
in late January, featuring morning seminars and afternoon caching
outings. Communication is via Facebook or e-mail. No dues or fees.
To join, contact Sue Pace, at skpgeocacheBoF@gmail.com. Include
your e-mail address, name(s), SKP #, phone # and, if you have one,
your geocaching handle.
Jammers: Our goal is to enable members to share interests in
music by jamming (playing music together, where members take
turns selecting songs). The jammers will include musicians at all
levels, singers and listeners. The types of music will include, but
are not limited to, old-time, gospel, Celtic, ’60s and ’70s folk
and contra dance music. Members will keep in touch by e-mail
and social networks such as the Escapees Forum. Meetings will
occur at Escapades, music festivals, Escapees parks and other
locations wherever it is convenient. Contact Dave Schroeder:
oldfolkjammer@gmail.com
Line Dancers Unite: Join for free to find line-dancing classes, rallies
and special events while you travel. Members contribute information
on a city-by-city basis. Also available are websites that feature linedance class locations and special events. No dues or newsletters. To
sign up, visit RVillage.com, click on “Groups” or “Search” and enter
“Line Dancers Unite.” In the left column on the Group homepage, click
“Join.” To read posts, click “Group Forum” at the top of page. Contact
Margo Armstrong: Margo@TheMaxwellGroup.net
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NOMADS: Mission volunteers and individuals who travel with a purpose. A ministry of the United Methodist Church, specific to RVers who
wish to be involved in Christian service. Membership not dependent
on church affiliation. Regular projects are three weeks, nationwide.
Disaster rebuild projects may be one week or more. Parking (including
water, electric, dump) is furnished. A current projects list is posted on
the NOMADS Website, and is visible to members of NOMADS only,
but with nationwide sites. To join NOMADS: 866-466-6237 or visit
www.nomadsumc.org.
Penwheels: Quarterly newsletter inspires, encourages and assists writers in all styles of writing, published or not. Join our
new group forum at RVilllage.com. Sign up for free. Then, click
search or groups, and enter “Penwheels” in the search field.
Click “join group” to post. Send your Escapees membership number to Joanne Alexakis (joalexakis@earthlink.net) to add your
name to the e-mail newsletter list. Contact Penwheels editor at
margo@themaxwellgroup.net.
Pet Lovers: For people who love animals. All pets welcome. Please
join our Facebook Group and stay connected with animal loving Escapees and get notices of occasional rallies and socials at Escapade.
Juliet Whitfield 970-729-2946 dogs@tailsfromtheroad.com https://
www.facebook.com/groups/EscapeesPetLovers/
Prospecting and Metal Detecting: Share tips and information. To
join our Yahoo! group SKP-PandMD, contact Ken Parsons by e-mail
rwsp606@gmail.com. Roster and yearly newsletter. By e-mail, $5;
mailed, $15 a year. We get together yearly for a week of prospecting
and fun. Make checks payable to Peggy Devine, Treasurer, 2121 E
Kennan Way, Pahrump, NV 89048. kokopeggi@gmail.com
SKP Freethinkers: The focus of this BoF is information, support and
community for atheists, agnostics, skeptics and all those who reject
supernatural belief. This BoF serves as a virtual meeting place and
forum for like-minded SKPs. We have a Website with a forum, newsletter and private Facebook page. Media in electronic/membership
is free. Visit www.skpfreethinkers.com or contact Howard Replogle at
howardreplogle@SKPfreethinkers.com.

Square Dancing: For information on this group, contact Chuck and
Ruth Osborn, 281 Southline Rd., Galway, NY 12074. Call 518-8590734 or e-mail RUSmiling2003@yahoo.com.
Stonewall: Welcomes all gays, lesbians, bis, trans and their friends.
An informal group, we gather at Escapades, at Pride events and
at Quartzsite, Arizona, in January. Communication is online, so we
can meet each other as travels allow. Free to join/no newsletters,
just good times with great people! Contact Paul Wood at braveradventures@yahoo.com.
The SKP UTV/ATV BoF: A group of like-minded people who like
to ride their UTV/ATV. If you have an UTV/ATV and like to ride
responsibly while discovering different places to camp and ride,
we are the group for you. Open to all Escapees members in good
standing. No dues. Contact: Carl Holttum: carlholttum@gmail.com
or carlholttum@yahoo.com
Woodcarvers on Wheels: This group meets annually at North Ranch,
in Congress, Arizona, for a week-long workshop of carving, pyrography
and more. We enjoy gathering at Escapade and anywhere else our
paths may cross. Sharing ideas, patterns, hints and articles related to
anything wood. To join, send your name, address, SKP# and $5/year
to John Ely, 3213 W. Main #279 Rapid City, SD 57702. Newsletter
sent three times a year. Contact woodcarversonwheels@gmail.com.
Worldwide Travelers: We offer information about independent or RV travel in countries around the world other
than North America. Information is
shared through tips and travel
reports. Free monthly e-newsletter. To join the Worldwide
Travelers’ BoF group, send
your name, SKP# and e-mail
address to Kathy Howe at
wwtnews@gmail.com.

C-BoF (Certified BoFs): Check the “Events Calendar” for a listing of group activities. For additional details, call their voice mail: 888-757-7701
plus extension—Christian Fellowship x8084, DOVE x8083, Escapees Elk x8082, SOLOs x8080). Look for the NEW! notice that signifies a new BoF
has formed! BoF correspondence, questions and magazine listing updates should be sent to BoF Coordinator, Lockie Sailer, 100 Rainbow Drive,
Livingston, TX 77351-9300, faxed to 936-327-4388 or e-mailed to BoF@escapees.com.
All updates must be in writing (type, fax or e-mail) and received by the 10th of odd-numbered months. Include your membership number.
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NEW SKP Wheels of Progress: Politically engaged moderates/
progressives committed to constructively addressing public policy at
every level of government. By establishing relationships with like-minded
SKPs, we facilitate personal meetings. We strive to broaden our understanding of issues, policies and candidates for public office. We seek
ways to strengthen our communities, nation and world by using our
influence to bring about positive change. We use a closed Facebook
group to connect and meet when we can. No charge for membership.
To join, send SKP# to Larry Butler at techcfo@yahoo.com.

SOWERs (Servants on Wheels: Ever Ready) A nondenominational
ministry of born-again believers. We combine our love of RVing and service to our Lord as we volunteer to work with other Christian ministries
throughout the U.S. and Canada. From our listing of approved ministries,
we choose the projects and months we work. www.sowerministry.org.

ESCAPEES

SKP Photographers: For all photographers, casual to serious. Our goal
is to help members have fun with photography and to improve their skills
through our free online newsletter, meetings at Escapades/rallies and
in-the-field photo outings at interesting locations. To join, visit www.skpphotographers.com. Lou Petkus: loupet@gmail.com or 630-750-7291.

SOLOs • C-BoF: A group for single Escapees. Must be a current
member. Membership, $10/year. Three newsletters per year,
member-hosted gatherings and pre-Escapade rallies. Send check,
payable to Escapees SOLOs, with SKP#, mailing address, interests/
hobbies, e-mail and phone number to Escapees SOLOs, 1970 N.
Leslie St. #556, Pahrump, NV. 89060. SOLOs@escapees.com.
www.escapees.com/solos-bof
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Let’s Get Together!
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A WORD FROM
OUR GROUP DIRECTOR

57

Indicates that an Escapees Head Out
Program event is taking place at this
general location during 2018—2019.
See pages 14–15 for more information.

LOCKIE SAILER #130519, Chapter Director

Have I mentioned that my favorite season is fall?

I love all the seasons, but fall has all the things that delight my senses like
no other season can. While you’re out there enjoying the changes the
march of time brings, check out all the amazing events that can keep you
hopping right on through the winter holidays and into the new year! Turn
to pages 80–82 for the events calendar, and I hope to see you all somewhere down the road.

E-MAIL CHAPTERDIRECTORS@ESCAPEES.COM TO START A CHAPTER IN YOUR AREA.
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Visit www.escapees.com/chapters and
click on the chapter of your interest.
You can view details about a chapter,
join a chapter and pay chapter dues, if
applicable. Yes! It is that easy.
As you travel, we invite you to get to
know Escapees in your area. Call us for
details and let’s get together.
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CALLING ALL CHAPTERS
Escapees Regional Groups

Contact the chapters’ voicemail, 888-757-7701 plus extension, for rally and luncheon information. See the map for a chapter near you.
CHAPTER
NUMBER

CHAPTER
NAME

CHAPTER
PRESIDENT

PHONE
NUMBER

E-MAIL ADDRESS
+ EXTENSION #

888-757-7701

1

Golden Gate

Kathy Guerrera

408-314-1858

kathyguerrera@yahoo.com

8001

2

Rocky Mtn. High

Linda Gilmore

303-349-8845

president@rockymtnhiskps.org

8002

3

Northeast

Mike Keliher

207-446-7536

mikekeliher5090@gmail.com

8003

5

Evergreen

Ron Hough

425-218-2839

escapeeschapter5@gmail.com

8005

6

Great Lakes

Judy Woodham

989-233-3073

jwoodham56@gmail.com

8006

8

Mexican Connection

Ed Dennis

408-603-0600

ed@ekdennis.com

8008

9

Oregon Trails

Rick De Young

541-580-3790

rrdeyoung@gmail.com

8009

10

Rainbow Chapter

Gene Jensen

936-355-1785

genejensen88@gmail.com

8010

11

Alamo Area SKPs

Ken Dixon

210-218-7656

kennethdixon01@att.net

8011

12

North Central

Ron Nelson

507-259-7528

ron.nelson@q.com

8012

14

Lucky Rollers

Phil Darling

603-686-6185

wheel4home@yahoo.com

8014

17

Ozark Chapter

Alvin Baker

918-740-4263

bakerskp17@gmail.com

8017

18

Maple Leaf

Howard Krakower

613-829-3587

hk@zed.net

8018

20

Mid Atlantic

Frank Simon

304-947-7689

pinoakfrank@yahoo.com

8020

21

Arizona Saguaros

Stuart Dutcher

520-403-1062

dutch1062@msn.com

8021

22

Van Islanders

Jeremy Knapman

250-248-9492

jbknapman@telus.net

8022

24

Gold Nugget

Jackie Friday

209-304-2483

fridaymj@att.net

8024

25

Shanty Shakers

Wayne and Lynn Selden 619-890-5383

shantyshakers25@gmail.com

8025

26

Gulf Posse

Cushman Phillips

770-312-8871

cushman@cbphei.com

8026

29

Carolina Rovers

Craig Rickenbach

803-372-2998

carickenbach@gmail.com

8029

32

Verde Valley

Jeanne Nielsen

253-514-3680

beadyrags@yahoo.com

8032

Kim Gurry

33

BC Okanagan SKPs

250-320-0630

gurry@telus.net

8033

34

Columbia River SKPs Michael Surratt

503-667-0819

mrat1945@frontier.com

8034

36

Erie Shores

440-823-6214

gulleyjumper0208@yahoo.com

8036

Merle Cockayne

541-659-7208

perrykathryn4@gmail.com

8037

Rob Cannon

209-605-4716

rcannon55@me.com

8038

39

Wash-Pan

Bev Allenbaugh

509 925-3297

photogal@fairpoint.net

8039

41

NYSKPS

Marilyn Woodside

908-377-4254

lynhw15@gmail.com

8041

42

KEN/TENN

Ray Rountree

502-664-1080

rayretired44@aol.com

8042

44

Alberta Roamers

John VandenBerg

403-328-0147

chapter44rvclub@gmail.com

8044

45

Valley of the Sun

Ed Allard

480-213-8096

edrdnalice@gmail.com

8045

46

Lincolnland

John Liggett

217-257-4880

jrliggett@gmail.com

8046

47

Nor-Cal Gypsies

Nancy Voyles

530-357-4762

tsrnan@aol.com

8047

49

Badger SKPs

Ken Cerling

608-219-6239

cerlingconstruction@gmail.com

8049

51

Hoosier Neighbor

John Kereszturi

574-360-8226

kereszturi@sbcglobal.net

8051

52

Arkansas Diamonds

Don Tannehill

501-410-8950

tannehilld@sbcglobal.net

8052

57

Florida Sun Gators

John McKean

941-627-9823

57jmfl@gmail.com

8057

For more details about a chapter, visit www.escapees.com/chapters.
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Rogue Valley Rovers Kathryn Perry
Mother Lode
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EVENTS CALENDAR

Join us at one of these rallies or National events!
• Call the voicemail phone number (888-757-7701) + extension for specific directions to events.
• November/December deadline: September 10. The “Events Calendar” is reserved for chapter, certified BoF groups and National events. All submissions must be in writing.
• E-mail submissions to editor@escapees.com, or mail submissions to Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351.

DATES

LOCATION

HOST CHAPTER			

888-757-7701
EXTENSION #

02-08

CO

Colorado Outdoor Adventure HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

04-09

CO

Pagosa Springs, Blanco River RV Park

02

8002

05-08

OR

Florence, Odd Fellows Campground

09

8009

07-09

BC

Canada, Sicamous, Dale and Lyn Wood’s acreage

33

8033

09-13

OR

Florence, Oddfellows RV Park

34

8034

11-13

PA

Hesston, Raystown Lake

20

8020

12-16

CA

Hat Creek, Hereford Ranch RV Park and Campground

37/47

8037/ 8047

13-16

NY

Alexandria Bay, Swan Bay Resort

41

8041

16-23

MA

Fall Foliage Cruise HOP—Canada/New England

HOP/National

855-757-8881

17-21

CA

Santa Rosa, Santa Rosa County Fairground

01

8001

17-21

WA

Cle Elum, Whispering Pines RV Park

05

8005

18-22

ON

Canada, Pain Court, International Plow Match

18

8018

19-22

MI

Escanaba, U.P. State Fairground

06/49

8006/8049

22-27

NV

Wells, Welcome Station RV Park

Escapees Christian Flwshp BoF

8084

24-27

CA

Rio Vista, Duck Island RV Park

38

8038

24-28

AZ

Willow Beach, Willow Beach Harbor Campground

14

8014

24-28

NV

Carson City, Comstock Country RV

24

8024

04-06

NC

Rutherfordton, Four Paws Kingdom Campground

Pet Lovers BoF-Juliet Whitfield

970-729-2946

04-07

SC

Cleveland, Palmetto Cove

29

8029

05-14

NM

Albuquerque, Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

07-11

OR

Tygh Valley, Wasco County Fairground and Hunt RV Pk

34

8034

08-12

AZ

Prescott, Orchard Ranch Resort

25

8025
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09-13

KY

Franklin, Dad’s Bluegrass Campground

42

8042

10-15

OR

Florence, Judd Huntington Elks

37

8037

15-19

AZ

Cottonwood, Verde Valley Fairground

32

8032

80

15-19

TN

Rockville, Parke County Fairgrounds

51

8051

17-20

AZ

Naco, Turquoise Valley Golf Club and RV Park

21/45

8021/8045

18-21

TX

Center Point, Old River Road RV

11

8011

22-26

CA

Merced, Elks Lodge RV Park

38

8038

22-26

CA

Red Bluff, Durango RV Resort

24

8024

22-26

LA

Vidalia, River View RV Park

26

8026

25-29

CA

Corning, Heritage RV Park

47

8047

ESCAPEES

OCTOBER 2018

NOVEMBER 2018
02-11

CA

Death Valley, Sunset Campground

Escapees Christian Flwshp BoF

8084

05-09

CA

Temecula, Lake Skinner

25

8025

September/October 2018

MEMBER SECTION

FOR XSCAPERS EVENTS,
SEE PAGE 91.
HOST CHAPTER			

888-757-7701
EXTENSION #

DATES

LOCATION

05-09

FL

Bushnell, Paradise Oaks RV Resort

57

5057

09-11

TX

Livingston, Rainbow’s End, RVers Boot Camp

National

888-757-2582

20-25

CA

Los Banos, Spring Fairground

01

8001

26-30

CA

Los Banos, Spring Fairground

38

8038

DECEMBER 2018
03-07

CA

Oroville, Feather Falls Casino/KOA

24

8024

27-January 3

CA

Pasadena, Rose Parade HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

12-18

AZ

Quartzsite, MM2.3 Plomosa Road

Escapees Christian Flwshp BoF

8084

13-21

AZ

Quartzsite, 600 Kuehn Rd.

Escapees Elk • C-BoF

8082

National

JANUARY 2019

15

AZ

Quartzsite, Plomosa Road MM3, Escapees Happy Hour

16-20

FL

Tampa, Florida State Fairground, Florida RV SuperShow Escapees Booth/Koca

888-757-2582

888-757-2582

17-20

TX

Fredericksburg, The Vineyards at Fredericksburg RV Pk 11

8011

19-27

AZ

Quartzsite, Big Tent Show

Escapees Booth/Koca

888-757-2582

19-27

AZ

Quartzsite, MM3

06/21

8006/8021

27-31

AZ

Quartzsite, MM99

Geocache BoF

760-445-8196

National

FEBRUARY 2019
01-03

AZ

Congress, North Ranch, RVers Boot Camp

11-28

CA

Potrero, Potrero County Park, Baja/Mexico Rolling Rally 08

8008

888-757-2582

12–17

FL

Key West, Cuba–Key West Cruise HOP

HOP/National/Cruise

855-757-8881

20-March 8

CA

San Diego, Hawaii Islands-Kilauea Volcano Cruise HOP

HOP/National/Cruise

855-757-8881

01/03

TX

Grand Prairie, Loyd Park, RVers Boot Camp

National

888-757-2582

01-06

LA

New Orleans, Mardi Gras HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

MARCH 2019

Tucson, Pima County Fairground, RVers Boot Camp

National

888-757-2582

Tucson, Pima County Frgd, Escapees 59th Escapade

Escapade/National

888-757-2582

04-07

NC

Raleigh, Raleigh Oaks RV Resort

29

8029

07-14

TX

Bellville, Coushatte Recreation RV Ranch

11

8011

08-12

FL

Winter Haven, Cypress Campground

57

8057

APRIL 2019

10-21

FL

Ft. Lauderdale, Panama Canal Cruise HOP

HOP/National

855-757-8881

26-28

GA

Pine Mountain, Pine Mountain RV Rst, RVers Boot Cmp

National

888-757-2582

29-May 5

GA

Pine Mountain, Pine Mtn. RV Rst., SKP ACRE rally

Steve Masterson

skpacre@gmail.com

05-09

TN

Chattanooga, Holiday Travel Park

42

8042

13-19

OH

Mansfield, Mansfield Fairground

36

8036

MAY 2019

September/October 2018
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14-16
17-22

MEMBER SECTION
SKP ACRE RALLY, APRIL 29—MAY 5, 2019
PINE MOUNTAIN RV RESORT, 8804 HAMILTON RD, PINE MOUNTAIN, GA 31822, 706-663-4329 • WWW.RVCOUTDOORS.COM/PINE-MOUNTAIN
RVERS BOOT CAMP APRIL 26–28, 2019 (IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE RALLY) • WWW.SKPACRE.COM

The SKP ACRE planning committee,
steering committee and rally team
have selected Pine Mountain,
Georgia, as the rally location for
2019. The goal of the steering committee is to provide a
quality rally at the lowest possible cost. Entertainment,
catered meals, a potluck dinner, as well as other optional
venues outside the RV resort, are planned.
The Escapees SmartWeigh team will be available to
weigh your RV, and Escapees RVers Boot Camp will be
held prior to the rally, April 26–28, 2019. Seminars will
be provided. (An example is a seminar on tire pressure.)
The rally fee is $65 per person, and the camping fee

is $44 per night. Visit www.skpacre.com for detailed
registration information. Register for SmartWeigh and
Boot Camp Express during rally registration available
online January 2019.
We invite you to join us. Call today for reservations
and specify that it is for “SKP ACRE.” Remember to
adjust your arrival dates if you plan to attend Boot
Camp. If your chapter or BoF group would like to park
together, contact me (Steve) at SKPACRE@gmail.com.
For information on activities in the Pine Mountain area,
visit www.pinemountain.org/attractions.
Steve Masterson #95338, SKP ACRE President
Dianne Wood #113382, Communications Chairman

CHAPTER
8 BAJA TO MEXICO ROLLING RALLY
BAJA CALIFORNIA, MEXICO—THREE EXCITING VENUES, FEBRUARY 11–28, 2019 (18-DAY ROLLING RALLY)
REGION: BAJA CALIFORNIA, MEXICO • BORDER CROSSING: TECATE, B.C., MEXICO

Magazine

This year, we invite all Escapees to join us for our 2019 Rolling Rally that will include
three distinct venues.

ESCAPEES
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To begin, rally attendees will gather together in Potrero County Park, located
in the town of Potrero, San Diego County, California.
Our next camp will be at the Zoologico Parque del Nino Jersey, in the heart
of the Valle de Guadalupe, where 90 percent of Mexican wine is produced. The
Zoologico park is an outstanding zoo, and Chapter 8 is the first group to have
used it as a base to enjoy Mexico’s answer to Napa Valley (in California). RV camping in an animal rescue zoo is a unique experience.
Our final venue is at La Jolla Beach Camp, on the Pacific Ocean with views of the busy
port of Ensenada where three gigantic cruise ships a week come to enjoy Mexico. Our
beach camp has a thermal underground spring beneath the sand, so digging a quick foxhole
produces a natural oceanside hot tub!
From La Jolla, we have a broad range of Mexican culture to enjoy. The facilities at La
Jolla Beach include a theater with stage plays in English, a fully equipped community center
for our meetings and a variety of athletic facilities. Our bus tour takes an interesting route
we specifically designed to reflect more of Mexican culture than commercial tours provide.
While a quality experience, a penchant for charity and an educational opportunity
define our event, it is also the most economical way you can experience the warm-hearted
Mexican people and broad range of events and entertainment. (See article on page 18.)
				
Kassandra Dennis #119685, Chapter 8 Wagonmaster

All Escapees are invited to join us. Space is limited, so
make your reservation today! For more information, visit:

www.mexicanconnection08.com
September/October 2018

MEMBER SECTION

SKP DINE-OUTS

MISSOURI

Join fellow Escapees for any one of these regional dine-outs.

NEVADA

It’s time to eat!
ALABAMA

Gulf Shores: 2nd Mon, 10:30 a.m., Original Oyster House.
701 Gulf Shores Pkwy. Cushman Phillips: 770-312-8871,
cushman@cbphei.com. Oct-April (except March)

ARIZONA

Apache Junction: 1st and 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Mickey D’s Café,
1408 W. Apache Trail. Please RSVP Ed Allard: 480-213-8096,
edrdnalice@gmail.com. Nov-March
Benson: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., San Pedro Golf Course, Ironwood
Grill, 926 N Madison Ave. Chuck Dupuis: 520-360-5695,
cddupuis@gmail.com. Nov-April
Casa Grande: 2nd Tues, 1 p.m., Golden Corral. 2082 E. Florence
Blvd. Jan Tilton: jtilton7@yahoo.com. Oct-April
Tonopah: Taco Tuesday 6:30 p.m., Tonopah Family Restaurant,
41101 West Indian School Rd. Call or text to confirm, Mike: 602325-3171, Ajo: 575-694-2692, ajo@thecatdragdinn.org

Springfield: 1st Fri, 1 p.m., Golden Corral, 2734 N. Kansas Expway. Vernon Eide: 417-766-2191. (Casual campouts held 3rd Tues
of each month, April-Oct. Vernon Eide, eidevernon@yahoo.com)
Pahrump: 2nd Mon, 11:30 a.m., China Wok, 580 Route 160.
Phil Darling: wheel4home@yahoo.com. Sept-May
Reno: 1st. Wed, 1 p.m., Gold ’N Silver Inn Restaurant, 790 W 4th
St. Adrian Jones: adrianandrebecca@att.net

NEW MEXICO

Lakewood: Ladies breakfast every Tues. Men’s breakfast every
Thurs. Call 575-457-2303 for more information.

NEW YORK

Rochester: 3rd Tues, 11:30 a.m., Golden Corral, 450 Jefferson Rd.
Marilyn Woodside: 908-377-7765, lynhw15@gmail.com. July-Nov

OREGON

Medford: 2nd Tues, 11 a.m., Elmer’s Restaurant, 2000 Biddle
Road. Kathryn Perry: 541-659-7208, perrykathryn4@gmail.com
Sutherlin: 2nd Wed, 9 a.m. (breakfast), Abby’s Legendary Pizza,
1011 W Central Ave. Rick De Young: 541-580-3790. Jan-Dec
Gresham: 4th Mon, 1 p.m., Heidi’s Restaurant, 1230 N.E. Cleveland. Michael Surratt: 503-667-0819, mrat1945@frontier.com

Tucson: 2nd Tues, 3 p.m. Golden Corral, 6385 S. Midvale Park
Road. Please confirm: Cliff/Virginia Haycock: 919-412-4029,
hayvirginia@yahoo.com

TENNESSEE

Wickenburg: Visit the Chapter 32 website or voice mail for date
and location. Dawn Ewell: 303-988-4597, imslide@gmail.com.
Nov 2017-April 2018

TEXAS

Yuma: 2nd Wed, 10 a.m., Foothill’s Eatery and Spirit, 12871 S
Interstate 8 Frontage Rd. Diane Sears: 936-215-9632 Nov-April

UTAH

CALIFORNIA

Clovis: 1st Thurs, 11:15 a.m., Denny’s Restaurant, 710 W Shaw
Ave. 936-612-3216. Wayne Zimmerman: 559-638-1631.
Huntington Beach: 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Sonny’s Restaurant,
7148 Edinger Ave. Rick Comaroto: 714-889-8549,
rnhcomar@aol.com

Crossville: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Vegas Steakhouse. 3152 North
Main St. Ralph Wiggers: 931-787-4157. April-Nov
Livingston: 2nd Fri, 1 p.m., For location, call 888-757-7701
x8010. Gina Jensen: 936-355-1785, vintagelady2222@gmail.com
West Valley City: 3rd Thurs, 1 p.m., Golden Corral, 3399 West,
3500 South. Lawrence Pay: 801-599-3518, lnpay@msn.com

WASHINGTON

Mountlake Terrace: 1st Sat, 11 a.m. Azteca Mexican Restaurant,
22003 66th Ave W F. Ray/Sandy Hoyt: 425-750-6139. May-Sept
Mount Vernon: 1st Tues, 11 a.m., Royal Star Buffet, 2300 Freeway
Drive. Dave: 206-849-1579, arlene1046@gmail.com. May-Sept
Tacoma: 2nd Tues, 11 a.m., Old Country Buffet,
5815 Lakewood Towne Center. Barb Johnson: 360-908-0699,
barbj1752@msn.com

North Highlands: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Golden Corral,
4940 Watt Avenue. David/Shirley Sturdivant: 916-967-3862.

WISCONSIN

Redding: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., Country Waffle, 2300 Athens Ave.
Nancy Voyles: 530-357-4762, tsrnan@aol.com. March-Dec

Santa Maria: 2nd Thurs (every month), 11:30 a.m., IHop, 202
Nickolson Ave. Anna Hartman: 805-937-1856.
Ventura: 1st Tues (every month), 11 a.m. Main Restaurant Steakhouse, 3159 E. Main St. Chuck Burton: 805 647-7382.
Visalia: Last Fri (Jan-Oct), 3rd Fri (Nov-Dec) 9:30 a.m. Ryan’s Place
Restaurant, 3103 S. Mooney Blvd. Bring a friend; wear badge.

CANADA

AB (location TBA): 2nd Wed, noon. Check Chapter 44 website
locations and times/888-757-7701 x8044. Carol Davis.
BC, Kelowna: 2nd Tues, 11:30 a.m. 88 Grand Buffet, 2339 Hwy.
97 N. Sharon Rajotte: 250-707-0602, rsrajotte@telus.net
BC, Nanaimo: 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Ricky’s All Day Grill, Inside
Days Inn, 809 Island Hwy S. Bernardien Knol: bernardienknol@
msn.com, April-Oct. Except June and Sept
BC, Vernon: Last Tues, noon. Army, Navy and Airforce Club—
Spitfire Grill, 2500 46th Ave. Kathleen Bone: 250-265-1192,
kathyskp@telus.net

COLORADO

ON, Talbotville: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., Wayside Restaurant,
10680 Sunset Rd. Sharon Sandau: 519-862-2152,
sdsandau@teksavvy.com. May-Nov

FLORIDA

ON, Barrie: 1st Thurs, 12:30 p.m., Mandarin Restaurant, 28
Fairview Rd. Peta: 705-728-5639, petaarends@gmail.com.
May and Oct

Englewood: 2nd Tues, 12 p.m. Golden Corral. 4000 River Point Pkwy.
Chuck Derington: 303-842-1519, chuckderington@comcast.net
Clermont: 1st Thurs, 11 a.m., Golden Corral. 1555 Grand Hwy.
Glenna Watson: 352-502-3748, glennaw2@gmail.com. Nov-April

September/October 2018
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San Diego area: 4th Sat, 9 a.m. breakfast, Marie Callender’s,
6950 Alvarado Rd. Meeting follows at 10 a.m. Wayne/Lynn Selden:
619-890-5383, shantyshakers25@gmail.com

DeForest: 3rd Wed, 2 p.m. Norske Nook, 100 E. Holum Street. Ken
Cerling: 608-219-6890. May-Oct

ESCAPEES

Modesto: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., The Golden Corral Buffet and Grill,
3737 McHenry Ave. Ray Bailey: 209-532-0444,
bailey-r@sbcglobal.net. Feb-Nov

Alabama

Rainbow Plantation | 14301 County Rd. 28, Summerdale, AL 36580
251-988-8132, Fax: 251-988-8142, plantation@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/rainbowplantation

$

Arizona

North Ranch | 30625 Hwy. 89, Congress, AZ 85332
928-427-3657, Fax: 928-685-3695, northranch@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/northranch

$

Florida

Sumter Oaks RV Park | 4602 County Rd. 673, Bushnell, FL 33513
352-793-1333, Fax: 352-793-5216, sumteroaks@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/sumteroaks

$

Missouri

Turkey Creek RV Village | 1376 US 65 Business S., Hollister, MO 65672
417-335-8004, Fax: 417-335-4644, turkeycreek@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/turkeycreek

New Mexico

Dream Catcher RV Park | 4400 E. Pine St., Deming, NM 88030
575-544-4004, Fax: 575-544-0944, dreamcatcher@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/dreamcatcher

Tennessee

Raccoon Valley | 908 E. Raccoon Valley Rd., Heiskell, TN 37754
865-947-9776, Fax: 865-947-9778, raccoonvalley@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/raccoonvalley

$

Texas

Rainbow’s End | 140 Escapees Dr., Livingston, TX 77351
936-327-1279, Fax: 936-328-8168, rainbowsend@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/rainbowsend

$

21

$

19

$

22

$

27.50

$

26.50

$

28.50

$

24

$

21

$

25

17.50

$

18

$

17.50

$

$

$

21-22

27.50
28.50

126

$

116

$

132

$

101

$

108

$

$

101

$

126132

$

$

$

$

$

165

$

159

$

171

$

144
127

150

165171

$

Monthly Nonmember

Monthly Member

Weekly Nonmember

Escapees RV Club owned and operated.

Weekly Member

Daily Member

Rainbow Parks

Daily Nonmember

MEMBER SECTION

340+

$

325+

$

340+

$

325

$

225+

$

395+

395+

395+
395

$

235+

$

$

325

$

395

$

340360+

$

$

$

395415+

SKP Co-Ops (Escapees Members Only)

Owned and operated by individual member groups of Escapees.
Arizona

Saguaro Co-Op | 600 E. Saguaro Dr., #245, Benson, AZ 85602
520-586-7343, Fax: 520-586-4683, skpsaguaro@gmail.com, www.skpsaguaro.org

Incl CTV

+ Elec
& tax

RoVers Roost | 3241 S. Montgomery Rd., Casa Grande, AZ 85193
520-426-3589, Fax: 520-421-0105, rovers_roost@yahoo.com, www.roversroost.com

20

+ tax

$

Incl Elec

23

Incl Elec

$

35

+ Elec

20

$

$

KOFA Ko-Op | 3750 E. County 17th St., Yuma, AZ 85365
928-344-0645, 928-344-0900, office@kofako-op.com, www.kofako-op.com
California

Jojoba Hills Resort | 45120 Hwy. 79 S, Aguanga, CA 92536
951-767-9130, office@jojobahills.com, jojobahills.com

Magazine

Park Sierra | 45323 Park Sierra Dr., Coarsegold, CA 93614
559-658-8696, Fax: 559-683-2179, parkoffice@parksierra.net, www.parksierra.net
Florida

The Resort | 2219 SKP Way, Wauchula, FL 33873
863-735-1499, Fax: 863-735-1994, skpresortwauchula@gmail.com, flskpresort.org

Nevada

Pair-A-Dice | 5150 Oakridge, Unit 2, Pahrump, NV 89048
775-727-7221, Fax: 775-727-3966, skppairadice@gmail.com

New Mexico

The Ranch | PO Box 109, Lakewood, NM 88254
575-457-2303, Fax: 575-457-2100, skpranch@pvtnetworks.net, skpranch.com

Oregon

Timber Valley | 800 S. State St., Sutherlin, OR 97479
541-459-4465, skptimbr@rosenet.net, www.timbervalleyskp.com

ESCAPEES
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$

Texas

Lone Star Corral | 131 Private Rd. 5240, Hondo, TX 78861
830-363-7623, Fax: 830-363-5110, info@lonestarcorral.com, lonestarcorral.com

Washington

Evergreen COHO | 2481 Anderson Lake Rd., Chimacum, WA 98325
360-385-6538, Fax: 360-379-5669, ecrskp@escapees.com, www.evergreencohoskprvpark.com

$

limited
$

+ Elec
& tax

110

+ Elec
& tax

100

+ Elec
& tax

325

+ Elec

+ Elec
& tax

-

-

-

-

-

-

112

+ Elec
Incl WiFi &
CTV

$

420

+ Elec
Incl WiFi &
CTV

126

+ Elec

$

495

+ Elec

Incl Elec,
WiFi &
CTV

$

20

+ Elec
& tax

$

$

20

$

Incl Elec

20

Incl Elec

22

Incl Elec

$

$

+ tax

20

+ Elec

27.75

+ tax

$

$

Incl Elec

96

$

-

Incl Elec

-

$

300

$

+ Elec

+Elec
& Tax

340

+ Elec

325

+ Elec

450

+ Elec

Incl Elec

132

Incl Elec

$

110

+ Elec

$

166.50

+ tax

$

$

+ tax
$

Incl Elec

-

350

$

125

$

$

330

$

Incl CTV

21-26

The plus symbol (+) is used to indicate “plus electric.”Additional charges may apply for 50-amp electric, pull-thru and additional occupants.
Prices are subject to change without notice. Contact parks for hours of operation and to verify rental fees before arrival.
Receiving mail at Escapees Parks: Route your mail to General Delivery, City, State and Zip Code. Verify zip code by calling 800-275-8777.
Availability of rental spaces at SKP Co-Ops depends on members putting their lots into a rental pool while they travel. During the popular season,
there may be few spaces left to rent. Call in advance to check the availability of rental sites.
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$

Incl CTV

N

-

93

0

-

68

0

-

130

24

-

N

N

Raccoon Valley: Heiskell, TN
865-947-9776 • raccoonvalley@escapees.com
Local songwriters meet every Tuesday night.
Thursday night, local jammers perform.

Pair-A-Dice SKP Co-Op: Pahrump, NV
775-727-7221 • www.skppairadice.com
First-time visitors receive a one-week stay for $50: Request at
check-in. Call ahead for availability. GPS: N36° 8.700'-W115° 58.000'
Park Sierra SKP Co-Op: Coarsegold, CA
559-658-8696 • parksierra.net
Enjoy pickleball, horseshoes and our remodeled game room. The
billiard room has two pool tables, three dart boards and a shuffleboard game. Visit the website for a special camping offer.

N

297 n/a

N

118

n/a

N

152

n/a

-

RoVers Roost SKP Co-Op: Casa Grande, AZ
520-426-3589 • www.roversroost.com
Max site length is 40'. First-time Escapees visitors will receive
three days free when they pay for one week ($110 plus tax/elec).
Explore many activities from this central location. Activities update provided at daily social hours. Park office is closed Sundays.
(Sunday arrivals must boondock.) Office and park will be closed
to renters May 1—Sept. 15. Visit the website or call for details.

N
-

N

N

N

-

N

-

-

182

n/a

-

118

n/a

-

N

-

206 n/a

-

N

N

130

n/a

N

N

N

175

n/a

N

N

N

Only Escapees members may purchase an SKP Co-Op membership (when one is available), and that membership
entitles them to use a specified lot until they are deceased or sell the membership back to the corporation. Each SKP
Co-Op sets its own rules and is self-governing with a board of directors elected by the members. Members share in
the financial responsibilities of the SKP Co-Op. Operating expenses are shared equally among the membership by way
of an annual maintenance fee. Most SKP Co-Op sites have buildings and other improvements that may add several
thousand dollars to the buy-in price. Most also have a waiting list. Call individual parks for more information.

The Resort SKP Co-Op: Wauchula, FL
863-735-1499 • www.flskpresort.org
Enjoy a warm winter and an 84-degree heated pool in orange
groves and cattle country, the “Real Florida.” Seasonally, join us
for golf, pickleball, shuffleboard, dinner dances, crafts, happy hour
and bowling. Local attractions: state parks, kayaking, fishing and
beach day-trips. Escapees: 25% discount (May—Oct) + elec.
Lone Star Corral Co-Op: Hondo, TX
830-363-7623 • www.lonestarcorral.com
First time Escapee visitors will receive 50% off one week stay
plus electric. Offer not valid for December or last full week in
February. Your extended stay will allow you to explore the San
Antonio area and Texas Hill Country. The park is only a 2- to
3-hour drive from the Gulf Coast and Mexico.
Timber Valley Co-Op: Sutherlin, OR
541-459-4465 • www.timbervalleyskp.com
Join us in Oregon’s banana belt. Large lots; more privacy. Costco, 5 chain grocery outlets within 12 miles. Walk to restaurants,
churches; other amenities. Award-winning wineries, fishing,
forest trails and wildlife. Waterfalls, 50 miles; ocean, 70 miles.
Coupon on our website! Stay two nights, get a third night free.
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128

N

Saguaro SKP Co-Op: Benson, AZ
520-586-7343 • www.SKPSaguaro.org
First-time visitors receive a week for $50, plus elec./tax. Visit
www.SKPSaguaro.org and click “Special Offers” for details.
The Ranch SKP Co-Op: Lakewood, NM
575-457-2303 • www.skpranch.com
Planning a trip to Carlsbad Caverns or the Guadalupe Mountains
national park? We’re your place to stay. Large sites, Reverse
Osmosis water. First timers: $50 wk + elec and tax, 20% off for
returning visitors. Visit website for details and $50 coupon.

N

254 n/a

Lease Lots at SKP Co-Ops

Events
Jojoba Hills SKP Co-Op: Aguanga, CA
951-767-9130 • www.jojobahills.com
Join the fun of many social activities. Enjoy pickleball, tennis,
swimming, hiking, nightly games and Friday happy hour. Beaches
and desert are only an hour away. Sunset magazine calls nearby
Temecula "Disneyland for adults." office@jojobahills.com

N

283 n/a
-

Pet Friendly

0

Dog Run

68

Laundry

-

Clubhouse

N

Activity Center

25

Reservations

99

WiFi

-

Storage

0

Dry-camping

107

Pull-thru

-

Lease Lots

ERPU Sites
22

50 AMP

87

30 AMP

-

55+ Park

# of Sites
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A MESSAGE FROM
XSCAPERS FOUNDERS
By TRAVIS CARR #8, Escapees President, and MELANIE CARR #8, Escapees Vice President

Going Full Circle

Magazine

The boom of the technology era led to cell
phones, Internet accessibility and social media, which created extensive changes in the
way tasks are accomplished in today’s world.
And staying connected to your friends and
family is undoubtedly easier than it has ever
been before. Still, there may not be as much
transformation from the original Escapees
members of 1978 to today’s 8,000-plus individuals associated with Xscapers, a lifestyle
group within Escapees RV Club.
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1978 Versus 2018

Many people assume working from the road or raising a
family while nomadic, even back in 1978, to be a rarity,
but it could be more of a perception than a fact. Today
the advancement of technology has provided new tools
to make it easier for more people to live on the road
and pursue their travel dreams. While daily life may look
different now, it has always been an important segment
of the RVing community and in Escapees’ history.
In the first official five-page newsletter on August 15,
1978 (excerpts included for reference), Kay provides
demographics to support that not all Escapees are
retired. In fact, this study shows quite the opposite and
that most of the original members were of working age
and in need of income to support their RV lifestyle.
Over the next 37 years, the club demographics
gradually shifted to 85 percent of the Escapees club
members being over the age of 65 and retired. This
isn’t because younger generations were traveling less; it
was simply that Escapees was
no longer meeting the needs
of modern-day nomads who
work from the road. To meet
Escapees’ mission of providing
“A Total Support Network for
All RVers,” something had to be
done to correct the assumption
that Escapees was only for the
retired RVers.
The formation of Xscapers
on March 8, 2015, aimed to
address this issue and bring
Escapees back to its roots.
We must provide support for
working-age RVers and remain
dedicated to enabling their
dreams of sharing life on the
road. Xscapers now accounts
for nearly 15 percent of membership and is the fast-growing
segment in Escapees RV Club.

MEMBER SECTION
Xscapers Influences New Escapees Services

The Escapees members of 1978 faced many of the same
challenges and had similar interests as today’s modern
working nomads. The truth is that, as RVers, we are unique,
and our unconventional lifestyles don’t always fit the more
traditionally defined standards of society. Even today,
extensive travelers find themselves in situations where
they have to deal with uncommon and perplexing issues on
health insurance, earning income, tax laws, mail delivery,
parking and social connections.

“Convergences are the heart
and soul of Xscapers and bring
like-minded RVers together that
would otherwise be unable to
share common interests or have
a place to call their own.”
of entrepreneurship and small business owners amongst
the RV community. Much like 40 years ago, Escapees
and Xscapers continues to find ways to support this
segment of RVers with the creation of the RVer Job
Exchange, accounting tips, webinars, educational
resources and a strong like-minded community.

Community Is Xscapers Greatest Resource
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To this day, health insurance is one of the hottest
topics amongst full-time and part-time RVers who are
pre-Medicare. PPO plans have nearly been exhausted
even in the most preferred states ideal in other ways for
full-time RVers such as Texas, Florida and South Dakota.
To help with this issue, Xscapers played a critical role to
bring on the Escapees HealthCare Solutions program
and a partnership with RVer Insurance Exchange to
provide alternative plans that supply ACA (Affordable
Care Act) compliant substitutes.
Also, much like now, the working-age RVers 40 years
ago had conversations and shared ideas about how to
generate income from the road to sustain their nomadic
and free-spirited lifestyle. While many jobs RVers held
back then were related to construction or the hospitality industry, these job opportunities are still heavily
embraced by the mobile workforce 40 years later.
It’s important to note that modern-day RVers face
a new set of challenges and needs as more and more
working nomads hit the road. Technology has created
the ability for a multitude of remote positions to become
available, but it is still a relatively new company culture
in the grand scheme. We also find ourselves in the age

Like Escapees, Xscapers thrives on community and the
resources that can be gathered and shared amongst its
like-minded RVers who face similar challenges.
To fill the needs of the Xscapers demographic, we
created social get-togethers that break the mold of
traditional RV rallies. It brings together new generations
of RVers without forcing change amongst long-time
Escapees members, the larger portion of the club
demographic. We call these events Convergences.
“It’s great to be able to look stuff up, but it doesn’t
compare to sitting across from somebody and sharing
that moment, that space and talking about whatever
your passion is,” said Xscaper Bill Trinkle #127874.
Convergences are the heart and soul of Xscapers
and it brings like-minded RVers together who would
otherwise be unable to share common interests or
have a place to call their own. These events are centered around the working-age RVer with an active and
adventurous lifestyle. While some activities may take
place during working hours, the bulk of events are in the
evenings and carry on late into the night.
It is an experience that fosters long-lasting friendships
and connections between attendees. It creates a space
where knowledge and information can be shared around
a campfire, or in seminars by experienced speakers who
live the same lifestyle as their fellow Xscapers.

MEMBER SECTION
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My wife, Kerensa, and I have been members of Escapees for five years since we started fulltime RVing, but we had never been to an Escapade, the Escapees national RV rally. We always
seem to be on the opposite side of the country. With Escapade in the middle of the U.S. this
past year, we grabbed our chance to go check it out. We chose to attend with the Xscapers
group since we have been involved with them since their first rally. We knew Escapade would
be a different RV get-together than we had experienced at Xscapers convergences.
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scapade is a larger event that has been held
annually much longer than Xscapers have existed.
This was their 58th Escapade that started 40
years ago when a group escaped the normal life
and blazed the path that we all follow today. While many
of the Xscapers events feel like a big party, Escapade
focuses more on RV education.
There are seminars scheduled all day, every day, on
various topics from RV upgrades, to safety, to interesting
and exotic places to travel. Escapees Smartweigh teams
are there to help us find out if our RVs are overweight,
and you can attend an RVers Bootcamp before the rally
as well. We took the opportunity to learn more about
CPR and traveling to Mexico, among other things.
However, this event isn’t all seminars and classrooms.
Escapees RV Club has always focused on community, so
September/October 2018

there are many opportunities to socialize and hang out
with others from all spectrums of the RV life. There are
new RVers starting out, part-time and full-time RVers
and those who are no longer on the road but still part of
the community. The chance to learn from such a diverse
cross-section of RVers is an excellent reason to attend
an Escapade.
We found that everyone we talked to was welcoming
of the Xscapers group and the influx of a new generation
of RVers, and there seemed to be no concern for what
type of RV you owned. All that mattered is that you were
interested in travel.
The Xscapers vibe was still present. During the day
we attended the seminars, ice cream socials and evening
entertainment. But, after the talent shows were over
and the magicians went home, we went back to our little
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SCAPADE WITH
By BRANDON HATCHER
#115527, Escapees Co-director
of Content Strategy

Xscapers at Escapade
PHOTO BY BROCK BRINKERHOFF

BRANDON HATCHER and his wife, Kerensa, live
and work in their RV while helping others get on
the road at RVtoFreedom.com. They’re happy to
be a part of the Xscapers team.
September/October 2018
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hang out with like-minded people and celebrate this life
we chose.
Even though Escapade is a different kind of gathering,
we feel every Xscapers member should attend. It will
show you that there is more to our group than partying
in the desert. Xscapers was born of Escapees and, as
a member, you are already an Escapees member. We
are all following in the tire tracks of the RVers that came
before us and made, and continue to help make, this life
accessible to us.

ESCAPEES

corner of the fairground and kept the party going late
into the night, and sometimes into the early morning.
There were many Xscapers in attendance that we knew
from past convergences and many new members who
were trying to figure out what this group was about.
Almost every night we had a social gathering. Some
nights, we sat around and talked about RV life. Other
nights, we had sing-alongs and karaoke. We’ve even
been known to play darts into the wee hours of the
morning with our resident night owls.
Convergences are different from Escapade but, at
their core, they are similar. Xscapers is a place for
like-minded people to get together, share stories, learn
from each other and, generally, hang out and have fun
with people that “get” us. Escapade is the same. People
come from all over to learn, share their experiences,
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XSCAPERS EVENTS
By JP SMITH #115625, Convergence Director
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he first half of this year has flown by like
Superman on his way to rescue Lois Lane. There
have been 10 different events; from Mexico to
Texas to South Dakota, the Xscapers have put the
miles on this year.
In June, about 50 Xscapers converged in the Black
Hills of Dakota to spend a week exploring. Even though
the rain did its best to try to dampen the fun, it didn’t
work. The activities were adjusted to allow the good
times to flow. We rented a bus for a tour of Deadwood,
visited one of the deepest mines on the planet, took
over a bowling alley and got stuck in a bison jam that
seemed endless. With so many activities and exciting
things to do in the Black Hills, I would anticipate a return
convergence to South Dakota in the future.
Xscapers then moved on to Colorado, boondocking at
a rodeo arena in Pagosa Springs. Our home for the week
included a big-top tent to protect ourselves from the
afternoon sun and the summer Rocky Mountain downpours. We took advantage of the beautiful surroundings
and headed out for scenic drives and beautiful hikes.
Other activities included a mimosa brunch, rig tours and
outdoor movies. A favorite activity was tubing down the
river through town. Drinks in hand, we dropped into the
chilly waters of the San Juan River and floated to the hot
springs that gave Pagosa Springs its name. Capping off
an awesome final week was a miniature golf competition
with Hillary Banks, a new Xscaper, taking home the
grand prize—an Xscapers-branded Pop Socket!
Fourteen selfless Xscapers stuck around Colorado
for another two weeks, giving up their time and energy
to help build a new house for Habitat for Humanity. We
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Habitat for Humanity build Xscapers participants: L to R: Stephen Densford,
Sheryl Johnson, Lou Schneider, Britt Densford, Keith Hobgood, Hillary and
Dan Banks and Mike and Sabine Rodocker (behind JP Smith who is giving a
thumbs-up). Kneeling: Sondi Cuddy and Barbara Snyder

made our home on BLM land outside of Durango and
braved the heat to work daily. The construction manager
was shocked at how quickly we got things done. In only
two weeks, the house went from a rough frame to a
walled house with a roof. We even got the opportunity
to get to know the future homeowner. In a wheelchair
his whole life, this house will give him the freedom to live
independently, take advantage of the adaptive sports
programs in the area and participate more in his passion
of skiing. This was a special chance for Xscapers to give
back, and a special thanks to those who did: Sondi Cuddy,
Sheryl Johnsons, Dan and Hillary Banks, Lou Schneider,
Keith, Chantelle and Champlain Hopgood, Barbara
Snyder, Stephen and Britt Densford and Sabine and Mike
Densford.
In August, the party moved to Oregon, as Xscapers
took over a fairground just outside Bend. But all eyes
are set towards Lake Havasu in January. This year’s
annual bash will be unlike any Xscapers convergence to
date. We will take over a rodeo arena and celebrate the
start of the season with themed parties every night! We
have four bands, DJs and night-time celebrations to look
forward to. Afternoons will be punctuated with keynote
speakers on all sorts of topics related to RVing. This
year’s bash will be limited to the first 300 Xscapers to
sign up, so don’t delay!
For information on upcoming convergences, visit www.
xscapers.com/xscapers-community/convergences.
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2018 CONVERGENCES
MICHIGAN MINI-CONVERGENCE
SEPTEMBER 12–18, 2018 • LAKE LEELANAU, MICHIGAN

Join Cheryl, David and Julie as fall descends on the
Leelanau Peninsula of northwest Michigan. Surrounded by wineries and the federally protected shores of
Lake Michigan, this quiet campground sits next to a
private four-acre lake where you can enjoy an abundance of sightseeing and water activities.

SAVANNAH MINI-CONVERGENCE
DECEMBER 6–11, 2018 • SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
RED GATE CAMPGROUND, 136 RED GATE FARMS TRAIL

Longtime Xscapers Brandon and Kerensa lived in Savannah and are proud to host this convergence that
will explore this beautiful southern town. The RV park
was selected to take advantage of its close proximity
to town and the many activities.

NEW YEAR’S EVE MEET-UP
DECEMBER 30 TO JANUARY 2, 2019
QUARTZSITE, ARIZONA

Celebrate and ring in the New Year with fellow Xscapers! We’re forgoing activities so we can party like
it’s 2019 in the Quartzsite desert! With this year’s
annual bash outgrowing Quartzsite and moving to
Lake Havasu, we want to ensure we maintain the
spirit and roots of the first Quartzsite Convergence.

ANNUAL BASH 2019
JANUARY 12–20, 2019
LAKE HAVASU, ARIZONA

The biggest Convergence of the year is coming this
January. Hundreds of Xscapers will converge in the
desert Southwest. What started as a small gathering where people meet to share stories, knowledge
and laughter around the campfire quickly turned into
something bigger and more meaningful. When we say
“This isn’t your traditional RV rally.,” we mean it!

MEXICO CONVERGENCE

For more information on Xscapers events, visit
www.xscapers.com or find us on Facebook.

Join Xscapers as we head south of the border for the
second year! We will gather for a night in El Centro to
get organized and ready for an early departure the
following morning. The trip across the international
border may take over two hours, followed by a twoand-a-half-hour trip to the seaside town of San Felipé.
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Xscapers Annual Bash 2018
PHOTO BY WILLIAM TRINKLE #127874
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JANUARY 27–FEBRUARY 6, 2019
VICTOR’S RV PARK, AV. MAR DE CORTéS SUR 10, VERDUGO, 21850
SAN FELIPé, B.C. 21850 MEXICO
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Mountainmaster.net

SERVING OUR COMMUNITY

SINCE 1902

936-327-1234 or 800-324-9279

Each depositor insured
to at least $250,000.

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

Financial StrategieS
For eScapeeS

Your retirement will likely last 20 years.
Will you have 20 years worth of money?

Download our App for your mobile
device or visit us on the web at

www.fnblivingston.com

5’-8’ TRUCK BED
LOADS BIKE-TRIKE

ALUMINUM,
STAINLESS STEEL,
TAILGATE ON &
GATE CLOSES
W/O BIKE

MOTORHOME
5th WHEEL
TRAVEL TRAILER
SUV or PICKUP
LOADING
MOTORCYCLE
TRIKE
QUAD RHINO

623-451-7121

Professionally

Guided RV
Vacations

• LICeNSeD financial consultants
• Free no-obligation consultation
• Thousands of options
• Offices located at Rainbow’s End
HeatHer Brown, SKp #116551

800-952-8496
FantasyRVTours.com

Multigenerational wealth Strategies
800-260-1615
COMMERCIAL

MEMBER

100 Rainbow Drive
Livingston, TX 77351
hbrown@mgenwealth.com

www.mgenwealth.com

Magazine

Securities offered through Securities America, Inc., Member
FINRA/SIPC. Advisory Services offered through Securities
America Advisors, Inc. Branch 575471: 100 Rainbow Drive,
Livingston, TX 77351. Tax and insurance services offered
through Multigenerational Wealth Strategies, LLC, which is
not affiliated with Securities America Companies. Legal services offered through Loring & Associates, PLLC, which is not
affiliated with Securities America Companies.
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SEEK ADVENTURES
THAT OPEN YOUR
MIND...

OVER 24 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE IN...

GUIDED
RV TOURS & RALLIES
...LOWER 48 • ALASKA • CANADA • OVERSEAS...

Call for a FREE

RV Travel Guide

Alaska • Mexico • Canada • USA • Overseas
First
State
Bank

“When you need

to Escape

Just bring us along!”

Free Deposit Accounts • Online and Mobile Banking
E-Statements • 24 hour Telebanking/
Located 10 miles from Escapees RV Club
National Headquarters in Livingston, Texas
ATM at Escapees Rainbows End
4 Branches to Serve You
Livingston Main & West • Shepherd • Onalaska

Like & Follow us on

Equal Housing
Lender

www.fsblivingston.com
936-327-5211 or 800-364-5211
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Be the first
to know!

FOR ESCAPEES

Order your FREE catalog today!
CALL: 936.327.3428
Find your next ADVENTURE at
www.adventurecaravans.com

Sign Up

CLUB NEWS
E-MAILS
WWW.ESCAPEES.COM
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OUR ADVERTISERS PROVIDE

OUR NEWEST
DISCOUNT PARKS

RV-related services that you can use!
Adventure Caravans......................................................................CM# 35.................................92
ARPC, LLC..................................................................................................................................................45

OKEFENOKEE PASTIMES CABINS
RV PARK & CAMPGROUND
912-496-4472 • www.okefenokee.com
28244 Highway 121
Folkston, GA 31537-4846
35% off daily rate October—May.
50% off daily rate during off-season June—September.

50%
DISCOUNT

FLYING D LAKESIDE STORE & RV PARK

Central Florida RV Center.........................................................CM# 740..............................39
Classified Ads...........................................................................................................................................94
Day’s End Journal and Directory...............................................................................................33
Essex Credit Corporation................................................................................................................13
Fantasy RV Tours.............................................................................CM# 830..............................92
First National Bank.........................................................................CM# 126...............................92
First State Bank...............................................................................CM# 45.................................92
Giraffe G4 .............................................................................................CM# 660.............................45

940-872-3581 • www.flyingdlakeside.com
7608 FM 1125
Bowie, TX 76230-8811
15% off full or partial discounts. 20% off during the off-season.

Marketplace..............................................................................................................................................92

MATAGORDA BAY NATURE & RV PARK

Multigenerational Wealth Strategies...............................CM# 13..................................92

50%
979-863-7120 • 855-392-7638 • www.lcra.org/Parks
DISCOUNT
6420 Fm 2031
Matagorda, TX 77457
50% off daily rate Oct—Feb. Open year-round. Reservations needed.
Have you found an RV park that would be a candidate
for the Discount Parks program?
E-mail the park name and address to the advertising
department at advertising@escapees.com, or call 888757-2582. Remember to always contact a park prior to
arrival to ensure availability.

J Wright Concepts.........................................................................CM# 829..............................45
Miller Insurance.................................................................................CM# 285..............................27
Mountain Masters Truck Accessories.............................CM# 274..............................92
Passport America Club.......................................................................................................................5
RVillage.........................................................................................................................................................92
RV Armor....................................................................................................................................................39
RV Comfort Systems, LLC ........................................................CM# 806.............................45
RV Driving School............................................................................CM# 3....................................92
RV Roofing Solutions..........................................................................................................................27
RV Trader............................................................................................................................................Cover
RVer’s Ultimate Survival Guide book............................................................................................12
RVs for Less...............................................................................................................................................19
SkyMed....................................................................................................CM# 85..................................19
Wholesale Warranties...............................................................................................................Cover
Workamper, Inc..................................................................................CM# 14..................................27

WELCOME THESE NEW
COMMERCIAL MEMBERS

Advertising
Escapees CARE, Inc.............................................................................................................................35

BANKERS LIFE CM #888
832-273-2198

Escapees Commercial Members...............................................................................................93
Escapees Club e-News.....................................................................................................................92
Escapees Discount Parks...............................................................................................................93
Escapees Escapade Information................................................................................................28
Escapees Healthcare Solutions.....................................................................................................7

WISE ABOUT WHEELS, LLC CM #890
480-321-6662

Escapees Mail Service.......................................................................................................................75

Escapees Job Board...........................................................................................................................39
Escapees Membership Application..................................................................... Back Cover
Escapees Roadside Assistance...................................................................................................67

Advertising Opportunities
with Escapees RV Club
Join the unique advertising opportunities provided by Escapees RV Club.
COMMERCIAL
Place your product/service before a
MEMBER
large, dynamic and well-established RV
community with regular advertising. Visit
www.escapees.com/advertise, call 888-757-2582 or e-mail
commercialmembership@escapees.com for information.

Escapees RVers Online University (RVOU)..........................................................................59
Escapees RVers Boot Camp............................................................................................................9
Escapees RVer’s Good Neighbor Policy................................................................................96
Escapees SmartWeigh Program................................................................................................12
Xscapers.....................................................................................................................................................86
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WELLSPRING RENEWABLE ENERGY CM #889
260-768-7336

ESCAPEES

LIFELINE BATTERY CM #887
909-599-7319

Classified Ads

SELL
IT OR BUY IT!
• Noncommercial classified ads: $20 minimum/base rate: up to 6 lines includes special title. Lines 7–12: $4 per line plus base rate. Over 13 lines:
$20 per line plus 7–12 and base rate. Six lines including photo: $50 ($4 per additional line. Over 12 lines: Additional fees apply.)
• Commercial classifieds: $20 per line, 5-line minimum, 5 percent discount for 6 issues or more.
(To estimate length of ad lines, 35 characters and spaces equal one line.)
• To send ad copy: Mail your typed submission and payment to Escapees Magazine, Attn: Classified Ads, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX
77351-9300, or send it, with a credit card number, to 936-327-4388 (fax) or e-mail advertising@escapees.com.
• Copy deadlines: (Subject to space availability) J/F-Nov. 10 • M/A-Jan. 10 • M/J-March 10 • J/A-May 10 • S/O-July 10 • N/D-Sept. 10
HOME BASE
Linda Stevens—REALTOR-C21 AzWest
North Ranch • LindasellsAz@msn.com
Small Lots:
L-348 Landscaped Vacant Lot $53K
L-349 Prk AZ Great Rm $89K
L-388 Prk Carport, W/D Views $74,950
L-386 Landscaped RV H W/D in Shed $52,500
Large Lots:
LgL-34 Vacant Lot $57K
LgL-46 Br and Extra Office/Den 2Bath Patio Breezeway+2Gar/
Shop $228,400
LgL-118 Custom2007 2Extra Office/Dens 3Bath with Gar/
Shop $179K
CALL FOR MORE OR NEW PRICES
OR CALL TO LIST
Linda Stevens, 928-232-9060
SKP 30347 • www.CongressMoves.com
ARIZONA RV HOMES.COM: New, smaller custom homes from
$190K with F-HU RV parking inside a 22'x52' garage, with additional
F-HU outside guest pad. Boating, off-roading and casinos nearby. Only
2 hours from Las Vegas. Great home base or snowbird retreat. 928768-2900 or arizonarvhomes.com. Ron Bernstein, Broker/Developer.
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San Matias, Baja, CA—Norte, Mexico: $65K, financing available.
Located between San Felipe and Ensenada. The c/g includes a house;
2BD/1BA, 25'x25' shop with a 3/4 BA, 2 encl/secure garages, RV
ramada, hot tub, fruit trees. House has dual-pane windows, new heat
pump, A/C and heat. Running water and a cistern. TV/elec. Great area
to live a simple, affordable life. Prop taxes: $75/yr., water: $150/
yr, TV: $17/mo. San Felipe is 65 miles E. Ensenada is 75 mi W. Jim:
425-214-4079.
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Floral Simplicity: is the easiest way to curb unpleasant smells while
on the road. Offering scented sachets and home fragrances for every
season and occasion. Strong enough to make a difference; subtle
enough to not overpower. www.floralsimplicity.com
HYDAWAY collapsible bottle: No more disposables in landfills;
no more hard-to-clean bottles. HYDAWAY is flat out ready to go,
whenever and wherever. Safe and BPA-free food-grade silicone and
plastic are tested and third-party certified safe. Dishwasher safe for
easy cleaning. Taste- and odor-free. You will only taste pure hydration
with the HYDAWAY bottle. Visit hydawaybottle.com for information.
Showaflops: Showaflops have unique drainage holes for faster drying
flops and antimicrobials to help protect feet from bacteria on floors
and prevent odors. Showaflops also have slip-resistant soles for safer
trips on wet slippery floors. From flip flops to slides, choose your
favorite style and enjoy life without worrying about the germs or wet
soggy flip flops. showaflops.com

MISCELLANEOUS

Oklahoma: Tranquil and secluded, this 20-acre, Rocking G Tree Farm
in the foothills of the Ouachita Mountains is 40 mi N of Broken Bow,
OK, and Beaver’s Bend State Park; 20 mi S of Queen Wilhelmina State
Park in Mena, AR. A commercial-grade, 60-ft level RV slab w/30- and
50-A HUs, a 115V outlet for a heated hose/sewage. Sat available;
safe drinking. Working tree farm; owner occasionally on premises.
$30/night, $170/wk, $500/mo. Call Michael, 972-514-7921; e-mail
rockinggtreefarmandrvpark@gmail.com.

TX—Sargent: Two full-hookup RV lots for rent. Each lot is 50'x100'.
One mile from the gulf and one-half mile from marina and boat launch.
Daily, weekly or monthly rates. 979-429-1759.

PRODUCTS

LUNATEC®: Self-cleaning washcloths and odor-free dishcloths are amazing. They have less bacteria, no smell and offer
convenience. Ideal for RVs and homes. Live healthier. 858-653-0401.
www.lunatecgear.com
LUNATEC®: Aquabot® turns water bottles into misters and
high-pressure sprayers. Cool you and your pets, hydrate and
clean gear. www.lunatecgear.com
ciao! baby Portable High Chair with Clip-on Umbrella: Requires
no assembly and weighs only 8 lbs. Simple to unfold, locks into place
and folds back up in seconds. The clear vinyl tray is durable, wipes off
easily, and it has a cup holder, too. The Clip-On Umbrella accessory
to keep baby shaded. The UV-lined fabric provides SPF protection
while the tilt joint/push button pivot and universal clamp allows you
to attach the umbrella to just about any stroller or other child’s travel
products. theportablehighchair.com
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Fiona Animal Refuge: Join our fight to save Mexican street
dogs. Founded and managed by Escapees member Dottie
Cross #86243 since 2011. In April 2013, our dream became a
reality. Fiona Animal Refuge opened its doors with 19 kennels,
office and surgery. FAR is a 501(c)(3) public charity, which
means all donations are tax-deductible. www.potreropups.org
or on Facebook: Fiona Animal Refuge Checks made payable to:
Fiona Animal Refuge can be sent to 208 Rainbow Dr., #10808,
Livingston, TX 77399-2008.

MEMBER SECTION

FINAL JOURNEYS

Farewell to our Escapees Friends
The Escapees RV Club expresses sincere condolences to the
families and friends of deceased members.
Egan, Paulette #41058-February 10, 2018: We were best friends and
traveled for 21 years. (Reported by friend Coy Eugene Goff #26762.)
Frevert, Ralph #69980-July 8, 2018: Ralph died in his sleep at
home while on hospice care. He had been hospitalized with heart
and kidney problems. He was a long-time member of Chapter #31.
(Reported by friend Chuck Burton #84676.)
Glick, Jonathan (Jon) #7061 July 17, 2018: (Sue, 121 Rainbow
Dr., #2130, Livingston, TX 77399-1021). It was a short journey from
the onset of class B streptococcus infection to the final breath. Jon put
up a good fight over the last 22 years when he was first diagnosed
with ESRD, enduring dialysis three times a week for three years before
receiving that wonderful call saying there was a donor. He loved being
an Escapee and was proud to have been the first VCR for the club.
We both enjoyed the open road, exploring new places and re-visiting
some favorites. We were always finding something new and exciting,
meeting wonderful people to share stories and meals. Jon served in
the Navy during the Vietnam conflict as a radio control technician.
In 2010 we decided to build a small house at Rainbow’s End where I
will continue to live when I am not traveling and exploring, just as we
always did. Since childhood, Jon always held a special place in his
heart for cats. Donations in Jon’s memory may be made to the SPCA
of Polk County (www.spcaofpolkcounty.org).
Goodrich, Warren #23362-May 18, 2018: (Beuanna, 8260
Southwest Crater Loop Rd., Terrebonne, OR 97760-9366) Warren
died from colon cancer. We joined Escapees in 1992 and enjoyed the
Escapades and camping with the Boondockers BoF. He loved traveling
and seeing all of the sights this wonderful country has to offer.
Hutchison, June “Diane” #23234: July 19, 2018: Diane was a
customer at my store. We shared the love of RVing, and she would
bring me every Escapees magazine she received. Since she could no

longer travel, she enjoyed talking about the RV lifestyle with me. I have
a small older RV. As far as I know, Diane had no family and it would
be wonderful if you could mention this awesome lady in your “Final
Journeys” column. She was a wonderful woman with a great love of
the outdoors, and we will miss her. (Reported by friend Rose Beeson.)
Kobler, Henry #37715-January 24, 2018: (Betty, 32004 Forest
Dr., Deland, FL 32720-4702) Henry died after battling severe pain for
many years. We would have celebrated 57 years of marriage this year.
Lippner, Bob #2868-April 2018 and Lippner, Tomi #2868-March
2018: They had many fond memories of the Escapees and all the
places they visited. The 11 years they spent traveling full-time in their
Bounder were some of the best times of their lives. I only visited the
Lone Star Corral SKP Co-Op in Hondo, Texas, once, but it was like going
home to family. To any of you who met them, thank you for making
their lives a little more special. (Submitted by daughter Pam Lippner.)
Ratcliff, Bunny #48001-June 19, 2018: (Bruce, 242 Rainbow Dr.,
#14235, Livingston, TX 77399-2042) Bunny was my bud, and we
would have been married 52 years in October. I will keep our lot in
Saguaro SKP Co-Op and continue to travel.
Robertshaw, Don #85308-May 4, 2018: (Diane, 45120 Hwy
79 #224, Aguanga, CA 92536-9706) Don died peacefully at the
Temecula Valley Hospital of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Don loved our
retirement years of full-time travel since 2003, and he was a proud
member of Escapees since 2004. He retired in 2002 from Snap-on
Tools in Laguna Hills, California, where he was a successful dealer. Don
also loved being an active volunteer with Jojoba Hills RV Resort SKP
Co-Op and was loved by all. My family and I would like to express our
heartfelt thanks to our Jojoba family for their many acts of kindness
to Don and us during this time. I will miss my best friend and traveling
companion of 55 years. Till we meet again.

REMEMBERING DIANNE HARLAN #22486, ESCAPEES MAGAZINE EDITOR: 1995 TO 1997

OR E-MAIL DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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We appreciate notification of the deceased by caring friends; however, please obtain permission from a spouse or family member before submitting
a notice for publication. Send notices to: Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, Texas 77351
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Harlan, Dianne #22486-July 6, 2018: In its 40-year history, considering we’re a traveloriented club, Escapees magazine has had only six editors. Dianne Harlan had retired
once as Escapees magazine editor to travel with her husband, Chuck, who also passed
away not too long ago. Here is what I remember about Dianne: Tall and stately and the
epitome of Southern courtesy, she graciously returned to headquarters in 1998 to train
me, not only how to be an editor, but how to turn on a computer. The most notable things
I remember about Diane were, she was always laughing and she always had a smile in her
voice, even when her patience was wearing thin about my ability (or inability) to catch on
quickly. “What do you mean, reboot? Why don’t you just say turn your computer off and
then on again,” I’d ask for the 10th time. “No, don’t write it down! Commit it to memory,”
she would say, patiently explaining the same thing repeatedly until she was certain I
had caught on. And that smile never left Dianne’s face or her voice. From Kay Peterson,
Susie Gearing, Sue Perkins, Dianne Harlan, Janice Lasko and, now, to Tammy Johnson,
the tradition of the Escapees RV Club continues with the highest of standards through
Escapees magazine, thanks in part to Dianne. Rest in peace, Dianne.” (Reported by former
Escapees magazine editor [1998–2012], Janice Lasko #14104.)

Preserve the privilege of overnight
parking. Follow the code and
encourage others to follow it, too!
Overnight Parking Etiquette

RVER’S GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY
Dear Fellow RVers,
The Good Neighbor Policy was created in the early 90s by Escapees RV Club. Since then, it
has become the industry standard code of conduct for overnight parking. We hope that the
Good Neighbor Policy serves as a reminder that RVers must be respectful of the communities
they visit.
Some of the most respected RV consumer clubs have joined Escapees to support your
privilege to park on private businesses’ property overnight under the following code of
conduct:
Industry-sanctioned Code of Conduct
(RVers’ Good Neighbor Policy)
1. Stay one night only!
2. Obtain permission from a qualified individual.
3. Obey posted regulations.
4. No awnings, chairs or barbecue grills.
5. Do not use hydraulic jacks on soft surfaces (including asphalt).
6. Always leave an area cleaner than you found it.
7. Purchase gas, food or supplies as a form of thank you, when feasible.
8. Be safe! Always be aware of your surroundings and leave if you feel unsafe.
If your plans include touring the area, staying for more than one night, or necessitate
conduct not within the code, please relocate to a local campground. It’s the right thing to do!
Most of the complaints lodged regarding RV parking on business parking lots have to do
with aesthetics and perceived abuse of the privilege. There are a variety of competing
interests that were balanced to arrive at this industry-sanctioned code of conduct. As you
can see, the code of conduct is nothing more than an RVers’ “Good Neighbor” policy.
Not following the code has serious consequences and is detrimental to the rights of all
RVers. Already, some municipalities have passed ordinances to prohibit parking on private
business property overnight.
Please do not take offense to this letter; it is only provided as a reminder that RVers must
be perceived as good neighbors or there will be more pressure to institute state, county
and local ordinances to prohibit parking on private business property.
We wish you safe and happy travels,

Download a copy of the RVers’ Good Neighbor Policy at www.escapees.com/rv-advocacy

SOMETHING THIS GOOD
SHOULD BE SHARED...
MEMBERSHIP BENEfITS
Adventure, Education and Support Services

• Mail Forwarding Service with scanning option (domicilecompliant addresses in Texas, Florida and South Dakota)
• Strong RV advocacy coalition (protecting RVers’ rights)
• Escapees Maps (plan your trip online)
• Escapees Job Board (looking for work or looking for hire)
• Escapees magazine (digital versions and archives online, too!)
• Escapade (annual Escapees club rally with education and social
opportunities)
• RVers Boot Camp (fundamental RV training)
• SmartWeigh (accurate and detailed RV-weighing service)
• Club News (weekly updates on events and member benefits)
• RVers Online University (reliable, online RV education)
• RVNetwork.com (discussion forum for all RV-related topics)
• HOPs (unique land, sea and air adventures with Escapees)
• Chapters and BoF groups (fun ways to meet other RVers)
• Online “Articles and Blogs” section (2000-plus articles)

Association Specials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Escapees Healthcare Solutions
Escapees Roadside Assistance
Tire Discount
RV insurance (full-time RV specialists)
Financial and legal services
Product and service discounts
CARE (rest, recover and recuperate)

A Comprehensive RV Park System
• Rainbow Parks—friendly, clean and fun. Reservations available.
• An extensive network of parks across North America, offering
Escapees members 15-50% off overnight rates
• Opportunities for additional savings through partnerships with
other RV clubs and organizations
• Overnight parking options offered by Escapees members
• Home-base options, plus short- and long-term parking/leases

www.escapees.com

ONLY

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION | INFORMATION REQUEST

Mail this form to Escapees RV Club • 100 Rainbow Drive • Livingston, TX 77351 • 888-757-2582 • or visit www.escapees.com

$399*5
TODAY!
JOIN

I’m simply requesting an information kit and FREE copy of Escapees magazine.
Payment information not required.
New Members
I am enclosing my annual membership fee of $39.95 (Canada and Mexico, add $10). All payments in U.S. currency.

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________ (Your address will not be sold.)
Last

First

Partner

Permanent mail address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Street

City

State

Zip

My e-mail address: ________________________________________________________________ Contact phone #: _______________________________
I prefer the digital Escapees magazine and would like to opt out of the printed copy.
Include my address in the members-only membership directory:
Please contact me about my local chapter:

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No
Subscribe me to Club News e-mails:

Yes

No

How did you hear about Escapees? ________________________________________________________________________
Type of RV:

Motorhome

Check #: __________ Credit:

Fifth-wheel
Visa

M/C

Travel trailer

Other _____________________________________________

Discover Card #__________ __________ __________ __________ Exp _______/_______

* With the exception of
the veterans’ discount,
this special rate cannot be
combined with other offers.

PERIODICAL
POSTAGE PAID
at
Livingston, TX
and additional
mailing offices

100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300
888-SKP-CLUB • www.escapees.com
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WWW.ESCAPEES.COM

Find Peace of Mind
RV Warranty Coverage You Can Count On
www.WholesaleWarranties.com

800.939.2806

